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Desktop* get friendly 

An exclusive hands-on review 
of a radical desktop system. 
GEM, from Digital Research, 
looks set to usher in a 'new age 
of user friendliness' and upset 
the Applecart. The Graphics1 
Environment Manager gives 
you the features of Lisa and Mac 
(icons, pull-down menus.. Jon 
the 16-bitters 

OUTPUT 

A word processor which matches Tas word in many respects. 

How to use rasters to get split screen graphics on your 64 

MTXtra 21 

Graphics utilities for Memotech users seeking more routines. 

BssIrtittsUst_24 

Atari assembly language programmers can make better use of 
floating point numbers with some simple routines. 

HARDWARE 

Inntltwtfti_12 

PCN pro-tests Upgrade Technologies' cheaper alternative to 
Acorn's own second processor for the Beeb. 

ICL is launching its One Per 
Desk (OPD) business micro 
tomorrow (Thursday. Novem¬ 
ber 15) and if it matches up to 
the expected specifications 
could be a real showstopper for 
people attending COMPEC. 

As the name suggests, ICL 
has designed the micro to be 
the essential piece of equip¬ 
ment on every office desk. It will 
handle all your computing/ 
communications tasks in one 
box. 

OPD is the result of a licens¬ 
ing agreement with Sinclair 
al lowing the use of QL technolo¬ 
gy as the basis of an integrated 
workstation that combines the 
facilities of the telephone with 
those of a computer. 

Because of the low cost of the 
QL board some industry watch¬ 
ers are forecasting that the 
OPD will cost £1,000 or less. 

The OPD will include moni¬ 
tor, detached keyboard, tele¬ 
phone. networking interface 
and probably a single disk drive 
in a single package. 

Although using QL technolo¬ 
gy , it will not be using QDOS as 
its operating system. When 

Sinclair started to design the 
QL, ICL was one of the com¬ 
panies approached to design the 
operating system. 

The QL came out sporting 
Sinclair’s in-house developed 
O/S. but ICL decided to stick 
with its own system because of 
the heavy commitment it had 
already invested in the soft¬ 
ware to run under it. 

One result of this is that 
expectations that OPD will 
come bundled with the Psion 
packages given away free with 
the QL are wide of the mark. 

ICL has run the OPD project 
in conditions of great secrecy. 
One source told PCN that the 
team working on it were locked 
away on one of the floors of IC L's 
research and development 
building in Bracknell and few 
other employees of ICL were 
allowed access. 

Despite this, some informa¬ 
tion has leaked out and it is 
thought that OPD will come 
with software that not only 
provides the usual functions of 
word processing and spread¬ 
sheets but also sophisticated 
communications functions. 
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PERIPHERALS 

Emin** EPROM 42 

Here's an EPROM programmer that really is a 
versatile development tool. 

useful and 

Print* cfcarnifcif 45 

Speed, quality and compatibility with several types of micro 
make this Smith Corona printer a good buy. 

SOFTWARE 
Gameplay 47 

PCNs assessments of games for the Spectrum. Amstrad. and 
Commodore 64. 

tiutulwthwsr_SB 

Graphic accounts of your financial state are the promise of this 
versatile package 

5C 

We spell out the faults and virtues of two word processors. 

REGULARS 

ICL ready to run with One per 
Desk, this page; COMPEC pre¬ 
view, page 2; full bells and 
whistles modem for £50, page 3; 
schools network launch. 

PCM Ckarts_I 

Check the latest movements in 
our weekly chart. Radio 1 does. 

Pad—Accsss_7 

Readers' letters — all the news, 
views and gripes. 

UsaUaalaaaMee_• 

Readers’ problems — all the 
answers you want. 

Mtaooo—s_It 

Readers’ routines — hints and 
tips for better programming. 

taapaa_U 

A sample of two new adven¬ 
tures. 

Salt—rsfts-Msw_44 

The taste of the future 

Billboard $7 

Second-hand bargains for all. 

Captions of the industry and 
dates for your diary. 

Mac lookalike could prove a real GEM 
Two British companies, Acorn 
and ACT, are to be the first in 
the world to use Digital Re¬ 
search's dazzling Graphics En¬ 
vironment Manager (GEM). 

GEM takes the ground out 
from underneath Apple's 
Macintosh and Lisa by offering 
a wimp (windows/icons/mouse/ 
program) man/machine inter¬ 
face to a wide variety of 16-bit 
micros (see our world exclusive 
review, page 38). 

Acorn has, in fact, already 
shown GEM to the public when 
it pre-announced the ABC 
range of business micros at the 

PCW show (issue 80). It will run 
on the top end of the range 
machine, the 300 series, which 
is based on the 80286 processor 
from Intel. 

ACTs interest in GEM is 
significant. With its new FIE 
micro it will be able to offer a 
Macintosh lookalike for under 
£1,000. 

And with the FI it has a 
machine that has twice the 
memory and twice the storage 
of the Macintosh, colour as 
opposed to monochrome 
graphics, and multi-tasking 
with Concurrent DOS. 
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COMPEC kicks off 
with plenty of goodies 
Roll up, roll up for the British 
computing industry’s annual 
jamboree, COMPEC. It started 
on Tuesday and continues 
through until Friday. Admis¬ 
sion costa £3. 

COMPEC is primarily about 
business computers so you 
won't see much from the home 
computing front. But it is still 
worth a visit by any serious 
micro owner — if only to see 
what the big boys are up to. 

One home m 1 cro man ufactur- 
er which will be there, and 
certainly is worth a visit, is 
Acorn. It is using COMPEC as a 
showcase to launch a bevy of 
new goodies for the BBC and 
Electron as well as showing for 
a second time its impressive 
range of ABC business 
machines due for a January 
launch. 

For the Electron. Acorn is 
launching its Plus Three inter- 
facethat allows you to add 3.5in 
microfloppies to your system. 

For the Beeb it is launching 
ISO Pascal. Logo, the 32016 
second processor and a hard 
disk system. Acorn will also be 
showing an upgraded version of 
Econet and its new interactive 
video system 

And talking of the BBC 
micro, Tandberg will be show¬ 
ing its new TCCR cassette 
recorder that allows Beeb users 
to add random access voice to 
programs. It can also be used as 
a computer controlled tape 
drive for other micros equipped 
with an RS232 interface 

COMPEC is always a good 
place to go to Bee what the 
future has in store which is why 
it might be worthwhile calling 
in at the Shugart stand. It will 
be demonstrating its Optimem 
optical disk storage system. It 
allows you to write as well as 
read from an optical disk with a 
massive one gigabyte capacity. 

Among the new machines to 
be revealed at the show is the 
TDI Pinnacle which is claimed 

to be the fastest machine 
around. So fast that the com¬ 
pany is offering a jeroboam of 
champagne to the first person to 
find a computer at the show 
that runs faster 

A complete show report will 
be in next week’s issue of PCN. 

Microsoft’s MS-Net 
debuts with ACT 
Is Microsoft playing fast and 
loose? Microsoft wrote MSDOS, 
the IBM PC'soperatingsystem, 
and relations between the two 
companies are close, but at last 
week's launch of Microsoft Net¬ 
works ( MS- Net) there wasn't an 
IBM PC in sight. Worse, the 
machine MS-Net was running 
on was the Apricot 32, produced 
by IBM's European rival ACT. 

IBM has already announced 
that it will be implementing 
MS-Net on the PC, but the ACT 
version will be the first to hit 
the stores. The idea behind 
MS-Net is that it will allow 
MSDOS systems to be net¬ 
worked together, and by estab¬ 
lishing an industry standard. 
Microsoft intends to make it 
possible to use PCs from diffe¬ 
rent manufacturers on the 
same network, and to allow 
Xenix multi-user systems to be 
linked to MSDOS micros. 

The flexibility is derived 
from the fact that MS-Net is 
software only, and doesn’t need 
specific hardware. Obviously 
you need the hardware link-up, 
and setting this up can be 
tricky, but once it’s up and 
running the system is relative¬ 
ly transparent to the user. 

MS-Net won’t run under pre¬ 
vious versions of MSDOS, as 
this was designed as a single- 
user system, but future deliver¬ 
ies of IBM PC’s will include 
MSDOS 3.1, which will support 
it. Most current software will 
run under MS-Net, although its 
full benefits won't be felt until 
multi-user versions of the pack¬ 
ages are produced 

Meanwhile, ACTs Roger 

Foster was justifiably pleased 
about being the first micro 
manufacturer on the band¬ 
wagon , and his company proved 
it by producing a 14-station 
networking system up and run¬ 
ning at the launch. This was 
notable in that it came complete 
with real people (or at the very 
least out of work ACTors) 
claiming to be the Acme Widget 
company. 

Within a curtained-ofTarea of 
the hall Acme Widget’s manag¬ 
ing director could be seen tell¬ 
ing his Apricot to show him the 
monthly figures (his voice 
sounded a bit strained, but it 
seemed to work), while the T>it 
of a computer whizz-kid' could 
be seen typing a number into 
1-2-3, graphing it, going back to 
type into another number, 
graphing it etc. 

On a brief survey, it seemed 
to work, but if ACT would care 
to send us the 14 Apricots and 
assorted other paraphernalia 
PCN will be happy to investi¬ 
gate further. 

Penman plotter 
should prove popular 

Plotters could become a lot 
more popular over the next few 
months, if Penman has any¬ 
thing to do with it. The Penman 
plotter comes in at £217 plus 
VAT (£199 if you buy before the 
end of January), and besides 
being just about the cheapest 
plotter on the market its results 
are comparable to the output of 
much more expensive ones 

The Penman can do this 
because it employs one of those 
ideas that are so obvious every¬ 
one asks themselves why they 
didn't ha ve it. I nstead of using a 
large frame that moves the 
paper around underneath the 
pen it uses a small robot that 
moves the pens around on top of 
the paper. 

It features two wheels and a 
choice of three pens, and runs 
around on the end of a ribbon 
cable. This attaches to an inter¬ 
face which plugs into your 
micro’s RS232 output. 

Effectively this means the 
Penman will operate on any 
size of paper, subject to the 
limitation of the length of the 
cable. The robot also has a small 
optical sensor in the base, so if 
you place the paper on a black 
background it senses where the 
edges are. 

Elite — Don’t call us, 
we’ll call you 
The Electron version of Acorn- 
soft'b Elite will start to make its 
appearance in the shops this 
week. And if you have already 
achieved Elite status on the 
BBC version — don’t call us, 
we’ll call you. 

Daniel Gilbert and Howard 
Baker have already phoned to 
say they have achieved the 
coveted status. Unfortunately 
they were not the first. 

Acomsoft, ever anxious not 
to put people ofT buying and 
playing the game, was not 
saying exactly how many peo- C‘ i have claimed Elite status 

t a spokeswoman did concede 
that it had already received ’a 
few’. 

It turns out that ’a few’ 
amounts to 53 people who have 
written. Of these, nine have 
amassed over a million credits. 
All the claims are subject to 
verification, of course. 

Meanwhile, Acomsoft will be 
shortly announcing the Octo¬ 
ber winners of its Elite competi¬ 
tion. The September winner 
was confirmed as Andrew Vick¬ 
ers of Epsom in Surrey with a 
rating of Dangerous and a cash 
tally of 106,764.9 credits. 

Take a free peek 
at Prestel 
Following last week's emharas¬ 
sing breach of security on Pre¬ 
stel (issue 86) comes news of an 
open invitation to hack into the 
system. 
' Well, not exactly hack What 

is on offer is a free look at a 
demonstration database that 
includes pages from Micronet 
and other bits of Prestel. 

Anyone with a 1200*75 mod¬ 
em and viewdata software 
should call the opera tor and ask 
for Freephone 2043 then ask for 
your local Prestel number. Dial 
up this number and key in 
4444444444 as the identity 
number and 4444 as the pass¬ 
word and you will be in. 

It is not quite as much fun as 
wandering round the whole of 
the Prestel database, but useful 
for anyone wanting to test out a 
modem or take a peek at what 
Prestel looks like. 
• Compunet, the rival data¬ 
base for Commodore 64 owners, 
has scored something of a coup 
over Micronet. 

It now has multi-user 
dungeon (MUD) up and run¬ 
ning. This thoroughly addictive 
multi-player version of 
dungeons and dragons should 
bring in a lot of money for 
Compunet. 

It is charging £5 per quarter 
membership fee and £3 an hour 
to play the game. 

0NIT0R 
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m ONITOR 
Magical modem 
waits in the wings 
If the modem in the picture 
look* cheap, that's because it is 
— dirt cheap. And to make 
matters worse it's illegal and 
(as yet) unavailable. 

So why mention it? Beta use i t 
offers everything you wanted 
from a modem and much more 
for an all-in price of£49.99(plus 
VAT). 

Unicom, the company that 
was set up to make the modem, 
has like many companies new 
to the field been just a little too 
optimistic about when it will be 
ready. 

First it was to be shown at the 
Electron & BBC Micro User 
Show. Unfortunately, it was 
not completely ready but PCN 
was promised a review model 
for the following week. 

The week came and went. 

The guys have still to finish the 
software.' said Mark Simon 
from Unicom, 'but we will be 
holding a press conference on 
Friday week when the modem 
will be up and running.’ 

The press conference didn't 
materialise. There are still 
problems with the auto scan¬ 
ning software,' said Mr Simon 
T>ut we will get one to you soon. 
Quite literally it is only a few 
days away. They are working 
on it day and night.' 

When PCN gets one you’ll 
have a full review. In the 
meantime, here is the claimed 
specification for the device. 

Itoperateson CCITTand Bell 
frequencies at 300/300, 1200/ 
75. 75/1200 and 1200/1200; 
holds up to 99 telephone num¬ 
bers in memory with two-key 
selection; and has auto-dial and 
auto-answer with auto sense of 
the baud rate on an incoming 
call. 

1EW FROM JAPAN 
1$*, discover that she breathes but 

once an hour only to.I’m 
; sure you get the picture. 

/m* y r^L,jlT Anyway, the good news is 
/\ information on how to stuff an 

IBM PC with oodles of RAM at 
what look to me like great 

" prices and from the UK might 
look even better Forexample. a 
128K expansion board for my 

jSD _J computer with discount costs 
--1 about 40,000 yen (£130) 

I jl If an IBM user here buys an 
US6rS caugtft by expansion board without chips 

IBM blind date (there's no indication of what 
the board costs), 256K chips run 

Among the various bits of at about 8,000 yen (£26) 
flotsam and jetsam that find There's also information on 
their way into my possession is who to buy the boards from in 
a somewhat tattered copy of the the US with a warning not to 
current issue of the Tokyo PC have them X-rayed. 
Newt, newsletter of the Tokyo It's the sourcing in the US 
IBM user group. In some ways, that's the train stopper 
itremindsmeofthosesongsand Not all the IBM PCs used in 
poems that have something Japan, or even just by the club 
good happen, only to be followed members for that matter, were 
immediately by something dis- sold in Japan. In fact, many of 
astrous. the members are of the growing 

Like you show up on a blind fraternity of expatriate busi- 
date to be greeted by a vision of ness executives who come and 
loveliness that makes Helen of go on the whim of their multi- 
Troy look like one of Cin- national employers — banks, 
derella's ugly sisters only to insurance companies, manu- 
discover she has breath so fetid facturers, advertising agen- 
it would stop a train only to cies, etc. 

Needless to say, it is a long 
way off obtaining approval for 
connection to the telephone 
system. In fact, it hasn’t even 
been submitted yet. 

And the reason for the funny 
looking case? It has been glued 
together with epoxy resin to 
prevent competitors taking, a 
good look at the inside. 

'We are not using anything 
revolutionary. It is just the way 
we are using it,’ said Mr 
Simmon . 

WH Smith recalls 
Spectrum Plusses 
W H Smith has run into trouble 
with the Spectrum Plus 
keyboard, and machines have 
been recalled from early pur¬ 
chasers. 

As reported in PCN (issue 84) 
the keys of the 'new' Spectrum 
tend to fall off if you turn the 
machine upside down. Sinclair 
said then that this was because 
the press were sent pre-produc¬ 
tion models and that the fault 
would not exist in the models 
sold in shops. 

However, it now seems that 
some faulty Spectrum Plusses 
have slipped through Sinclair's 
net and are now in the hands of 
end users. 

A spokeswoman from W H 
Smith said; 'if anyone buys a 
Spectrum Plus and finds that 
the keys are faulty, we will 
replace it with a new one'. 

Sensibly, when they acquire 
a personal computer of more 
than games capability they 
don’t want a product from some 
fly-by-night company whose 
address may quickly change 
from Silicon Valley to Death 
Valley, so naturally, they turn 
to IBM They expect, at the very 
least, that with its global opera¬ 
tions. IBM will be able to 
service their hardware, maybe 
even answer a few questions 
about operating systems and 
software no matter where in the 
world they use it. 

Surprise. Surprise. That kind 
of thinking may well serve in 
other corners of the world, but it 
gets them nowhere over here. 

The IBM PC in its various 
configurations including the 
Portable PC (just the thing for 
the busy world traveller) is sold 
exclusively by ComputerLand 
Japan who in turn purchases its 
machines from a division of 
IBM in the US which handles 
sales to foreign countries. 

And it is to ComputerLand 
Japan that Mr Rising-Interna¬ 
tional-Executive is referred 
when he calls IBM about get¬ 
ting some service for his not- 
purchased-in-Japan IBM PC. 

Inject some If* into your Com¬ 
modore 1541 and 1542 disk 
drive with Quickdisc. At £ 11.95 
this utility program speeds up 
the loading of programs. And 
one of its main features is its 
Menu Maker. This is saved to 
disk along with the Quickdisc 
system so when you use the 
command load “qd*mknu”,s,i 
it enables any program on a 
disk to be loaded quickly at the 
touch of the menu option. 

ACT goes from strength to 
strength as its profits doubled 
in the first half of the year. 
Despite reduced sales of Sirius 
machines the British-based 
company's sales surged from 
£20.02m to £35.74m and profits 
before tax rose from £1.81m to 
£3.81m The directors say that 
the increase in sales volume 
and improved profit margin 
reflects the market reception to 
ACTs Apricot product line. 
Indeed, the company, which is 
enjoying a winning streak, 
plans further expansion in the 

Lightning has struck again. The 
company is offering a pack of six 
games for either the Spectrum 
Plus or Spectrum 48K for £9.95. 
With a saving of almost 75 per 
cent you get Planet of Death, 
Ship of Doom, Espionage Is¬ 
land, Collector’s Pack, Embas¬ 
sy Assault and Inca Curse. 

IBM Japan, he is told, wants 
nothing to do with it, despite its 
international warranty. 

Since ComputerLand Japan 
has not seen one thin dime of 
profit on the particular faulty 
machine in question (all profits 
went to some other retailer and 
IBM), they don’t have a lot of 
interestinservicingit. But they 
will, if the owner takes out a 
yearly service contract for ten 
per cent of ComputerLand’s 
retail price for the machine in 
Japan. (Thanks to duty, trans¬ 
portation and a surcharge im¬ 
posed by IBM in the US to 
compensate its local subsidi¬ 
ary, this amounts to a premium 
of some 60 per cent over the 
price for the same unit in the 
US). Thus, it can cost you some 
$700 or more just to be told 
you've a blown fuse 

Naturally, IBM users that 
didn’t originally purchase their 
machines from ComputerLand 
Japan (who quite innocently is 
catching a lot of flack but can't 
be expected to look after IBM’s 
spilled marbles) are rather put 
out with IBM, or Big Blue 
Meanie, as they are wont to call 
the company here these days. 

Serge Pvmm* 
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ONITOR 
Schools link up in 
sponsored scheme 
Schools around the country will 
soon be able to exchange mes¬ 
sages, enter competitions, up¬ 
load and download programs 
through The Ti mes Network for 
Schools service (TTNS). 

The network, backed by The 
Times Network Systems, is also 
heavily sponsored by major 
companies such as Memorex. 
The service itself is based on the 
Telecom Gold public electronic 
mail service, forming a closed 
user group within it. 

For £152, schools with BBCs 
or RML380 480Zmachinescan 
buy a starter pack of a BABT 
approved modem, menu driven 
software, a TTNS Tutor prog 
ram, a manual and cables to 
connect the modem to the mic¬ 
ro’s serial port. 

In addition, each school on 
the system will pay £69 for a 
12-week term. Of course, 
another cost is telephone 
charges. 

At the moment, the network 
is in its pilot stage at the Garth 
Hill Comprehensive School, 
Bracknell. Berkshire — but is 
due to be in full swing by April 
1985. So far. it has had much 

favourable response from I 
teachers, local councils and 
pupils. 

Wendy Ludlam, 16, of Garth 
Hill said: Tve only been usi ng it 
a couple of days and it’s so easy 1 
think it will be fantastic when it 
gets fully off the ground. We’ll 
be able to exchange informa¬ 
tion with schools all over the 
country. And later on, have the 
chance to correspond with a 
pen-pal abroad on the network.’ 

Stanley Goodchild, headmas¬ 
ter of the school welcomes the 
network. He said TTNS is the 
answer to the problem of com¬ 
puters being put into schools 
but with little software support. 

'This service will open the 
way to the development of 
micros in schools. The 
framework is here, but it has 
not been fully developed. 

There are so many applica¬ 
tion problems that will arise 
controlling it. And it will suc¬ 
ceed or fail depending on the 
quality of the database.' 

The Times network will be up 1 
against stiff competition. Pre- | 
stel plans to launch its own 
network for schools. School 
Link, in January (delayed from 
September) and will offer simi¬ 
lar facilities including mail¬ 
boxes for electronic mail and 
downloadable telesoftware. 

Wren gets hard disk 
drives and comms 
The Wren, the £1,000 British 
portable, has received a boost 
with the announcement of a 
hard disk system and a compre 
hensive communications pack- 

manufactured by Pocket Com¬ 
puters and cost £1,350 and 
£2,000 respectively (plus VAT). 
They should be available 
through dealers now. 

To those prices you must add 
£95 (plus VAT) for the essential 
program that al lo ws you to back 
up the hard disk onto floppies. 

The communications pack¬ 
age. Wrenchat, has not yet been 
released but should be out 

shortly. (PCN has already had a 
sneak preview). 

The collection of programs 
allows you to dial up databases 
and services such as Telecom 
Gold and other electronic mail 
services as well as viewdata 
services such as Pres tel. In 
addition it can be used for 
Wren-to-Wren communica¬ 
tions. 

The program makes the most 
of the Wren’s built-in 120Q/75 
modem but it can also be used 
with an external modem for 
communicating at 300/300 
baud as well as other speeds. 

The best part is the price 
expected to be under £100 (plus 
VAT). Wren also to hopes to 
throw in a free membership to 
one of the electronic mail ser- 

0MEFR0NT 

Toys for the boys to 
take to the pub 
The apocalypse appears to be 
well underway with the advent 
of the fifth horseman, sorry 
generation, of computers 
(where were the other four?) 
This is the subject that good old 
Uncle Circlip has currently got 
the hots over. And will expound 
upon at great length when 
asked (see Sunday Times and 
Bernard Levin interviews for 
examples). 

The whole deal seems to be 
that the Japanese are so tired of 
having to follow everybody’s 
lead in the world of computers, 
MSX and all that, that they 
have decided to go for some¬ 
thing so outrageous, but still 

plausible, that it puts everyone 
off what they should be doing te 
getting the machines and soft¬ 
ware they currently make into 
the marketplace 

The idea of machine intelli¬ 
gence is an old one dating back 
to the last century, or even the 
ancient Greeks. Unfortunate¬ 
ly, putting any of these beauti¬ 
ful ideas into practice seems to 
have stumped everybody ever 
since and in some cases causes 

.. them to go gaga. 
I The problems appear to be a 

lack of sheer alien-zapping 
power and writing software 
without having an exact idea of 
what they're doing. 

Fortunately, good old USCS 
(Uncle Sir Clive Sinclair being 
a kind of Meta Pascal operating 
system) has decided to take the 
British computer industry 
under his infallable guiding 
hand to get things moving 
before the Eastern boys get 
their act together, if they ever 
intend to 

The USCS school for meta 
brains wants all you British 
super programmers to get your 
mental disk drives whirring 
and turn out something as 
intelligent as, say Ronald 
Raygun or, if possible, USCS. 

The crazy thing is that with 
such strange attitudes batting 
around, something may well 

happen. All it would take is a 
new track of thought, a nice 
capable computer such as the 
QL. and plenty of dole time. Any 
one of these things can cause a 
revolution on their own. If they 
are all tried together a new 
generation of software think¬ 
ing may be born (we hope). 

What we can look forward to 
is computers that can under¬ 
stand human speech, speak it 
themselves, make intuitive de¬ 
cisions on any input data, and 
generally get drunk with the 
boys. 

The constituent parts have 
been under development for 
some time but as is usual with 
any large research project, no¬ 
body has got all the bits 
together under one lid. The 
Americans are putting a lot of 
thought into intelligent missile 
systems and the Japanese, who 
started the pong pinging, are 
reputedly pumping lots of 
money into poaching the 
world’s leading programmers. 
The British so far aren't really 
doing much besides being 
goaded by USCS, although one 
can never tell what the MOD is 
doing for fear of being hushed 
up. 

The other main drawback to 
clever machines (AI) is that 
they don’t go down too well with 
the general public. This is 

mainly due to such malevolent 
constructs as HAL 9000, the 
poeitronic brains of Susan Cal¬ 
vin, and such difficult beings as 
Deep Thought. 

With the onslaught of home 
videos and their ensuing nas¬ 
ties, the chances are that th i ngs 
will only get worse. But, don’t 
let this stop you setting up a 
system to make your Spectrum, 
Cray or whatever more 
friendly. 

In fact, if you can come up 
with something really clever, 
don't hesitate to send it to PCN. 

What you must aim for is to 
make your computer under¬ 
stand that when you ask for last 
year’s sales figures, it will give 
you the time of the next (light to 
Korea (this is known as fuzzy 
logic). In addition to this you 
should put wheels and arms on 
your machine so when some¬ 
body threatens it with a chain¬ 
saw or axe, it can scuttle out of 
the way. 

All this is not as far-fetched 
as you may think. The media 
would have us believe that this 
is the way computers should 
behave. Be very careful not to 
let your hyper intelligent, self¬ 
teaching computer have access 
to a teletext adaptor as it might 
well be able to interface itself to 
the adverts and then anything 
mighthappen. f 
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ONITOR 
Micros get more 
4Mr Fixft' services 
There are a lot of users with 
broken down and worn out 
micros to judge by the number of 
companies starting up computer 
maintenance and repair services. 

Details of two new services 
were announced last week 

Computer Fix (0276-66266) 
claims to have invested £250.000 
in establishing a network of 500 
agents around the country which 
will offer ‘fast and cheap repairs' 
for all leading home micros. 

The company is so confident 
that it is offering fixed prices for 
repairs as well as a three-month 
guarantee. 

Repairing a Spectrum wilt cost 
£19.55, a Commodore 64 07.50 
and a BBC £40.25. The prices 

include labour, spares, postage, 
insurance and VAT. Just take 
your machine along to your local 
Computer Fix agent who posts it 
off to Computer Fix which prom¬ 
ises a 48-hour turnaround, using 
specialised testing equipment 
and production line techniques. 

Sounds like a good deal, espe¬ 
cially if you feel lost when 
separated from your micro. 

The other company stepping 
into the ‘down time' breach is 
Compuguard (021-643 7113). It 
offers a low cost on-site main¬ 
tenance agreement. 

In exchange for an annual 
subscription you are able to call 
on Compuguard which sends 
someone round within 24 hours to 
fix your ailing machine. 

Compuguard says it handles 
nearly all makes of new micros 
and peripherals, as well as used 
equipment. 

Maplin's catalogue 
is on the shelves 
No self-respecting computer 
hacker or electronics hobbyist 
should be without a well- 
thumbed copy of Maplin's en¬ 
cyclopaedic catalogue. 

Good news then that the 
company has just released its 
1986 edition. 

Despite the addition of hun¬ 
dreds of new lines' the company 
has kept the price to £1.35 
(£1.75 by post). 

Having scoured the world to 
obtain its components, Maplin 

says that — contrary to worries 
in the industry — it has found 
that the supply of semiconduc¬ 
tors is now satisfactory. 

One benefit of its globe¬ 
trotting is that it has been able 
to cut the price of many of the 
products on offer. Other im¬ 
provements in the catalogue 
include price information 
alongside the featured pro¬ 
ducts. 

You can get your catalogue 
from one of Maplin’s five shops 
or by mail order from PO Box 3, 
Ravleigh, Essex SS6 8LR 
(0702-552911). 

Keep in touch — use 
the telephone 
British Telecom has a new line 
in dial-up services for micro 
users — a recorded message on 
events on the micro scene. 

The trial service has been 
launched in the Bradford area 
in conjunction with Informa¬ 
tion Unlimited. 

The service operates on Brad¬ 
ford 0274-7222622 and pro¬ 
vides a three-minute message 
with information on what’s new 
in hardware, software and 
peripherals. 

The message is changed 
twice-weekly and will gradual¬ 
ly be tailored to the needs of the 
users. So if you want things like 
programming tips, let British 
Telecom know 

As featured on Radio l's 
Saturday morning Chip Shop. 

GAMES 
| TW LW TITLE PUBLISHER MACHINE PRICE 

1 Underwurld Ultimate SP £9 95 
2 3 Elite Acomsoft AC £15.00 

:i 2 Decathlon Ocean SP, C64 £9.95 
4 — Tir Na Nog Gargoyle SP £9 95 
5 1 Jet Set Willy Soft Projects SP. C64 £5.95 

T 4 Combat Lynx Dure 11 SP. C64 £7 95 
7 6 Sherlock Melbourne v.w £14.95 
8 5 Pvjamerama Microgen SP £695 
9 — Eureka Domark SP, C64 £14.95 

10 1 BMch-H.-i.cl US Gold SP.C64, AT £9.95 
11 — Danger Mouse Creative Sparks SP, C64 £7.90 
Ta- 19 Battlecars Games Work SP £7.95 
is — TravelsWithTraahmanN Generation SP £5.95 
14 11 Dark Star Design Design SP £7.50 
15 15 Lords of Midnight Beyond SP £9 95 
16 7 Avalon H»*ww4»n SP £7.95 
17 9 Zaxxon U$ Gold C64.AT £9 95 

18 20 Havoc Dyna vision SP.C64 £9.95 

19 — Chiller M Tronic C64 £1 99 
30 

t I 1 Durell 

1 
SP £6 95 

tw mu 
1 Underwurld 

_2 Decathlon- 
3 TirNa Nog 
I < '<imh.itLynx 
‘ Pyjamenuna 

7 Eureka  
8 Beach-Head £995 
9 Battl scars £7 95 

10 Travels With TrMhm«n£5.95 

£9 95 
£8.90 

£7 95 
£6.95 

TW TTTU 

■ 1 Jet Set Willy" 
3 Sherlock 
3 Zaxxon 

~~4 Chiller 

£14.95 
£9 95 

6 Daly s Decathlon 
6 Int Soccer 
7 Fort Apocalypse 
8 TrolIieWal 1 ie~ 

£7.90 
£9 99 

9 Football Manager 
10 Eureka 

£7.90 
£7.90 

MICROS 
1 Commodore 64 £199 

1 Sinclair Spectrum £125 

3 BBC B £399 

10 Einstein £499 

ABOVE £1,000 1 

TW MACHINE MBCf 
1 IBM PC XT £2,390 
2 ACT Apricot £1,760 
3 Compaq £1.795 
4 Sirius £2,525 
5 Televideo TS1603 £2,640 
6 Wang Pro £3,076 
7 NCR Dec Mate V £1,984 
8 Apple 3 £2,755 
9 HP 85 £1.917 
10 Dec Rainbow £2,359 

The** chart* are compiled from both independent and multiple aourcea acroaa 
the nation They reflect what * happening in high etreeta during the week up 
to November 8 The game* chart u updated every week The price* quoted an 
for the no-frill* model and include VAT Information for the top-aelling micro* 
is culled from retailer* and dealer* throughout the country ana i* updated 
every month PCN Chart* are compiled excluaively for ua by RAM C. who can 
be contacted on 01-892 6596 
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If you want more from 

UPGRADE ing your BBC micro (model “A" or “B") is the simplest, most cost effective 
way of dramatically improving its capabilities. An UPGRADE gives you access to the 
world’s largest library of professional software and clears the way for future expansions 
by adding a Z80 A second processor and a flexible disk drive controller to your already 
powerful BBC micro. An UPGRADE S ability to run TRUE CP/M rather than a CP/M 
compatible operating system is one of the features that make an UPGRADE the 
sensible choice. Couple this with its ability to handle disk drives independently from the 
BBC micro and your ability to choose what disk drives to use (3". 5" or even 8") and you 

can see why an UPGRADE is the only choice. 

Software available to run on your UPGRADEd micro seems limitless. From 
wordprocessing to financial analysis for the professional user, to Pascal or Cobol for the 
serious programmer, all still capable of using the sound and graphics capabilities of the 
BBC micro. The choice does not end there though. An UPGRADEd micro can be further 
expanded by adding up to three of our option boards to the unit. There are boards 
available for expanding the UPGRADE S RAM. for providing further serial or parallel 
interfaces, speech or stereo sound synthesis. There is even a Winchester disk controller 

and an IEEE 488 interface option. 

So if you do want more from your micro — UPGRADE it. 

SPECIFICATIONS 
ProceMor - Z80 A running at 4MHz NOTE: An UPGRADE does not require the fitting 
Memory — 64K RAM (fully expandable) of a DFS within the BBC micro. 
Operating system — CP/M (supplied on disk) 

density Can be shared with the BBC micro (if the 
BBC is fitted with a DFS) 

Disk drives supported 3". 5", or 8 40 or 80 
track double or single sided, single or double 

Other operating systems available — TURBO 
DOS 

Disk drive capacities will vary dependent on disk 
drives fitted (example 5y4" DD/DS gives 800K 
storage (640K when formatted)). 
Keyboard As BBC 
Graphics As BBC 
Power requirements — 240V AC 

PRICE: £299 * VAT 

UPGRADE TECHNOLOGY, 
290A High Road. 
London NW10 2EU. 
Telephone 01-451 4414/5/6. 
Telex 46523. Symsys G. 
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lx ANDOM ACCESS 
Has anything we said struck you as outrageous or worth fulsome praise? Let us know how you 

about the issues covered in PCN. Air your views in this column — and you could earn 
£15f<rtlmb—tlot>yftlm woek. P—t huHati —«—dy—rwurdsuf wtod—ito; K—i— 

Accuse, PtnomsIComputm-Ntw^lyatyn Hum, 82 Orfrd Street, Lewd— W1A 2H6. 

PCN reviews aren’t 
just a moment’s work 
Kokotoni Wilf is a multi-level, 
multi-screen arcade adventure 
game, which has been well 
received by other magazines. 

Therefore, that it was re¬ 
viewed less than favourably by 
PCN (issue 84) drew my atten¬ 
tion. My concern is not that 
your review was out of step with 
earlier reviews (a thumbs down 
I can accept where a game has 
obviously been well tested>, but 
that the review had obviously 
been written on the strength of 
a quick glance at the first four or 
five screens of this sixty-plus 
screen game. 

Reviewers are under press¬ 
ure of time like everyone else, 
but incomplete assessments 
aren’t in anyone’s interest, are 
they? 
Steve Wilcox, director. 
Elite Systems. 

No, they’re not. Which is why we 
give all products a full review — 

I’m dangerous 
and I’m hooked 
I just thought I’d drop you a line 
on Acornsoft’s new game Elite 

I classed myself as a boring 
old user who did not splash out 
£400 to buy a computer to play 
games But after reading your 
review, I thought 'why not?’ 

May I now say that I am 
hooked. All those programs I’ve 
been writing and trying to 
debug are now on the bottom 
shelf collecting dust. I’ve also 
had to put an alarm clock at the 
side of the computer to tell me 
when to pack in. 

I have reached a rating in the 
game which I am finding very 
hard to get past. I wondered if 
vou have heard of anyone who 
has so that I know that it is 
possible. I’m currently 
dangerous. 

I have only a tape-based 
system at this time, so could you 
tell me the difference between 
the tape version and the disk 
version <ie is it worth me going 
out and buying a disk drive? 
SPUley, 
Rotherham, S Yorks. 

Yes, we do know someone who 
has gone beyond dangerous and 
is now deadly. The mam differ¬ 
ence between tape and disk 

versions is the range of equip¬ 
ment you can buy and the types 
of spaceship you’ll encounter. 
Disk versions have a greater 
variety of both. Welcome to the 
game-playing fraternity—Ed. 

MSX has had the 
welcome it deserves 
It has come as a great pleasure 
to see the relative failure of the 
much heralded MSX compu¬ 
ters. They are supposed to 
represent a new and exciting 
era in computer technology. 
However, after reading the 
reviews it has become apparent 
that they are just a hyped idea. 
They offer nothing new. 

While the much-vaunted 
MSX Basic is an improvement 
on some of the standard Micro¬ 
soft Basics, it does not have 
the capabilities that we were 
led to expect. 

It appears that all the 
Japanese want to do is destroy 
the domestic suppliers like good 
old Uncle Clive, the Oric fami¬ 
ly, Acorn and Lynx. I think that 
we should resist this. It could 
mean that very soon we'll rely 
on foreign manufacturers to 
dictate what we are to use. At 
the moment the market is wide 
and varied, satisfying every¬ 
one’s fantasies. However, MSX 
could mean that we pay 

through the nose for software 
and hardware as the consor¬ 
tium could easily raise prices. 

The domestic market knows 
what it wants and I think it 
shows how sensible we are in 
Britain by not adopting the 
MSX ■standard' 
A Gallacher, 
Greenock, Scotland. 

The market doesn't satisfy my 
fantasies — how about mega¬ 
bytes of storage and a 6ft holog¬ 
raphic display for about £500? 
— nor did the Lynx need a 
helping hand on the road to 
destruction Whether or not the 
British public is 'sensible’ re¬ 
mains to be seen —Ed. 

Computers — they’re 
cool for cats 
Many people underestimate 
the potential of their compu¬ 
ters. They buy a more expensive 
machine simply because it 
plays the best version of Manic 
Miner or Jet Set Willy. 

It is quite possible, for in¬ 
stance, with very little electro¬ 
nics experience to build a light 
pen. When we did so at school 
we saved £18 on the official 
version. Machines are being 
built with ever increasing 
capacity but what is the use of 
such capacity if it is never used? 
How many computers are now 

I that 30 bmm? 

Ethenng dust after people 
ve got bored with their games 

library? 
Few people realise the uses a 

computer has. For instance, a 
friend of mine had his computer 
controlling a motor which 
opened a bread bin with the 
cat’s food in, a simple but 
ingenious example. My father 
uses my computer to evaluate 
figures on a spreadsheet, my 
mum uses the word processor 
and my sister plays all my 
games 
Paul Lambert, 
Solihull, W Midlands. 

Why should cat food in the bread 
bin be more enlightening than 
Manic Miner? — Ed. 

All are welcome 
at our H club 
Your readers may like to know 
of a Texas Instruments Users 
Club in the north east. We meet 
on the first Thursday in every 
month at room D103 in the 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne Poly 
from 7pm to 9pm There is also a 
marathon meeting at the New¬ 
castle Central Library Novem¬ 
ber 17 from 10am to 4.30pm. 

Wehelpall ranks ofprogram¬ 
mers, and cater for game play¬ 
ers too. We have a large range of 
TI hardware and software for 
demonstration, including TTs 
expansion box, disk controller, 
disk drive, minimum and ex¬ 
tended Basic cartridges, speech 
synth etc. 

New members are always 
welcome. Any newcomers, 
please ask for Phil or Errol. If 
you write to me for details 
please enclose an SAE. 

Phil Coates, 5 Saville Place, 
Newcastle-upon-Tyne. 
PS — We can also purchase a 
large amount of software from 
the US 

Firebird is part of 
British Telecom pic 
Allan Kelly objects (issue 86) to 
British Telecom establishing 
itself in the software market 
through its software house 
Firebird. He says it would be 
acceptable if British Telecom 
were already privatised. 

In fact British Telecom has 
already been privatised and 

became BT pic on August 6. 
Vic Taylor, 
Altrincham, Chet. 
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THE FIRST CHOICE—THE FINAL ANSWER 

CANON PW1080A.£273+ VAT 
SHDTM A CHO.£173+VAT 
THE NEW SHINW A CPA 100CPS.£195 +VAT 
DA1SYSTEP2000.£195 + VAT 
MP165—A new standard for dot maim.£275+V AT 

HO col. 165 CPS with an INCREDIBLE 75 CPS N. L. quality 

BEST EVER PRICES 

Q.L. INSTANT PRINTER 
Serial cable, serial Interface 

withShinwaCPHO—£219+VAT 
with Canon PW 1080A - £379+ VAT 
Complete Package—Ready to print 

Spectrum/plus Interface—£35+V AT 
Commodore 64 Interface—£45+V AT 

I STOP PRESS 

CANON MSX V20 IS HERE 
full MSX spec. Only £232+VAT 

Don’t delay. Priority orders only 

DISC DRIVES 

5VS Single 400K — £185+VAT 
5Va" Dual 800K — £350+VAT 

Lotus 123 —£295+VAT 
Symphony — £425 +VAT 

Compsoft Delta — £495+VAT | 

Send for SAMPLE PRINT CHART (Just £1 

Philips V700112" green screen. 

JVC 14" RGB Colour Med. Res. 

JVC 14"RGBColourHigh Res. 

KONAMI 
CARTRIDGE GAMES 
10 Titles for MSX £5offRRP 

Now £13.90+VAT each 
Inc Track and Field 

The new JUKI 6300 ultimate daisywheel now 
twice as fast 40cps with 16" platen. 

Serial or Parallel: £730+VAT 
JUKI 6100 still available for just £295+VAT 
Full range of Printwheels £12.50 each + VAT 

1.00 total price — refunded on order)_ 

PRIORITY ORDER 

I enclose cheque/PO for £_ 

MASSIVE 
MONITOR 
PROMOTION 

FOLLY MICRO 
^ 0730894078 

073067057 
lOCollege Street, Peters field, Hampshire 

9am-9pm every day or send SAE for full range 

SHOWROOM NOW OPEN 
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OUTINE ENQUIRIES 
Here’s an end to the hair-tearing nail-biting keyboard-pounding frustration of programming 
ymrcompMtsr.Wlsatovr your probiem call on PCAf’s panel of experts and we’ll 

wtth an answer. Remember we cannot reply personally, so no stamped addressed 
envelopes please. Address your problems to Routine Enquiries, PCN, Evelyn House, 

_62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HGL_ 

Vic or C16 — which 
should I buy? 

|l was about to bey a Commodore 
g came the Cl 6. Q£Vo‘ 

I Mi now 

apart from the price tag. If I choose 
the C16 iriR I be able to ose the 
established range of software and 
add-ons7 
P Hilton, 
Wirral, Merseyside 

» Although the C16 and Vic 20 
fAlook the same, the similar¬ 
ities end there. They uae a 
different processor — although 
both run 6502 machine code — 
and have different memory 
maps, so no Vic software will 
run on theC16. 

The version of Basic on the 
Vic is very crude and has no 
commands for things like 
graphics and sound, while the 
C16 has a much improved Basic 
that includes these and more. 

On the peripherals side, 
things are a little brighter 
Printers, plotters and disk 
drives will all work. However, 
joysticks and anything that 
uses the joystick port — like 
light pens — won't fit because 
Commodore changed the sock¬ 
et. Vic cartridges won't fit 
either, although it’s possible 
someone will produce an inter¬ 
face that will allow you to use 
some products. 

The choice largely comes 
down to whether you want a lot 
of software right now (buy the 
Vic) or long term support (buy 
the C16). There's little doubt 
that the C16 will be around for 
some time, although if you 
bought a Vic and as much 
software as you think you need 
you'd have a system that will 
last you quite a while anyway, 
given that a Vic with memory 
expansion and super expander 
cartridge will almost match the 
newcomer for facilities. 

Bad disks knock 
heads out of line 
ftisKposuMe that the hardware of 
Ui Commodore 64 is damaged by 
a certain ram? If so, is k true that 

aged by any software, pokes or 
otherwise. What you may be 
thinking of is a method of disk 
protection used by some com¬ 
panies which involves deliber¬ 
ately writing bad tracks or 
sectors to a disk. 

Under normal circumstances 
the computer would crash when 
it encounters a bad sector, but 
the loading program checks for 
its presence. If the sector is 
there, the load carries on as 
normal. If it isn't there — which 
it wouldn’t be on a copy — the 
program 

The damage factor comes 
about because of the way the 
read/write head on the 1541 
disk drive seeks data. If it finds 
a bad sector it will try several 
times to read it, flipping back 
and forth from the directory 
track to the error track. This 
rapid banging to and fro will 
soon knock the head out of line 
leading to read/write problems 

| eventually. 

Saving arrays 
on the Amstrad 
AHow do you save i 

Amstrad. then load 
*K*in? I am writing a pi 
requires tba contents of tbraa 
arrays and a numeric array to be 
saved. 

Also, ia K possible to load a 
different set of data using tbe same 

with this row? 
J de Stigter, 
Gouda, Netherlands 
A The hardware of the Com- 
#%modore itself cannot be dam- 

C Powell, 
Salford A There is no command that 

allows you to load and save 
arrays — you have to resort to 
the tried and trusted technique 
of sequential files. 

The cassette system has a 
stream number of 9, so all data 
will pass through that stream. 
To open a file for data use the 
command: 
openoit “yourfile" 
followed by 
print#9, your value 
which actually sends the data to 
the tape. The openoit simply 
prepares the Amstrad and the 
tape unit. 

To get your information hack 
again use the logical opposites 
of those commands: 
OPF.NIN “yourfile” 
input#», your value. 

When the data passing is 
complete, tell the computer 
you're finished with either 

the data and send it to the tape, 
or reverse the process for load¬ 
ing. For example, to manipu¬ 
late an array of names, try 
something like this: 
10 DIM NM$<30) 
ao pori = i Toao 
so input rum (i) 
40 NEXT 
SO OPENOUT “names” 
00 POR I = 1 TO 30 
70 print#9, nmi(i) 
SO NEXT 
oocuosEoirr 
To get your array of 20 names 
back, use something like this: 
too openin “names” 
110 PORI - 1 TO 90 
130 INPUT#9, NM$(ll 
130 NEXT 
140 CLOREIN 
Obviously you can use the same 
variable names for different 
sets of data, but if the array 
names are the same the new 
data will overwrite the old. 

Prism modem leads 
to Spectrum crash 

f\\ bsve just received my Prism 
1/VTX5000 modem but the Spec- 
trum crashes when Interface 1 to 
coRRScted. to there my way of 
solving this problem? 

1 Terence Smith, 
Prestel Mailbox 919992213 A Original VTX5000s had 

some problems with Inter¬ 
face Is but yours should be 
okay. We can think oftwo areas 
of difficulty. The first is that 
Interface 1 should be connected 
but not operative. 

You could also try powering 
everything up before connect¬ 
ing the phone to the modem. 
Plugging the phone in should 
reset the modem, solving any 
hang-ups. 

You might find some prob¬ 
lems powering up the system 
from cold. Just power up the 
Spectrum on its own for a while, 
then plug in and power up 
again. Before trying the second 
tip, we'd recommend you phone 
Prism on 01-253 2277. 

Amstrad machine 
code muddle 

To use these with your array Stephen Minifie, 
problem you need a loop to read | Tiverton, Devon 

A What you need is a copy of 
the CPC 464's firmware 

manual. This is published by 
Amsoft (0277-230222) at 
£19.95. It lists all the ROM calls 
you’ll need for writing charac¬ 
ters to the screen, and locating 
the cursor, as well as dealing 
with more esoteric aspects. 

To display characters you'll 
need the routine at aBBso, 
called txt wr char. Place the 
ascii code of the character you 
want printed in the A register, 
then call the routine. Note that 
txt wr char corrupts the three 
register pairs, but that’s one 
nice aspect of the manual. It 
lists the entry and exit condi¬ 
tions for each routine. And of 
course you’ll want to move the 
cursor before you print the 
character. This is done using 
txt set cursor at aBB7s. Regis¬ 
ters H and L should contain the 
logical values of the desired 
column and row respectively. 

To change colours you'll need 
TXT SET PEN at aBuoo and 
TXT SET PAPER at sbboo. or 
GRA SET PEN at aBBDE and 
GRA SET PAPER at aBBE4. In 
all cases, the A register should 
contain the ink value. 

To collect characters from the 
keyboard there are two ROM 
routines you could use, KM 
WAIT CHAR waits for a key to 
be pressed and the routine lives 
at sbboo. It returns with carry 
true, and the character’s code is 
held in the A register. Alterna¬ 
tively, use KM READ CHAR at 
ABBou. which returns with carry 
true and the character in A U 
there are any characters in the 
keyboard buffer. It doesn't wait 
for a key press, carry will be 
false and the A register corrupt 
if no characters are available. 

Games search for 
Commodore 64 

Lords of MId* 
night, and Frank n Stein from PSS. 

Michael McGann, 
Chiswick, London W4 A Urban Upstart has been 

available for the 64 for 
months, Pyjamarama is also 
out, Beyond may have a version 
of Lords of Midnight coming, 
but PSS and Hewson have no 
plans for 64 conversions, as far 
as we know. 
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^ftlCROWAVES 
Have you any stunning routines that you can pass on to other readers? Share your hints and 
tips through our weekly Microwaves column. H your tip is printed, you get £10 and there’s a 

£50 cheque waiting for the best Microwave of the Month. Send them to Microwaves, Persons! 

Computer News, Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 2HG. 

Reformat your BBC 
listings easily 

Here’s a pretty printer for the 
BBC or Electron. It intercepts 
al I cal Is to the operating system 
routine that output characters 
to the screen. This is done by 
replacing the OSWRCH vector 
I&20E & 20F) with one to the 
pretty printer routine. The new 

routine then niters out all calls i 
until it encounters the colon V 
character. At this point it starts 
a new line and prints a number 
of spaces. Compare listings 1 
and 2 to see the effect. 

After typing in the program 
and running it, make a call to 
ENTRY .Any program listed 
now is printed prettily. 
J Tullin, 
Gateshead. Tyne A Wear. 

1OOSAS-1&20E AND AFFFF 
200SNWL-&FFE7 

30F0R X-0 TO 3 STEP 3 

40PX-1.B03 

50C 
6O0PT X 

lOOSAB- '&20€ AND IrFFFF 
200SNWL-6FFE7 
30FOR X-0 TO 3 STEP 3 
40PX-M03 
50C 
6O0PT X 
70.ENTRY 
SOLDA EXPAND MOD 256 

:STAA20E 
VOLDA EXPAND DIV 256 

I8TA420F 
l OORTS 
110.XPAND 

:JSR OSNWL 
iLDX tO 
*.LP 

Interfacing machine 
codes to Basic 
The One 1 and Atmos have 
excellent facilities for interfac¬ 
ing machine code routines to 
Basic programs. I have found a 
number of ROM routines which 
make it easy to pass integer 
parameters to CALL and ! 
routines. The addresses in pa¬ 
rentheses are for Version 1.1 
ROMs 
dsod iDecsi get a byte value 

(0-255) in the X register. 
E7»d <Ea»3> get a word value 
(0-65535) in #33 (low) and #34 
(hii 
cfds (Doss) parse comma 

There are also two combina¬ 
tion routines: 
DH6B1DSI6) word comma-byte 
dssi (Dsicicomma/byte 

The following is an example. 
It exclusive-ors the value at an 
address passed with a value 

! # BBSO # FT 
C Hamilton, 
Belfast. _ 

Simpler solution 
to graphics control 
Your reply in Routine En¬ 
quiries (issue 84) concerning 
the control of graphics on the 
MCP40 printer would certainly 
solve the problem but I feel my 
solution is simpler. 

The printer does indeed ex¬ 
pect the control codes to be 
embedded within a string, eg 
LPRINT "DIOO,—SO" 
If, however, it is required to use 
variables rather than prede¬ 
fined coordinates, it is permissi¬ 

ble to use the variable names 
directly, without converting 
them to their string equiva¬ 
lents, as long as the code "D” (or 
any of the other acceptable 
command codes) and the separ¬ 
ating comma are represented as 
strings, eg 
LPRINT “DTC-.-Y 

Note that semi-colons are not 
necessary in One Basic. 
Appropriate values can be 
assigned to the variables by 
means of inputs or by reading 
data from within a program 
D Farmer. 
Rugby. Works. 

Spectrum screen 
damage controlled 

Here's a way of limiting the 
damage when designing the 
screens on a Spectrum to only 
seven character spaces. It 
works by embedding print at 
control characters in the code 
name when saving it 
eg SAVE CHRS(23> + CHR#4l'*' 
CHR410I+ “udgB” CODE USR “a”, 
iss chr*22) is equivalent to at 
and is followed by the line and 
row co-ordinates le at «,o So 
the cursor is moved back to the 
start of the line before starting 
to print the name (Seven char¬ 
acters maximum). 

Other print control codes can 
be embedded for unusual 
effects: 
CHRKlSI-FCHRtai-F 
“program” Eves a flashing name. 

diculously long names can be 
produced by stringing together 
the codes for Basic keywords. 
You can even produce messages 
such as: 
CHR*M7) + CHR* 1981 +CHR*206) 
+ <HR*U»l) + OHR*216> + CHRS 
(»S> + CHR*<291 ) + CHR$<26«)+ 
CKR*20«) + CHR«UM) 

By the way. these can make a 
real mess of the display on 
header reader programs 
PeterEdwards, 
Heading tun Quarry, Oxon. 
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INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE 
PRESENTS 

The Trial of Arnold Blackwood 

Dragon 32 and Amstrad 464.£6.50 
“A very worth while addition to the adventurers library" 

C.P.C. 464 Uitr 

Arnold Goes To Somewhere Else 

Amstrad 464.£6.50 
‘The best title ofthe week award” BrumSkuaurPCN 

The Wise And Fool of Arnold Blackwood 

Amstrad 464.£6.50 

Nosseratu: Quest For The Vampire 

Spectrum 48K.£5.95 
“I look forward in seeing this adventure become a hit that it deserves to 
be" Tony BridgePCW 

CBM 64 and Spectrum46K.£5.95 
Includes Name That Record, with over 40 tunes. 

The Showbiz Quiz 
Spectrum 48K.£5.95 
A game to test your knowledge of T V. and film personalities, full use 

of colour and sound. 

All trade inquiries welcome. 

INDEPENDENT SOFTWARE, 
Goldstar House, 

198-200 Queenswood Drive, 
Leeds. LS6 3ND. 

Tel: (0532) 788758 

Discounts Ranging from 

5%™ 30% 
ON ALL SALES 
These are just a few sample prices 

SOFTWARE LOTUS 1-2-3.£300 
WORDSTAR PROFESSIONAL £375 
DBASE II.£280 

MULTIMATE .£265 
MULTIPLAN £145 
DBASE III. £325 

ISMJaVaWhH EPSON FX100 PRINTER £495 
MULTIFUNCTION BOARDS 
(FROM).£225 
PC 4 XT 64K RAM (9 CHIPS). £42 
BROTHER HR1 PRINTER £500 

SIMILAR DISCOUNTS AVAILABLE 
ON IBM PC, XT. DEC RAINBOW 
APPLE. LISA. MACKINTOSH 
SIRIUS. APRICOT 
ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO 
VAT AND DELIVERY CHARGES 

Phone 0273 204377 

/ JE£\ Express Computer 
Consultants Ltd. 

1 The Drive. Hove BN3 3JE 

AUmi* SITtfHL 
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UTPUT: SPECTRUM (Sc 
PROCESSOR 
GOES PRO 

Stuart Nicholls, author of 
‘Assembly Language for Arcade 
Gaines and other Fast Spectrum 
Programs’ and The Spectrum 

Graphics Machine’, both published 
by McGraw-Hill, offers you a 

word processor routine. 

Specword is a full-function word 
processor for the Spectrum and is 
comparable to many commercial 

word processors. The listings produced 
here are mainly Basic, and may be 
used only in coi\junction with the Spec- 
wide 64 column print routine published 
in PCN issue 83. 

Once the two are put together the 
finished article is a semi-professional 
word processor matching Tasword in 

many respects, and 1 think going one 
better with its block-handling com¬ 
mands. 

For instance, it supports block move, 
copy, delete, print, save and merge 
with a block definable from any charac¬ 
ter position. It also supports word 
wrap,margin, reform, insert mode and 

a 400 lines x 64 cols text file. I have 
omitted justification as I feel that 64 
characters per line can look unsightly 

when justified. It would be just as quick 
for the operator to do this by hand as it 
would for a Basic routine. 

Several of the time-consuming tasks 
have been converted to machine code. 
Also, the version for the standard 
Spectrum without microdrives has a 
bkkak disable routine built-in. 

To enter the program we will start 
with the new machine code, and these 
are the routines: 
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1 keyboard read 
2 delete all text • 
3 find end of text 
4 delete line 
5 add line 
6 simple Kempston compatible inter¬ 

face (one that correctly interprets 
the £ sign but not keywords) 
The keyboard READ routine should 

already be part of your 64 column 
machine code which starts at address 
64471 and replaces the Basic. 
PAUSE o: LET 1$ = INKEY$ 
is a little too slow in Basic to keep up 
with a fast typist. The machine code 
version also selects caps lock. 

To test this routine switch to 64 
column mode and run the following: 
10 PRINT USR 84471 ; I OGTO 10 
That should produce a simple typewri¬ 
ter program 

The remaining routines two to six 
should be entered using the hexdump 

Table 1: Main routines 
[Start 

at Routine line: 
10 INITIALISE VARIABLES 

40 MAIN KEYSCAN/INTERPRETER 

too PRINTER OPTION 
200 BLOCK COPY 
400 BLOCK MOVE 
500 RE ENTRY PROM BREAK 
800 BLOCK MOVE 
1000 REFORM PARAGRAPH 
1400 HELP PAGE 
1600 BACKSPACE 
1500 FORWARD SPACE 
2000 UP LINE 
2200 DOWN LINE 
2400 DELETE 
2800 NEWUNE 
2700 E-MODE 
2900 WORD WRAP ON/OFF 

2906 INSERT ON/OFF 
2910 SET BLOCK START 
2930 MARGIN RESET 
2940 REMOVE BLOCKS 
2960 BLOCK END SET 
2970 MARGIN SET 
3000 STATUS REPORT 
3500 CLEAR SCREEN 
3800 PRINT CURRENT WINDOW 

3700 PRINT BLOCKS 

4000 MAIN PRINT ROUTINE 

4500 WORD WRAP 
5000 LOAD 
5500 MERGE 
6000 SAVE 
6040 VERIPY 
6500 SEARCH AND PIND 
7000 PRINT TO PRINTER 
7500 ACCEPT OPTIONS 
8000 CURSOR LINE for M/C CODE 

8300 INSERT MODE PRINT 

8500 ADD LINE 
8510 DELETE UNE 
9500 GOTO START of PILE 
9600 goto end of nu: 
9700 UP ONE PAGE 
9800 DOWN ONE PAGE 
9900 DELETE TEXT 
9998 LOAD PROGRAM 

9999 SAVE PRCXiRAM 

in Listing one from address 63265. 
Once entered, you can save it with the 
Specwide code using save “specword” 
CODE 63265, 2271. 

Then enter the Basic program as List 
two and save that complete with Spec- 
word code using goto soon. 

Note that variables I and O are used 
in place of 1 and 0 from Line 12. This 
has been done to save memory. 

The program in Listing one is for a 
48K Spectrum without Interface 1 and 

Microdrives and contains the break 
disable routine. However, because of 
the shadow ROM this routine is not 
entirely successful when Microdrives 
are attached. To delete the routine 
remove lines 1. 37, 38 and 1485, and 
amend line 500 to read: 
500 POKE AA 4 6, 244 : POKE AA + 6,251 : 
GOSUB 3500 : GOTO 40 
and amend line 3500 to read: 
3500 PRINT CHR$ 3; 

To check that all is well follow the 
instructions, and if a command does 
not function then recheck the listing 
using Tables 1 and 2 to locate the fault. 

Instructions 
Specword is a word processor program 
that allows a text Hie of up to 400 lines 
of 64 characters per line to be created, 
and displays 24 lines x 64 characters of 
that text as a window on the TV screen. 
The text paper is bright white with a 
normal white border. 

Nearly all the Spectrum characters 

are available from the keyboard using 
caps or symbol shifts as necessary, the 
exceptions being the double shifted 
ones. These require the pressing of 
both shift keys to enter the E-mode, in 
which the border is made yellow. Then 
release both keys and press the re¬ 
quired character key, after which the 
border will reset white and you may 
continue typing. All the keys will auto 
repeat with the exception of these 
double-shifted ones. The ENTER key 
will give a new line. 

Text mode controls 
In text mode (white border), the follow¬ 
ing keys function: 
EDIT (caps shipt/i) : Displays a help 
page. 
caps lock (caps shift/2) : Toggles caps 
LOCK ON/OPE. 
CURSOR CONTROLS (CAPS SHItT/S.6,7,8) : 
Move the cursor around the screen. 
DELETE (CAPS shift/oI ; Deletes the 

character behind the cursor and back¬ 
spaces to that position, moving the 
remainder of the characters on the line 
one place to the left. 
graphics (caps shift/9) : Status report 
of cursor position and modes in use 
given on line 24. This stays displayed 
until keys released. 

E-mode controls 
To enter the extended mode (E-mode), 
press both shift keys then release, 

q <» goto the start of the text file. 
E >■ goto the end of the text file. 
r < Move up one page. 
t > Move down one page. 
K 4 Add a blank line at the cur¬ 

rent cursor position moving 
down the text, including that 
line, to make room. Note that 
text on line 400 will be lost, 

j - Delete cursor line and close up 

text. 
L = Reform paragraph from the 

cursor line to the end of the 
paragraph. The end of para¬ 
graph is taken as the first line 
found at the beginning with a 
space. 

w word wrap toggle on/opf. Set 
on when first run. 

I INSERT MODE toggle OPP/ON. 
Set opk when first run. 
Normally the cursor is shown 
as an underline symbol and 
letters typed will overprint 
any existing characters, but if 
we select insert on, then the 
cursor will become a charac¬ 
ter-size block and typing will 
displace existing characters to 
its right and insert letters into 
the line. Characters pushed off 
the end of the line will be lost. 
In this mode, newline will 
create a new line and word 
wrap on will transfer overrun 
words to the new line. 
SEARCH AND PIND 
This mode will ask for the 15 
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FIRST 
AID 

for your 64 
Computers, like people, are fallible. They need the right 

combination of code and care to perform effectively in the 
business or the home. And that requires first hand knowledge 
from you to create a healthy operating environment for your 

Commodore 64. 

Knowledge about machine language, about the lesser known 
qualities of the 64, about the disc drives, graphics, and about the 
tricks and tips to keep your 64 on line.That s why First Publishing 
has now launched in the UK a series of high quality books and 

software packages to provide a complete health care kit for your 
64. Commodore 64 users throughout Europe have already found it 

a tonic. We think you will, too. 

FTor a brochure on ill ihc Commodore M hook, and vWiwirc packages ivaiUhlc fronTl 
Hm Publishing, piciv fill in the coupon anil vnd to Amanda York. First Publishing. . 
Unit 20B. Horseshoe Road. Horseshoe Park. Panghoumc. Berkshire | 

, Or nng Amanda York at (07357) 5244or Calm Software at 0|.Mb 7256 hos t 
l_-- FIRST PUBLISHING LTD 



m 
required word: it will not find 
parts of words and care should 
be taken on use of upper or 
lower case letters. So if asked 
to SEARCH AND FIND 'Fred* it 
will not find 'fred' or 'fred\ 
The search will start at the 
cursor line, and if the word is 

ED B0 06 40 EB 
IB EB C9 CD 44 
09 2B IB ED B8 
30 20 2B 10 FB 
ZA 4B SC II 08 
II 40 00 ED 4B 
70 BI 20 03 19 
19 Cl ES ES 21 
A7 Cl ED 42 44 

I 20 0C FS 3E 81 
' 0 ED 79 FI CB 

20 02 3E 01 C3 
ED 50 CB 3A 30 
03 ED 29 Cl ED 
39 FE 0D 20 04 
DD FB C9 2A 4B 
04 19 01 00 04 
20 C0 0B 70 B1 
2A 4B SC II 00 
3D 13 01 FF 03 
B0 C 9 - BC 

found it will be placed in the 
centre of the screen if possible. 

B SET LEFT MARGIN. 
This will set the left-hand 
edge of your typing at the 
cursor position and will indi¬ 
cate that it has done so by 
reducing the bright white pap¬ 
er width accordingly. All con¬ 
trols except cursor and delete 
will now work on the reduced 
paper width. Words in the 
margin will be ignored when 

reforming a paragraph. 
N RESET LEFT MARGIN. 

This reverts back to 64 col¬ 
umns per line. 

X DELETE ALL TEXT FILE 

E-mode block commands 
Specword has an extremely useful set 
of block commands including block 
print/save,. 
5 This will put a block start 

marker at the current cursor 
position and indicates that the 
block includes the character 
at that position. The marker 
may prove indistinct when 
placed over a character so it is 
advisable if possible to place it 

in a space between characters. 
Once set, this marker cannot 
be erased or overprinted but 
can be moved by reselecting 
another block-start position. 
Adding or deleting lines be¬ 
fore the line containing the 
block marker will move the 
marker with the text. 
This will place a block end 
marker at the current cursor 
position in the same way as 
BLOCK START. BLOCK END Can 
be on the same line as block 
start but if placed before 
block start the block will be 

ignored. 
Because block markers slow 
down typing they may be re¬ 
moved when not required us¬ 
ing this key. 
block copy will copy a set 
block to the current cursor 
line, creating spaces as neces¬ 
sary to insert the block be¬ 
tween existing text. The block 
markers will remain in posi¬ 

tion after the copy is made. 
block move will copy a set 
block as above and will then 
delete the original block, dos- 16 ► 

I REM 00000 
10 DIM A0<400,04i: I ET AA-PEEK 

23631 * 2S60PEEK 23032: POKE AA*3 
,2441 POKE AA«0,23l: BORDER ?: P 
OKE 23093,120! PRINT CHRS 31 

12 LET SS-ASIli: LET I«tl LET 
0-0: IET SL-O: LET sc-o: LET PL- 
o: LET FC-O: LET CC-O 

IS PRINT : PRINT TAB 24|*S P E 
C W O R D*: PRINT : PRINT TAB 2 

01 1964 Stuart Nlcholla* 
10 PRINT FLASH HAT 11,101* S 

TOP THE TAPE*! BEEP .3 
,10: BEEP I.S: PAUSE 130: PRINT 
CHR0 3| 

20 LET NS**riMI*S LET 00-* 
yupaiill 0YUPASDFO * 

23 LET WAR-PEEK 2302'’♦ 2364PEEK 
23078*8 

30 LET UW-I: LET PL-II LET PS- 
I: I ET PE-24: LET 0-4000: LET C0 

33 OO SUB 100: BRIGHT 8: PAPER 
0 

37 LET BAS-PEEK 23633*2364PEEK 
23030*3: POKE BAS,203: POKE BAS 

♦1,123: POKE BAS*2,27: POKE BAS* 
3,24: POKE BAS*4,23l: POKE BAS-4 
,0: LET BASh-INT IBAS/2361: LET 
BASI-BAS-BASh#236 

38 LET ERR-PEEK 23613♦2364PEEK 
23614: POKE ERR,BASl: POKE ERR* 

I,BASH 
40 LET C—I07-PEEK 0SI40I: LET 

L—24-PEEK 03147: PRINT OVER I|C 
8ICHR0 81: LET D-USR 04471: PRIN 
T OVER IlCOICHRO 81: I ET IO-CHR 
0 D 

30 IF D>31 AND D<127 THEN BEE 
P .0013,10: GO SUB 8: GO TO 40 

60 IF D<6 OR D>13 THEN GO TO 
40 

70 GO SUB D0200: GO TO 40 
100 PRINT AT 7,23|‘PRINTER CHOI 

CE-IAT 10,131*1. ZX Printer*I AT 
12,IS|*2. Centronics Printer* 

110 PRINT AT 13,201*Ssl»ct opt I 
an <1><2>* 

120 LET I0—CHRS USR 64471: IF I 
8< >* I * AND 100*2* THEN GO TO 1 
20 

130 IP 10— * 1 * THEN POKE AA*I3, 
244: POKE AA*16,231: OO TO 130 

140 POKE AA*13,108: POKE AA*16, 
247 

130 PRINT CHRS 3|: RETURN 
200 IF SL-0 OR FL-O OR SL >FL TH 

EN RETURN 
203 IF PL >SL-1 AND PI <Pl*1 THEN 

220 IF SL-FL THEN GO SUB 83011 
I ET X-X*(8L>Pli: l ET AS (PI. , SC♦ I 
TO FC♦I•—ASISL,SC♦I TO FC«ll: P 

RINT AT L , 01 AS I PI I | AT l .CIS RE Til 
RN 

223 LET X-PL 
230 tF PI >400 THEN GO TO 3608 
233 GO SUB 8301: IF SI >PL THEN 
LET X-X*I 
268 IP X-SL AND SCOO THEN LET 
AS IPL,SC♦I TO I-AS IX,SC♦I TO II 
GO TO 290 
270 IF X-PL AND PCO03 THEN LE 

T ASIPL, TO PC*11—ASIX, TO FC*!> 
: OO TO 290 
280 lET ASIPI )—ASIX) 
290 PRINT AT L.OtASIPLIi: LET X 

-X-IS IP X<SL THEN PRINT AT L,C 
II RETURN 
293 GO TO 230 
400 IF SL-O OR FL-0 OR SL >FL TH 

EN RETURN 
410 IF FC<SC AND SL-FI THEN RE 

TURN 
420 tF SL-FL THEN LET AS ISO-A 

SISI , TO 8C> *ASI8L,FC*2 TO >*8S1 
GO TO 470 
430 IF SCOO THEN LET ASISL.SC 

•I TO l-ss: LET SL-SI *! 
440 IF FC< >63 THEN LET ASIFL, 

TO FC«II-SS: LET PL-FI -I 
443 IF SL >FL AND SC>FC THEN GO 
TO 470 
430 IF SL>FL THEN LET ASIFL,SC 

♦ I TO I-AS I SI,FC*2 TO I*SS: LET 
pla-pl: let pl-sl: go sub 8000: 
LET A-U8R 63263: LET Pt-PLA: OO 
TO 470 

460 LET PLA-PL: LET PL-SL: GO S 
UB 8000: FOR A-SL TO FI 1 LET X-U 
SR 63263: NEXT A: LET PI -PLA 

470 l ET SL-O: LET SC-O: LET FL- 
O: LET FC-O: GO TO 3600 

300 POKE AA*3,244: POKE AA«6,2S 
II GO TO 3300 
600 GO SUB 200: GO SUB 400: RET 

URN 
1000 IF ASIPLI-SS THEN RETURN 
1010 I ET IS-CHRS 13 
1020 IF PL-400- THEN PRINT ASIPL 
,CC*I TO It: RETURN 
1030 IF ASIPL*I,CC*I•—* * THEN 
GO SUB 2602: PRINT AT I-I.OIASIP 
L-1>I AS IPL I|1 PRINT AT L,C|! RET 
URN 

1043 LET F-64-A 
1030 FOR B-CC♦I TO 64: IF ASCPI « 
I, BIO* * THEN NEXT B 
1060 IET O-B-CCt IF GIF THEN GO 

SUB 2602: GO TO 1020 
1070 LET AS IPI,CC♦I TO l-AS(PL,C 
C*I TO A*11♦AS IPL *J,CC*I TO B-II 
1 I ET AS IPL♦I,CC♦I TO I-AS IPL♦I, 
B * I TO l*ss: PRINT AT I .01ASIPL) 
I 
1080 IF ASIPL*11-SS THEN GO SUB 
2602: GO SUB 8310: IE* IS-CHRS 

II : GO SUB 16201 LET 14-ILOOI 
1090 GO TO 1010 
1400 PRINT CHRS 31: PRINT PAPER 
II INK 7|AT 0,231* H E I P P 

AGE* 
1402 PRINT PAPER 01 INK 71* FRO 

M THIS PAGE* 
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T3 UTPUT: SPECTRUM 
ing the text accordingly. The 
block markers will be removed 
on completion. 

6 block delete will remove 
text in the block and close the 
text. The block markers will 
be removed. 

Controls from help page 
Select edit to obtain the help page. 
s This is the save mode. 

Although the text file is cre¬ 
ated using the dimensioned 
array a $(400,64), text is saved 
as a block of bytes to save time 
and tape space. To save all 
your text just follow the in¬ 
structions but note that file 
names are not checked for 
syntax. Once saved you have 
the option to verify your text. 
If this should fail then enter 
goto soo and try again. You 
may also save a set block of 
text using this option. Set 
your block marker as de¬ 
scribed previously and follow 
the instructions. 

L This will load a saved text file 
into memory, deleting any ex¬ 
isting text and saving it. 

Listing 2 (continued next week) 

With this merge mode, a saved 
file can be merged with ex¬ 
isting text The position for 
the start of the merge is de¬ 
fined by the block start mar¬ 
ker (or as saved if the marker 
is not set). The merged text 
will overwrite any existing 
text in this position. Ensure 
that line 400 is not exceeded. 
This mode can be used as a 
type of Mailmerge with names 
and addresses held on a data 
tape to be merged one after 
another to the same position 
in your text. 
When run the program will 
ask if you are using a Centro¬ 
nics or ZX printer. If Centro¬ 
nics is selected, then a soft¬ 
ware routine is used to drive 
the Kempston interface which 
allows all ASCII characters to 
be printed including the £ 
sign. The printer may be confi¬ 
gured to any typeface by 
breaking the program, Lprint- 
ing the codes then entering 
goto soo to re-enter the prog¬ 
ram. The ZX printer will print 
at 64 characters per line. You 

1403 PRINT *<8> SAVE MODE (All O 
r Block)*,*<H> MERGE MODE (•• SA 
VCD or Iron Block START 1 * 
14IR PRINT *<L> LOAD MODE*’*<P> 
PRINT MODE (All or Block)* 
1420 PRINT PAPER 01 INK 7|■ FRO 
M E MODE ‘I PAPER 7| INK 01*I*. 
BOTH SHIFTS I do not k—p m SHIF 
T kay praasad Is 
1435 PRINT PAPER 01 INK 7|*CURS 
OR COMMANDS*I TAB 221’BLOCK COMMA 
NDS*I TAB 44|‘FORMAT COMMANDS 

1440 PRINT *<B> <- 80 TO start*! 
TAB 22|*<5> SET starfITAB 44| 
*<K> ♦ ADD IIna* 
1445 PRINT *<C> >- OO TO and * ITA 
B 221 * <8> SET and * I TAB 44I*<J> 

- DELETE llna* 
1450 PRINT *<R> < UP ona paga'I 
TAB 221*<0> DELETE block*I TAB 44 
I * < L > - REFORM para.* 
1455 PRINT *<T> > DOWN nna paga 
•ITAB 22|* < 2> COPY block’ITAB 44 
I * < X > DELETE TEXT* 
1460 PRINT TAB 22|*<M> MOVE bloc 
k*|TAB 44|*<H> WORD SEARCH* 
1465 PRINT TAB 221 *<7> REMOVE bl 
or km* 
1470 PRINT PAPER 01 INK 7|* TEX 
T MODE COMMANDS * 
1471 PRINT *<I> INSERT ON/OFF*•• 
<W> WORD WRAP ON/OFF••* < B> MAROI 
N SET *'* <N> MARGIN RESET* 
1472 PRINT *<GRAPHICS> Statua ra 
port*'*<DELETE) araaa charactar 
behind curaor•••<ARROWS> curaor 
up/down/I#4 t/rISht•'•<ENTER) baa 
I Ina* 
14S0 PRINT PAPER 11 INK 7|AT 23 
,191 * <N> TO RETURN TO TEXT MODE* 

1405 LET ERR-PEEK 23613♦2364PEEK 
23614: POKE ERR,31 POKE ERR4I.1 

1560 DATA 80,7000,B3,6000,76,500 
0,70.3500,77,5300,90,1540 
1570 FOR A-l TO 6: REAR X,YS IF 
XOD THEN NEXT A 
1380 GO TO Y 
1600 IF C THEN PRINT ISI: RETUR 
N 
1610 LET C-63 
1620 IF PI•I THEN GO TO 3610 
1630 LET PL-PL-I: PRINT IG|! IF 
NOT I THEN LET PS-PS-Il LET PC- 
PE-II OO TO 1050 
1640 RETURN 
1800 IF C< >63 THEN PRINT IG|: R 
ETURN 
1810 LET C-0 
1820 IF PI>400 THEN GO TO 3600 
1030 I ET PL>PL*I: PRINT IG|5 IF 
L-23 THEN LET PS-PSM: LET PE-P 
E«I: GO TO 1850 
1840 RETURN 
1850 PRINT •AT L,0| BRIGHT OlAGI 
PL,I TO CCII BRIGHT I|ASIPL,CC4l 

TO II 
1852 IF PL-SL THEN PRINT AT L.S 
C| OVER Iff | 
1855 IF PL-Fl THEN PRINT AT L,F 
Cl OVER 11*1*1 
1860 PRINT AT L,CI1 RETURN 
2000 GO TO 1820 
2200 GO TO 1620 
2400 IF NOT C THEN OO TO 2440 
2410 LET AGIPL.C TO >-AG(PL,C4l 
TO )♦* * 
2420 LET C-C-I: PRINT AT L.0IA8C 
PL 111 GO TO 1852 
2440 IF PL-I THEN GO TO 3600 
2450 I ET PI-PL-IS LET C-64S IF N 
OT L THEN LET PS-PS-H LET PE-P 
E-I 
2460 LET IaL-ILL >01 S PRINT 101J 
LET A0CPI ,641-* * S GO TO 2420 
2600 IF CB-CHR0 143 AND I8-CHR6 
13 THEN GO SUB 2607: GO TO 8500 
2602 IF Pt-400 THEN GO TO 3410 
2603 IF 1-23 AND C-64 THEN GO S 

may elect to print all your text 
or a set block. 

After loadZ/save/merge/print you 

will be returned to the text mode at the 
same place as you left it. If at any time 
the program breaks then enter goto 
soo as a direct command to re-enter it. 

Other printer interfaces can be used 
as long as the driver software does not 
interfere with the 64 column code. The 
UDG area is OK. To incorporate the 
software press Break when asked for 

the printer choice then merge the 
printer software Basic and move this 
Basic to line 140. So when run, the 
program will load your interface code 
when selecting option 2. You may save 
your modified Specword with clear : 
ooro 9999 but note that text created 
with your modified version will not 
necessarily load correctly into an un¬ 
modified Specword program. The prog¬ 
ram can also be configured to load and 
save text on Microdrive amending the 
commands to LOAD~M-;ir—" etc. 

But if the program is modified in any 
way ensure that the first line REM 
statement is not disturbed; the first 
variable must be a$<4oo,m) and var, 
bas a err variables must not be tam- 
perd with. W! 

UB 2610: GO TO 1850 
2603 IF I8-CHR8 13 THEN PRINT 
2610 LET C-CCt LET PI -PI 4lS IF L 
023 THEN LET L-L4I: PRINT AT L 
,Cl: RETURN 
2613 IF I8-CHR8 13 THEN PRINT 
2620 PRINT AT l,C|i I ET PE-PE«U 

LET PS-PS*I: GO TO 1850 
2800 BORDER 6: I ET I8-CHR8 USR 6 
4471: FOR A-I TO 8: IF I8-08IAI 
OR I0-O8IA48I THEN I ET I8-N8(A> 
: GO SUB 2850: OO TO 4000 
2810 NEXT A 
2815 RESTORE 2820: LET D-COOE 18 
: l ET D-D-(32#(D>90> » 
2820 DATA 72,6500,53,2940,77.600 
,78,2930,87,2900,66.2970,53,2910 
,56.2950,90,200,48,400,73,2905,7 
3,8300,74,8310,81,9300,82,9700,8 
4,9800,88,9900,69,9600,76,1000 
2830 FOR A-I TO 19: READ X,Y: IF 

XOD THEN NEXT A: GO TO 2850 
2840 GO SUB Y 
2850 BORDER 7: RETURN 
2900 LET WW-O*II9IWW-0II: RETURN 

2905 LET 8—4000*14300#(8-40001 I: 
LET C8-CHR0 I93*I48#ICODE C8-93 

III: RETURN 
2910 IF SO-P6 AND SLOPE THEN 
PRINT OVER HAT SL PS.SCff I 
2920 LET SL-PL: LET SC-C: PRINT 

OVER 1|AT L,C|*fI AT L,C|: RETU 
RN 
2930 tF NOT CC THEN RETURN 
2935 LET CC-O: PRINT AT 0,01: FO 
R A-I TO 24: PRINT BRIGHT II OV 
ER IIS0: NEXT A: PRINT AT L,C|i 
RETURN 
2940 GO SUB 3700: LET SC-O: LET 
81 -O: I ET FC-O: LET FI -O: RETURN 
2950 tF FL >—PS AND FL<-PE THEN 
PRINT OVER HAT FL-PS, FCI *1* I 
2960 LET FL-PL: LET FC-C: PRINT 

OVER HAT L,C|*^*|AT I.CH RETUI 
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Meet the Challenge 

Storm war 

This warrior should brew up a storm 
amongst games players everywhere. 
Definitely worth buying. 
Computer & Video Cames November 1984. 

i recommend Storm 
warrior and expect it to settle 
somewhere near the top of the 
charts. 'Nw,- 
Computer Trade Weekly 24/9/84. 

One of those little gems you come across 
occasionally, full of atmosphere and 
originality. - Bryan Skinner. 
Personal Computer News 22/9/84. 

Lots of original thought, playable as well as 
challenging. We have here - amazingly - 
a new concept. I don t think anyone will bore 
with this one quickly. - Bob wade, Samantha 
Hemens and Chris Anderson. 
Personal Computer Cames November 
1984 

This games superb sound, graphics and 
fighting sequences set it well above the 
others 
Personal Computer World November 1984. □ 



lUTPUT: COMMODORE 64 

RUDIMENTS OF 
RASTER INTERRUPTS 

Commodore 64 graphics program¬ 
ming can exploit rasters — the 
rows of dots that make up a TV 

screen — to produce interrupts. In this 
way, the screen can be split in two, with a 
different graphics mode in each half. An 
example would be a high-resolution 
graph with explanatory notes under¬ 
neath. 

Because the picture on screen is 
redrawn around 60 times per second, 
interrupts must be handled by machine 
code routines. 

There are four registers which con¬ 
cern us here: 
1 Raster compare register at 53266 

<$D012> 
2 Raster compare register bit 8 at 53265 

<$D0U> 
3 Interrupt enable register at 53274 

($D01A> 
4 Interrupt status register at 53273 

<$D019> 
The raster compare register has two 

functions. If it is read, the exact location 
of the raster is obtained. If written to. an 
interrupt is forced when the raster 
reaches that position. 

For an interrupt to occur, the Inter¬ 
rupt enable register must be set to a 1. 
Finally, when an interrupt occurs, the 

interrupt status register is affected. If 
caused by the raster, bit 0 is set to a 1. 

Two listings are provided here, one in 
Basic and one in Assembly language. If 
using an assembler, lines 10-40 and 
200-250 can be omitted from the Basic 
program. 

When run, the program places multi¬ 
coloured blocks on the top half of the 
screen, with text underneath. This may 
not sound too exciting, but provides the 
rudiments of more advanced techniques 
as found in The Hobbit or The Hulk. 

The Basic program is self-explana¬ 
tory, but I shall deal with the machine 
code in sections. 
SEI 
LDAIM 29 
STA 788 
LDAIM 192 
STA 789 
This first part relocates the address for 
interrupt handling routines. The 
address is stored in 788 <LSB> and 789 
(MSB). When the 64 is first switched on, 
these registers contain the address 
59953 

Raster blaster 
If an interrupt occurs while this address 
is being changed, the computer would 

probably ’lock-up’. For this reason, the 
routine starts with SEI — set interrupt 
disable. 
LDA 53285 

ANDIM 127 
STA 53285 
LDA 53274 
ORA1M 1 
STA 53274 

Here, "bit 8’ of the raster compare is set 
to a 0, so all val ues fall within the range 0 
to 255 (the screen is from 51 to 251, ic 25 
rows). The interrupt enable register is 
set to ON. 
cu 
RTS 
Having changed the vectors and pre¬ 
pared for the new interrupt routine, 
interrupts can be enabled again (CLI). 
The program is exited with the RTS. 

Now onto the new routine: 
LDAIM t 
BIT 53273 

BNE 3 
JMP 59953 

Interrupts can also be caused by sprite 
collisions and light pens, so this part of 
the program checks that the flag was set 
by the raster compare IRQ. using the 
BIT instruction. If the raster didn’t 
cause the interrupt, the usual interrupt 
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routine must be us^d. (This resides at 
59953). 
LDA S3266 

CMPIM 252 
BC8 21 
Now it’s certain the raster caused the 
interrupt, the next step is to determine 
its position on screen. If less than 252, 
the raster is in the text area, and carries 
on to the following set of instructions: 
LDAIM 262 
OTA 53266 
LDA 53270 
AND IX 239 

8TA 53270 

LDAIM 6 
8TA 53261 
JMP 49237 
A new raster compare value is placed 
into the register at 53266, and the 
multi-colour mode is set to OFF. The 
background will be blue. 
LDAIM 128 
STA 53286 
LDA 53270 
ORA1M 16 
8TA 53270 
LDAIM 14 
STA 53281 

This does the opposite to the previous 

section, turning ON the multi-colour 
and setting a new interrupt for the 
middle of the screen. The background 

colour is switched to a more sombre grey 

Ready to go 
The last section of code is the same as 

that found in the normal interrupt 
handling routine. It clears the raster 
IRQ flag by writing a 1 to it, and restores 
the Accumulator and X and Y registers 
to the values held before the interrupt 
occurred. 

Control is returned to the program via 
the RTI instruction. ^ 

Basic listing 

10 FOR N = 1 TO 96 : REM POKE MACHINE CODE 
20 READ SPLIT : REM INTO MEMORY 
30 POKE 49151+N,SPLIT : REM STARTING AT 49152 
40 NEXT N 
50 PRINT"[CLR]" 
60 PRINT"A DEMONSTRATION OF SPLIT SCREEN GRAPHICS" 
70 PRINT"[DOWN][DOWN][DOWN][DOWN][DOWN][DOWN][DOWN][DOWN]" 
80 PRINT"A DEMONSTRATION OF SPLIT SCREEN GRAPHICS" 
90 POKE 53282,1 : REM BACKGROUND COLOUR 2,WHITE 
100 POKE 53283,2 : REM BACKGROUND COLOUR 3, RED 
120 SYS49152 : REM SPLIT THE SCREEN 
130 END 

200 DATA 120,169,29,141,20,3,169,192,141,21,3,173,17,208,41,127 
210 DATA 141,17,208,173,26,208,9,1,141,26,208,88,96,169,1,44 
220 DATA 25,208,208,3,76,49,234,173,18,208,201,252,176,21,169,252 
230 DATA 141,18,208,173,22,208,41,239,141,22,208,169,6,141,33,208 
240 DATA 76,85,192,169,130,141,18,208,173,22,208,9,16,141,22,208 
250 DATA 169,14,141,33,208,169,1,141,25,208,104,168,104,170,104,64 

Assembly language listing 

ADDRESS I MACHINE ] ASSEMBLY CODE C030 8D 12 DO STA 53266 

DECML HEX 1 CODE 1 PROGRAM 49203 C033 AD 16 DO LDA 53270 
aa*aae@aaae [?aaaaaaaaaa raaaaaaaaaaaaaa 49206 C036 29 EF ANDIM 239 

49152 cooo 78 SEI 49208 C038 8D 1 6 DO STA 53270 

49153 C001 A9 ID LDAIM 29 4921 1 C03B A9 06 LDAIM 6 

49155 C003 8D 14 03 STA 788 4921 3 C03D 8D 21 DO STA 53281 

49158 C006 A9 CO LDAIM 192 49216 C040 4C 55 CO JMP 49237 

49160 C008 8D 15 03 STA 789 4921 9 C04 3 A9 7E LDAIM 126 

49163 C00B AD 11 DO LDA 53265 49221 C045 8D 12 DO STA 53266 

49166 C00E 29 7F ANDIM 127 49224 C048 AD 1 6 DO LDA 53270 

49168 C010 8D 1 1 DO STA 53265 49227 C04B 09 1 0 ORAIM 16 

49171 con AD 1 A DO LDA 53274 49229 C04D 8D 1 6 DO STA 53270 

49174 C01 6 09 01 ORAIM 1 49232 COSO A9 0E LDAIM 1 4 

49176 C01 8 8D 1 A DO STA 53274 49234 C052 8D 21 DO STA 53281 

49179 C01B 58 CL I 49237 C055 ] A9 01 LDAIM 1 

49180 C01C 60 RTS 49239 C057 ] 8D 19 DO STA 53273 
49181 C01D A9 01 LDAIM 1 49242 C05A ] 68 PLA 

49183 COIF 2C 19 DO BIT 53273 49243 C05B : A8 TAY 

49186 C022 DO 03 BNE 3 49244 C05C ] 68 PLA 

49188 C024 4C 31 EA JMP 59953 49245 C05D ; AA TAX 

49191 C027 AD 12 DO LDA 53266 49246 C05E ] 68 PLA 

49194 C02A C9 FC CMPIM 252 49247 C05F ] 40 RTI 

49196 C02C B0 1 5 BCS 21 
49198 C02E A9 FC LDAIM 252 _ 
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FAST LOADERS COMMODORE 64 TAPE TO DISK 

^ R.B.S. 
A NEW GENERATION conversion utility, developed from 
the acclaimed Hypersave-64, R.B.S. converts virtually all 
your long loading cassette programs to TURBO-LOAD, 
faster than the CBM disk drive. Multi-part and autorun 
programs are handled with ease Converted programs load 
independently No additional hardware, no pokes, no SYS 
calls, no user knowledge required Load “The Hobbit” in 
120 seconds. Tornado, Lightning load, Fastback now 
obsolete R.B.S. will convert more programs than any 
competing utility Cassette £7.50p 

HYPERSAVE-64 
Retaining the flexibility which the programmer demands. 
Hypersave leaves you in control. 8 additional Basic 
commands Save, load, verify up to 48K continuous Ram at 
HYPERSPEED with full error checking Converted pro¬ 
grams reload independently Autorun facility. Hypersave 
also allows a small number of fast loading programs to be 
converted to Hyperload Reviewed in Your 64 issue 2. 
Cassette £7.50p 

DISKUS I 
Introducing the new market leader This is the simplest to 
use and most efficient tape to disk tansfer utility yet 
devised. No program rewriting is required and transferred 
programs will automatically run when loaded 

* For single, multi, and autorun programs 
* Automatic filename handling 
* Efficient use of Disk space 
* No user knowledge required 

Diskus 1 will handle several program types which other 
utilities ignore, including headerless files A bonus program 
is included which will transfer a number of fast loading 
programs to disk Cassette £9.99p 

PRO-SPRITE 
Library. Editor. Animator for single and multicolour spntes. 
Joystick control Packed with features. Menu dnven. 100% 
machine code Complete with your first sprite library 
Cassete £7.50p. 

FREE WITH EVERY ORDER: 

SICRITS' k GUIDE TO CASSETTE I 0 CONTAINING 
PREVIOUSLY UNPUBLISHED SECRET 
INFORMATION FAST DESPATCH GUARANTEED. 
CHEQUE?. 0. OR SAE TO: 

HAO ACT DISKUS I IS £9.99 SPECIAL DtSCOUKT. 
UUOUl I ANY TWO OF THE REMAINDER JUST C9.99P. 

2 Oakmoor Avenue au programs supplied with full 

Blackpool FY2 0E6 imstructions and may be transferred to 
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MIX 
PLUS 

| start wMh Staph— WMta’s iiMMti. | Over the years articles have been 
published about the "FX com¬ 
mands and other hidden bits of 

interest on the BBC Micro, yet the 
Memotech machines, which are of simi¬ 
lar calibre and have similar points of 
interest, have not yet had such extensive 
publicity. 

Colour subroutines 
The first subroutine on offer here 
changes the hideous blue and white 

to the lx)ad screen and save screen 
commands on the Sinclair ZX Spectrum. 
They are not unlike the fourth sub¬ 
routine included in the on-line Logo 
program at the end of this article. When 
the load screen routine is called via a 
gosub 1000 statement, a block of data on 
tape (previously recorded by you) will be 
loaded into memory, then transferred 
into part of your 16K video memory. The 
save screen routine, of course, will do 
the opposite: transfer data from video 
memory into main memory and from 
there onto tape. Be warned — it takes a 
long time to save and load a screen, so 
don't worry if you think it has crashed. 
These two subroutines save only virtual 
screen four; not Noddy screens or any 
other text on virtual screen five. 

The next utility program or sub¬ 
routine aims to correct an 'error' in the 
Memotech ROM. It isn't actually an 
error, but it would be more useful if this 
subroutine were included instead. When 
you want to change the background 
colour on virtual screen four using the 
command colour a.c: you’ll notice you 
have to follow this by a cls statement, 
which is a nuisance, especially when you 
have something valuable on the screen. 
However, al 1 you have to do now is oobub 

Getting Humpty Dumpty to Iwndk graphics on the 

screen colours on the MTX. Why bother 
with a subroutine when you can use the 
ctrl d command to change the colours at 
the touch of a key? Well, as soon as you 
press Return, it goes back to white on 
blue, which is very bright when you’re 
working late at night. It does this 
because early versions of the Memotech 
made a fuzzing sound when using 
certain other colour combinations and 
using white on blue was an attempt to 
conceal this. So, whenever you press 
RET, the ROM also changes the screen 
colours to white/blue. 

However, by using interrupts you can 
make the screen change to colours of 
your own choice. Once the program is 
run, it can be deleted but not by using 
new or reset. It is quicker to use the auto 
command to wipe over the lines. To 
change the black on green colour again, 
change the second digit in the data 
statement at line 90 to is x paper + ink. 

The next two programs are equivalent 

Msmstsck. 

to the subroutine and the screen back¬ 
ground will change colour. Obviously, 
you have to define the colour for the 
background, or paper as it’s sometimes 
called, and this is done by setting the 
numeric variable c to the colour desired. 

The last subroutine is a fill sub¬ 
routine, similar to that used in Mel¬ 
bourne House’s The Hobbit and which is 
not available for the Memotech yet. This 
is also another program which might 
have been included in the ROM. The 
commands in Basic associated with 
graphics allow for windows (virtual 
screens), sprites, lines, points, circles 
and arcs, but don’t cater for an area of the 
screen to be filled. 

I decided pictures consisting of lines, 
sprites, and dots were inadequate so I 
wrote a routine which fills areas of the 
screen. It works by giving the routine a 
starting point — in the middle of a circle 
for instance. The routine will fill up the 
rest of the circle with the colour you are 

using for ink. Not only will it fill up 
circles, but it will fill up any shape — 
triangles or shoes, for instance. 

Unfortunately, as the routine stands 
it has a few drawbacks. First, is the 
amount of notes it makes while fil ling an 
area, second is the time it takes to do it. 

To get around the first problem, let it 
fill only small patches of the screen at 
one time, eg don’t fill circles with a 
radius greater than 50. It is advisable to 
note that if the shape it’s filling is not 
completely enclosed, the dot moving 
around will make its way to the edge of 
the screen and crash (go into the front 
panel). 

Due to the lack of speed this routine is 
not suitable for fast action arcade games, 
but is satisfactory for computer aided 
design applications and graphical 
adventure games. 

The on-line Logo program 
Logo is a language particularly catering 
for the graphics medium. This Logo 
program cannot be a complete language 
as it won't store a set of commands to be 
executed sequentially whenever re¬ 
quired, but instead will execute com¬ 
mands where and when you give them. 
With this, you can design screens. 

The commands available are: 
cls clears the graphics 

screen 
fill fills up an area of the 

screen 

plot sets a pixel to the 
current plot colour 

colour defines colours for 
BORDER, PAPER and INK 

Dsi allows you to type on the 
main screen 

penup you can move the pen 
around without it 
writing 

pendown puts pen down again 
forward moves pen forward 
rioht moves pen right by so 

many degrees 
left moves pen left by so 

many degrees 
frame draws a frame around 

edge of screen (so you 
need not go off the edge 
accidentally) 

joy hands control of pixel 
over to joystick (press 
fire button or home to 
get it back again) 

quit returns to Basic 
line draws line, as Basic 

command 
circle draws circle, around 

current plot position 
If it is a command such as line which 

needs a few parameters after it you type: 
LINE (RETURN) 0. 0. 200. ISO .RETURN) 
and a line from the bottom left hand 
comer going across the screen will 
appear 

With Noddy handling text, it is only 
fair that Humpty Dumpty handles 
graphics — that’s why I called this 
program Humpty Dumpty. PI 22► 
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iUTPUTiMEMOTECH 

Program 1 — change screen colour_ 
10 FOR A-61440 TO 61448 
20 READ B 
30 POKE A,B 
40 NEXT A 
50 POKE 64152,195 
60 POKE 04154,240 
70 POKE 64862.159 
80 STOP 
90 DATA 62,28,211,2,62,135,211,2,201 

Proy—2—«ava screen routine_ 
1000 CODE 

LD A, 0 
OUT < 2),A 
LD A, 0 
OUT (2),A 
LD HL.MD800 

LOOP: IN A,«1» 
LD (HL),A 
INC HL 
LD A, H 
CP NF0 
JR NZ,LOOP 
LD HL. ND800 
LD BC, N1800 
LD A, 0 
LD (NFD68),A 
CALL NAAE 
RET 

1010 RETURN 

Program 3—load screen routine 
1000 CODE 

LD HL.ND800 
LD BC, N1800 
LD A, 1 
LD (NFD68),A 
CALL NAAE I 1oad from cassatta 
LD A, 0 
OUT (21,A 
LD A,N40 
OUT (21,A |sat VRAM pointer 
LD HL.ND800 

LOOP: LD A,(HL) 
OUT ( 1 ) , A I sand RAM into VR< 
INC HL 
LD A, H 
CP NF0 I la it tint shad? 
JR NZ,LOOP 
RET 

1010 RETURN 

Program 4 — virtual screen 4 'paper' routine 

PAPER: LD BC.N2000 
LD E, 4 

LOOP: LD A,C 
OUT (2),A 
LD A, B 
OUT (2),A 
IN A,(N01) 
AND NF0 
OR E 
PUSH AF 
LD A, C 
OUT (2),A 
LD A, B 
SET 6,A 

OUT (2>,A 
POP AF 
OUT (1),A 
INC BC 
LD A, B 
CP N38 
JP NZ,LOOP 

Iwrltt naw colour 
I Into VRAM 

Ichack tor and ot 
I colours 

Program 5--fill routine 

I sat VRAM polntar 

I sand RAM Into VRAM 

1000 REM ON ENTRY X VARIABLE IS 
1010 REM X COORDINATE FOR STARTING 
1020 REM POSITION AND Y VARIABLE 
1030 REM IS Y COORDINATE 
1040 POKE 64064,Y:POKE 64065,X 
1050 CODE 

INIT: LD (NFA50),SP Iprasarva systam 
LD SP.NF000 I sat up routina 
PUSH AF 
PUSH IX istva raglstars 
LD HL.NFFFF I sat up stack 
PUSH HL I bottom indicato 
LD HL,(NFA40) IHL-XY coords 

loop: DEC L 
CALL POINTHL 
CP N01 
LP Z,LABEL 1 ichack be 
PUSH HL 

LABEL 1:INC L 
DEC H 
CALL POINTHL 
CP N01 ichack 181 
JP Z,LABEL 2 
PUSH HL 

LABEL 2:INC L 
INC H 
CALL POINT HL 
CP N01 ichack ab< 
JP Z,LABEL 3 
PUSH HL 

LABEL 3:DEC L 
INC H 
CALL POINT HL 
CP N01 ichack rl« 
JP Z,LABEL 4 
PUSH HL 

LABEL 4:DEC H 
CALL PLOTHL I plot pos; 
POP HL 
LD A,L Ichack toi 
CP NFF I stack bol 
JP NZ,LOOP 
POP IX 
POP AF irastora 
LD SP,(NFA50) Irastora 
RET 

POINTHL:LD IX,LABEL 5 
LD <lXe3),H 
LD fixed),L 
RST 10 laqulval 

LABEL S:DB 985,27,67,0,0,1 |GR«(X,1 
LD A,(NFE1A) 
RET 

PLOTHL: LD IX,LABEL 6 
LD (lXe2),H 
LD (lXe3),L 
RST 10 laqulval 

LABEL 6:DBN83,1,0,0 (plot x, 
RET 

SYMBOLS: 
1060 RETURN 

Ichack tor 
I stack bottom 

(equivalent to 
I plot x,y 
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Seeing 
is believing 

See the pack see the screen see the game. The same high standard applies to all twenty 
See the difference the moment you pick up one games in the range and all are available at the 
of the games from Firebird’s new Silver Range. remarkably low price of 

The difference is that our packs show the high 
quality you’ll see on the screen when you play, 

so you know exactly what you're buying. £2.50 

Here's a sneak look at three of the NEW games 

BOOTY 
Feast yer eyes on the BOOTY-ful treasure 
stored in 20 holds 
There be pirates, parrots and tun galore!!! 

SOFTWARE 

THE WILD BUNCH 
Can you survive life on the run in this Wild 
West adventure??? 

.i 
BIRD STRIKE 
Dodge the planes and shoot the pigeons to 
complete the tune- 
then move to the next level 

Look out tor these games in the FIREBIRD silver range at selected high street stores 
SPECTRUM THE \MLD BUNCH BOOTY MR FREEZE TERRA FORCE VSUNC RACERS MENACE EXOOUS RUNBABYRUN CRAZY CAVERNS WC 2ft SNAKE BITE MCKEY THE BRICKY 

COMMOOORE 64: BOOTY MR FREEZE EXOOUS KAOAOC ZULU BBC MICRO B BRO STOKE GOLD DIGGER AOO DROPS DUCK' 

n. ® The new range from British Telecom. viy You’d better believe it!!! 
FIREBIRO SOFTWARE, WELLINGTON HOUSE, UPPER ST MARTIN S LANE LONDON WC2H 90L TEL: 01 -379 6755/5626 

Firebird and the Firebird logo are trademarks ol British Telecommunications pic. 



The computer 
system trat won’t 
give you any 
arguments at home. 

£249 
Computer complete with 
green screen VDU (GT64) 

£359 
Computer complete with 
colour monitor (CTM6-I0I 

CPC 464 
complete 

with 

monitor 
datacorder 



It’s eight in the evening. Theweekly 
soap is about to start on the box. And 
yourre in the middle of a program. 

Either way, there’s going to be 
trouble. 

The new CPC464 gets round the 
problem very neatly. 

It comes complete with its own colour 
monitor or green screen VDU. Yet it 
costsaroundhalfthepriceofacom- 
parable home micro system. 

That’s not all. As well as the monitor, 
the CPC464 includes a built-in cassette 
data recorder, 64K of RAM (42K avail¬ 
able), 32K of ROM, typewriter style 
keyboard and a very fast extended 
BASIC. 

Anditcomescompleteandready-to- 
go. Just plug it in. 

High resolution graphics. 
Stereo sound. 

The quality of the graphics on the 
CPC464 screen beats the micro/ 
domestic TV combination out of sight. 

That’sbecauseourmonitordrives 
each colour on the screen directly from 
thecomputer. Nothinggetsinthewayof 
the best possible picture. Andyou won’t 
have tuning problems. 

It sounds good, too. Especially when 
you feed the 3-voice, 7-octave stereo 
output through a hi-fi amplifier and 
speakers. 

_64KRAM._ 

W ith 64K of RAM there’s plenty of 
room for sophisticated and complex 
programs. 

Over42K isavailabletousers, thanks 
totheimplementationof ROM overlay 

Pound for pound, other micros simply 
can’t match the CPC464’s memory. 

Amsoft. 
Exciting software range. 

Arcade games, educational pro¬ 
grams and business applications are 
all designed to utilise the CPC464’s 
impressive graphics, sound and pro¬ 
cessing abilities. 

A rapidly expanding 
range of programs is 
already available. High 
quality software that 
takes advantage of the 
CPC464’s high specification and speed¬ 
loading capability. Which means even 
complex programs can be loaded 
quickly. 

Amstrad. Join the Club. 

The CPC464 User Club is run by 
Amsoft, our software division, which 
provides software, peripherals and 
publications for members. 

Asa member, you’Uenjoy immediate 
benefitsliketheprivilegecard.Club 
binder, regular magazine, competitions 
for valuable prizes and contact with 
other Amstrad users. 

Whether you’rea games fanatic or 
interested in serious commercial appli¬ 
cations, you’ll want to join the Club. 

AMSTRAD sw 
CPC 464 

CPC464 green screen VDU (GT64) 

Green screen VDU. 

Perfectfordatamanagementwith 
high resolution screen, 80 column text 
display and up to 8 text windows. 

An optional power supply and 
modulator (MPT) is available for 
use with a colour TV. 

CPC464. 
Unlimited scope for expansion. 

We’re with youall the way. That’s 
why there’s a built-in parallel printer 
interface. A low cost optional disk drive 
system includingCP/M* and LOGO. 
Ajoystick port. And the virtually 
unlimited potential of the Z80 data bus 
with sideways ROM support. 

BOOTS COMET Dixons 

Menzies RUMBELOWS AMSTRMI 
ONE GREAT IMA AFTER ANOTHER j 

I d likcto know more .bool l!w incrrfibl. CPC4M compW.compmrr «yaem. 
Please send literature right away. 

AMST1A0 
CPC464 

| NAME_______ PCH3 

j ADOMBS_____—- 

j __POSTCOOB__ 

| To Amstrad Consumer Electronics pic. Brentwood House, 169 King's Road. 
|^Brentwood^E»exCMI^4EF^Tel;^rentwood(0277) 228888._ 



UTPUT: ATARI 

Dont miss the Float 

One of the first things programmers 
miss when they use assembly 
language after using Basic is the 

ability to use floating point numbers. 
However, if you use an Atari computer 
the Floating Point Mathematics Pack¬ 
age ROM gives you access .o a library of 
over 20 subroutines which make hand¬ 
ling floating point numbers easy. These 
subroutines fall into four categories: 
Conversion routines: These include 
routines to convert between integers 
and floating point, and between ASCII 
strings and floating point. Similar to 
Basic's v.M.t and stk$' functions. 
Mathematical operations: These include 
the standard operations add. subtract, 
multiply and divide. There are also 
functions to calculate logarithms and to 
exponentiate using base e or base 10. 
Regrettably, there are no trigonometric 
functions in the standard package. 
However, they are available in the Basic 
cartridge and work in both degrees and 
radians. 
Assignment routines: There are routines to 
move values from one part of memory to 
another, this allowing you to save 
results of operations and conversions for 
later use. 
Miscellaneous routines: Routines are pro¬ 
vided to set the package's working 
registers to zero and to evaluate FP 
polynomials. 

Since the details of the floating point 
representation are looked after by the 
ROM, there is no need to know them in 
order to use the routines. Suffice it to say 
that a floating point value requires six 
bytes to store and that a BCD (Binary 
Coded Decimal I format is used so that 
each decimal to digit is represented 
exactly. 

Tell-tale signs 
It is sometime useful to know that the 

Figure 1: Important zero page locations for FP package 
Name Addresses Comment 
FRO SD4-SD9 
FR1 $EO-$E5 
INBUFF SF3.SF4 

CIX SF2 

RADFLG $FB 

FLPTR SFC.SFD 

FP register 0 
FP register 1 
Pointer to ASCII string for ASCII FP conversions The 
memory from $580 to $5F7 is free to store ASCII Strings. 
This tells the ASCII FPconversion rout me what character of 
the input string pointed to by INBUFF to begin at Normally 
you store a zero here in order to use the whole string 
However, if you store a non-zero value then the value will be 
added to INBUFF toyield the addressofthe string i similar to 
indirect indexed Y addressing mode' Note that the 
FP ASCII conversion ignores INBUFF & CIX and always 
uses $580 to $5FF for its buffer 
Store a six here if you want degrees mode, or a zero for 
radians. 
Pointer to floating point number used by FP ROM s 
assignment routines. You store the address from or to which 
a value is to be fetched or moved The low byte goes in $FC. 
while the high byte goes in $FD. 

Figure 2: Input routine for FP numbers 
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first bit (MSB) of the first byte of a 
number gives the sign of that number. It 
will be on' (equal to 1) if the number is 
negative and 'off* (equal to 0) if it is 

positive. 
This leads to an unfortunate situation 

where 0 (zero) and -OdninuB zero) have 
two different representations even 
though they are mathematically iden¬ 
tical. Beware of this when testing for 
equality. A more useful consequence of 
the floating point representation is that 
if you want to compare two floatingpoint 
numbers, assuming both numbers are 
positive, you can imagine the numbers 
are two six-character ASCII strings and 

use a string comparison. 
The mathematics package performs 

its operation on two six-byte registers in 
zero page called FRO (located between 
$D4 and $D9) and FR1 ($EO to SE5). To 
perform an operation the user must first 
store the two numbers to be operated on 
in FRO and FRl, then call the ROM 
subroutine to do the operation. The 
result of the operation will actually be 

left in FRO 
Functions and conversion routines all 

use FRO as the storage space for their 
operands and results. The other impor¬ 
tant zero page locations for the 
mathematics package are listed in 
Figure 1. Conversions between ASCII 
strings and floating point normally use 
page 5 ($580-$5FF) for buffering ASCII 
strings, but you can direct the ASCII to 
floating point routine to use the buffer 

of your choice for its input. Figure 2 
shows an input routine for floatingpoint 
values based on the conversion. If you 
were to translate this into Basic, it would 

look like: 
INPUT A9: FR0=VAL<A$» 

You can use the opposite conversion 
(float to ASCII string) to print out 
floating point numbers. See Figure 3 for 
a routine to do this. This is similar to 
writing in Basic: 
A*-STR*FR0>: PRINT A* 

Putting it together 
Figure 4 shows a main program using 
these routines. It is the machine lan¬ 

guage equivalent of: 
10 INPUT X 
20 INPUT Y 

30 PRINT X*Y 
Or, for a more literal translation: 
10 INPUT FRO FRl-FRO 

20 INPUT FRO 
30 FRO = FRO*FRl PRINT FRO 

Figure 5 has two routines to get 
characters to and from the screen editor. 
These are rather long-winded in order to 
make them compatible with all Atari 
machines. Rather than use a simple JSR, 
the routines go through all the OS 
vectors to make sure that the routines 
will work even if the OS is rewritten, as it 
has been in the OS B version. 

I’m pretty sure that the screen editor 
routines are in the same location for all 
current Ataris with A and B versions of 

the OS, but it’s better to be safe. 

Figure 3: Routine to print contents of fro 

Figure 5: Screen editor I/O for characters 
risbiatiMii 

(find icrttn editor jump table 
(extract 7th byte «ro» jump table 
(high byte of Jump address 
(push onto stack 
I get preceding byte from Jump table 
I 1 on byte of Jump address 
(push onto stack 
(jump into routine_ 

reen editor into the accumulator, equivalent to err * 

Figure 6: Mathematics routines in standard package 

JSR FINDDEV 
LDY *7 
LDA (SCBI.Y 
PHA 

FADD $DA66 
FSUB *DA60 
FMUL IDADB 
FDIV IDB28 
EXP IDDCO 
EXP10 IDDCC 
LOO SDECD 

LOG10 SDED1 

Effect 
FRO=FRO+FRl 
FRO-FRO-FRl 
FR0=FR0xFRl 
FRO - FRO FR1 
FR0=EXP(FR0) 
FRO-ALOCKFRO) 
FR0=LCXKFR0> 

FRO-CLOCK FRO) 

Camownt 
Add routine. 
Subtract routine. 
Multiple routine 
Division routine. 
Raises e to the power of FRO 
Raises 10 to the power of FRO. There is no 
simple Basic equivalent to this. 
Calculates natural log of FRO (base e). 
Calculates common log of FRO (base 10). 
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Allllwlwst 
C'Olll|MltC»l*S HOW 

ckHlM>irsho|>|>iiMj 
in tfieVfegLEnd 

/ROTti**** >cw showruum at 10 Dover //V V7 II A 

Foronlhcspul shopping fur 
computer supplies, head straight for 
our new showroom at 10 Dover 
Street, London Wl 

From flexible disk* to print 
wheels, ribbons to cables you II y 
find everything you need to F*'/ 
run your computer And at Vjy. 
very competitive prices too Gy 

So now there are twocasy 
ways to go computer ^ 
shopping at Willis Cometu 
the new showroom or use our 
complete catalogue shopping 
service |ust phone in your order 
or post it if you prefer Wc 
despatch within 24 hours or 
earner if it s urgent 

Send now for your free copy of 
the Willis calaloguc 

Willis Computer Supplies Ltd 
10 Dover Street London WIX 3 PH 

PHONKOI-4938822 

WILLIS 
Where computers do 

their shopping. 

__ v 

w 

A/so hrerpo\t. Soulhmill Road. 
Rnhopi Stanford Herts CM2J I HR Trl (02791 50640/ 

LI N KfWO Rl D 

“A quick way of. learning - quicker 
than the printed page”. 
Mike McCann Your Computer. 

“It took 12 hours to teach a regime that 
would normally take 40 hours”. 
Peter Marsh. Training Manager. 
Thomson Holidays. 

“Vivid mental images are used as 
unforgettable memory joggers". 
Jane Bird. Sunday Times. 

THE BUDGET EXTENDER FOR ALL COMPUTER SOFTWARE 

* ALL SOFTWARE 

APPLE • IBM • BBC • COMMODORE 
• APRICOT* ATARI* SPECTRUM 

WE SUPPL Y SOFTWARE FOR 

BUSINESS * WORO PROCESSING * GAMES * EDUCATION 

* SYSTEMS & UTILITIES * GRAPHICS 

WE SPECIALIZE IN MAIL ORDER 

TELEPHONE NOW 01-387 0325 

FOR OUR PRICES AND FREE CATALOGUE 
FREE 1985 DIARY WITH EVERY PURCHASE 

MDISCOUMT MICROSOFTWARE UMITEO 
_11ACAMDEH HIGH STREET 
— rf\ LONDON NW1 

telOI-3870325 

FOR SCHOOL WORK FOR BUSINESS 
FOR HOLIDAYS FOR ALL AGES 

Linkword Language Courses are published on 

Machine Publisher 
B B C (B) Aoomsofl 
Sinus ACT 
Apricot ACT 
Apple ACT 
I B M. P C. ACT 
QL Protek 

Machine Publisher 
Axnstrad Protek 
Spectrum Silveraoft 
CBM 64 Audiogenic 
Vic 20 Audiogenic 
One Tansoft 
Electron Aoomsofl 

All versions contain a programme 
an audio tape and glossary 

(Pnoes from £12.96) 

Versions available tram 
Boots. Smiths and leading retailers. 

For further information write to: 
Linkword. 41 Walter Road, Swansea. 



If you assemble these routines (Fi¬ 
gures 2-5) to page 6, you can run the 
machine language and get a feeling for 
how the conversion and multiply 
routines behave before using them in 
your own programs. Try replacing JSR 
IOAOB with a JSR to some of the other 
ROM routines and familiarise yourself 
with those. (See Figure 6). 

It is often desirable when working 
with floating point numbers to save and 
recall intermediate results. The ROM 
contains seven routines to help with 

this. They are listed in Figure 7, along 
with examples of their use. 

An important register for use with 
these routines is FLPTR <$FC,$FD>. 
This normally contains an address from 
or to which a floating point value is to be 

moved. 
This is stored in low byte high byte 

form and the destination or source for 
the floating point number is taken to be 
either FRO or FR1, depending on which 

subroutine you call. 
There is also a special routine to move 

a value from FRO to FR1. The sub¬ 
routines are also available in a simpler 
form where you load the X register with 
the low byte and the Y register with the 
high byte of the address of the number 
you want to move. After execution, 
FLPTR will contain the address, so you 
can mix methods to speed up your 

store zero in FRO and FR1, and the Basic 
cartridge routines. These are listed in 
Figure 8. If you’re using the trigo¬ 
nometric routines in the Basic cartridge 
you can set radians mode by storinga 0 in 
RADFLG ($FB> and degrees mode by 
storing a six. Note that RESET and 
Basic's NEW command both set radians 

mode. 

Conversion 
Two interesting routines that I have 
not yet mentioned are the Integer FP 
conversion routines. To use the integer 
to floating point conversion simply store 
the low byte of your 16-bit integer in $D4 
and the high byte in $D5. Then call the 
ROM routine and FRO will contain the 
floating point representation of the 
16-bit integer. To do the reverse conver¬ 
sion call the FP Integer conversion 
routine which will leave the low byte of 
the integer in $D4 and the high byte in 

$D5. 
This conversion takes the nearest 

integer, ie it rounds the number. To get 
the equivalent of Basic’s 1NT function, 
first subtract 0.5 from FRO, then call the 
conversion routine. The conversion 
routines are listed in Figure 9. 

Finally. Figure 10 is a program in 
Basic which will allow you to type in a 
number and will print out the six bytes 
that represent that number. 

These bytes are printed in decimal, 
but you will get a much clearer picture if 
you convert them to hexadecimal. ^1 

{Figure 7: Assignment routines provided in standard package! 

ruooa Sdom Loads the re number pointed to by the x,y registers to ra>. 
rump $ddsd Loads the pp number pointed to by plptr($fc,$pd) to pro. 
ptDia $DD9s Loads the pp number pointed to by the x,y registers to pri. 
pump Sddsc Loads the pp number pointed to by plptr to pri 
psttor Iddat Stores pro into the space pointed to by the x,y registers, 
nrrop $ddab Stores pro in the space pointed to by plptr. 
pmove Iddrs Moves the number in pro to pri . 
Example: store pro into a six-byte area labelled mkm _ 

LDX #MEMb233 
LOY PMEM/236 
JSR *DDA7 

Iloh byte of stores# address 
IhIgh byte of stores# address 
I call ROM routine to save FRO for 

L DA #MEMt<233 
STA »FC 
LDA SMEM/236 
STA SFD 
JSR «DDAB 

II oh byte of stores# address 
I low byte of FLPTR 
IhIgh byte of stores* address 
Ihlsh byte of FLPTR 
leal I ROM routine to save FRO 

[Figure 8: Miscellaneous and Basic cartridge routines 

SIN $BDA7 
(Basic cart.) 

Clears FRO by setting 
bytes to 0. 
Clears FR1 by setting 
)>vt<- to II 
Uses RADFLG to see if 
mode is radians or deg¬ 
rees (see Figure 1). 
Uses RADFLG COS $BDB1 FRO=COS( FRO i Uses RADFLG 

(Basic cart.) 
ATAN IBE77 FRO-ATAN(FRO) Uses RADFLG. 

(Basic cart.) 
SQR $BEE5 FR0=SQRiFR0» Square root routine. 

(Basic cart.) 
Note: Make sure that Basic cartridge is inserted before using the 
Basic routines 

Figure 9: Conversion routines 

ASCII string to floating point conversion. Uses INBUFF and 
CIX (see Figure 1) to point to its input string. This may be 
anywhere in memory, but $580 to $5FT is free for this 
purpose The result of this conversion is left in FRO. Similar 
to Basic's val( ) function. 
Floatingpoint to ASCII string conversion Converts FRO to a 
string in a similar fashion to Basic's str$( ) function. The 
result output buffer is at $580 to $5FF. Sometimes the two 
preceding bytes will be used to prefix characters such as a 
minus sign, or a decimal point. INBUFF (see Figure 1) will 
give the address of the first character in the string in such a 
case. The last character in the string is flagged by being 
inverse. 
Integer to floating point conversion. Store the integer in $D4 
and $D5 in low bytehigh byte form and call the routine. The 
FP equivalent will then be in FRO. 
FP to integer conversion. Store the FP number in FRO. The 
routine will leave the equivalent (nearest) integer in $D4 
and $D5 in low byte/high byte form. 

Figure 10: Floating point conversion utility in Basic 

0 REM Input no and print out 6 bytes 
10 BCS>0: STORE"(PEEK 1PEEK(1381*PEEK(1391#236 +3)-1281 

#8♦PEEK 1134)’PEEK(133)*236*21 CONVERT"1000 
10 GRAPHICS 01 ‘’■♦♦♦FLOATING POINT UTILITY**** 
(0 7! 7*ENTER NUMBER*I I INPUT NUM 
>0 71 •’•REPRESENTATION - -|:BCD-NUM: GOSUB CONVERT 
'0 GOTO 30 
000 7 PEEK(STORE I IS FOR I-I TO 3: 7* , * I PEEK(STORE-I III 

NEXT II 71 RETURN 
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Data Process 
should try this s 

cost-cutting exi 

Take the short cut to data processing 

savings and send for details of 

Ferranti PT7 

We'll tell you how PT7 can cut 

investment in mainframe equipment by 

adding power more cheaply at the 

terminal. How by connecting the 

Ferranti pro-personal computer, 

CP/ M86e3 is available at each VDU, 

enabling you to perform industry 

standard applications, with word 

processing too; what's more PT7’s local 

processing distributes system loads, 

eases mainframe 'peak' problems, and 

allows simpler planning of mainframe 

upgrades. 

We'll show you how PT7 can cut 

your telecommunication costs by 

running more VDUs per communi¬ 

cation line. And there's further cost 

saving by more VDUs sharing the same 

remote printers and discs. 

We ll tell you how PT7 can save your 

data entry costs by running concurrent 

data entry and interactive work through 

one controller. 

01Ya* Mail W n»ul bMIii 

agers 

Ferranti c oBU' 
PT7 lYoduSi 

Wythe nshavB 

Manchester M 
Telephone: 061 

Tfclex: 668084 

r; 

And how PT7 can save ternj|.il 

programming and support c 

using industry standard COBOL. 

You'll also see that PT7 offers Avider 

choice of peripherals and softwaiq^nd 

a fully integrated choice of system 

from basic interactive to fully 

programmable mainframe u 

You'll also be pleasantly surprised to see 

that it's all here today. 

Pick up the scissors and snip out the 

coupon now. 

PT7 
THEADVANCED 

ALTERNATIVE 
TO IBM 3270. 

ANDTHE 
ICL DRS 

Please send me data on PT7 

Name 

Position 

Company 

Address _ 

Ferranti Computer Systems Limited, 
Simonsway, Wythenshawe, 
ManchesterM225LA. & 

FERRANTI 
Computer Systems 



CREEPY CASTLE 
Bob ftappil wbws into ■ l»—nt>d cwtte to «—rch of spirits 

and becomes an Arabian version of Robin Hood, sharing his loot with the poor. 

It was the crack of dawn and the 
urgent knocking woke me from 
a troubled sleep. Opening the 
door. I was startled by the 
sinister black-garbed figure 
who stood before me He stared 
piercingly into my face before 
thrusting a package into my 
arms. Without a word, he strode 
swiftly down the path, where a 
small scarlet vehicle awaited. I 
called out but he had already 
disappeared into the morning 
mist. I tore open the parcel and 
my suspicions were confirmed. 
The postman had delivered 
some new adventures. 

Sadim Castle 
Up on the test bench went 
Sadim Castle, a real-time text 
adventure for the BBC B and 
Electron from MP Software As 
the legend has it. Lord Sadim 
and his wife Leonora were 
idyllically happy until she was 
unfaithful to him. Discovering 
his wife’s infidelity, he sealed 
her up in a room in the castle. 

Screaming and cursing, she 
lived but for a few days Shortly 
after Ixird Sadim was decapi¬ 
tated by a falling portcullis 

tom is reserved for your com¬ 
mands. The text is attractively 
presented (using different col¬ 
ouring depending on the nature 
of the text) and response time is 
instantaneous. The adventure 
is played in real-time, with an 
update taking place around 
every 30 seconds. Other charac¬ 
ters continue to do their own 
thing, even though you may be 
sitting back staring at the 
ceiling for inspiration 

To hal t the real-time element 
(essential if you want to pop out 
to make a reviving cup of 
tea), you can freeze the game 
by pressing, appropriately 
enough, the escape key. The 
game will remain in this state of 
suspended animation until you 
press the space bar. 

While I was playing, a sinis¬ 
ter cloaked figure ( no. it wasn't 
the postman again) kept flit¬ 
ting in and out of the shadows. A 
cowled monk also kept coming 
up to me. shaking his head and 
then blessing me before moving 
on. 

Exploring a bit. I soon found a 
farm that grew garlic. All 
self-respecting adventurers 

Cm you («t is to deserted Sadim Castle? 

(nasty) and it is rumoured that 
a woman in white looked on. 
laughing (gulp). 

Forget about a treasure hunt, 
that’s child’s play. In this 
adventure you have been given 
the unenviable task of going to 
the now deserted Sadim Castle, 
to seek out Leonora's remains to 
give them a decent burial so 
that her spirit can rest in peace. 

The screen is split into two 
text areas: the top part is used 
for descriptions, while the bot¬ 

should know what that's likely 
to come in handy for. Nearby, 
the farmer's wife was using a 
pitcher to catch the drips from 
the leaking farm-house roof but 
when I tried to separate her 
from her jug, the farmer chased 
me off the land with his shot¬ 
gun. Perhaps I should have 
helped her fix the roof first but I 
didn’t fancy climbing that 
rickety ladder 

A meadow might have been 
worth investigating but the 

sign saying 'Beware of the Bull' 
was a mite discouraging. The 
chapel looked more promising. 
On the altar there was a gold 
crucifix, a Bible and an old 
prayer book However, while 
trying to take the prayer book, I 
was struck by a thunderbolt. 

Never one to forget a lesson 
(and thanks to the save game 
feature), I tried a different tack 

time and moves about at your 
command. As he trots to the left 
or right, the scene scrolls with 
him until he comes to a grind¬ 
ing halt at the limits of that 
particular location. When he 
moves to a location outside the 
boundaries (over a wall, for 
example), the picture is re¬ 
placed by a new scrolling scene 

Text is displayed in capital 

faxtjnMM 4Se5«l0C,"t 

Our Iwre Dm it lost la Dm desert. Can you help Mm? 

and was rewarded by seeing 
“Help Thyself in fiery red 
letters appear over the altar! 
Being upright, kind and helpful 
pays dividends in this game. 

The game allows you to enter 
quite complex commands, in¬ 
cluding talking to other charac¬ 
ters. Sadim Castle is a first rate 
adventure, having plenty of 
puzzles, interest and atmos¬ 
phere I thoroughly recommend 
it to both BBC B and Electron 
adventurers. It costs £7.50 on 
cassette. £10.50 on disk, and 
is published by MP Software 
(051-334 3472). 

Zim Sala Bim 
The second adventure. Zim 
Sala film, was for the Commod¬ 
ore 64 and rather unusual it 
was. too, with its scrolling 
graphics, animation, music and 
text. 

It takes place in Arabia, 
where Zim Sala Bim (you) has 
been set the task of penetrating 
the Sultan’s castle and making 
off with the gold A sort of 
Arabian Robin Hood. Zim has to 
take the loot to a secret cave to 
share it out among the poor. 

Each location is depicted 
graphically in the top half of the 
screen. But here’s the differ¬ 
ence — Zim is on screen all the 

letters, at the foot of the screen, 
the lowest part being reserved 
for your input. You can control 
the speed of Zim’s movements 
by tapping a numeric key when 
he’sstationary. A word of warn¬ 
ing - the game starts in the 
slowest speed and it has a 
dreadful effect on your input. 
The keyboard scanning routine 
is almost brought to a stand¬ 
still; not only do you have to key 
in at a snail’s pace, but some of 
the key depressions don’t regis¬ 
ter The game is virtually un¬ 
playable at this speed. Switch¬ 
ing it into the fastest mode (9) 
has an immediate beneficial 
effect. 

The textual descriptions are 
terse and the game's syntax and 
vocabulary seem very res¬ 
tricted. For example, having 
found and picked up a pistol, 
neither shooting, firing or even 
examining it was understood by 
the program. 

The game format and play is 
original, granted, but as an 
adventure it is very shallow. 
Text has been sacrificed on the 
altar of graphics. Give me a 
meaty, atmospheric text adven¬ 
ture any day. 

Zim Sala Bim is priced at 
£9.95 and is published by Mel¬ 
bourne House. (0235-53001). W 
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ARDWARE PRO TEST: BBC 

SECOND 
THOUGHTS 
_You too con upgrade the BBC with the latest 

offering from Upgrade Technologies. And, toys Trevor Jenkins, 
It costs significantly less then Acorn's second processor. Are you a frustrated BBC micro user 

who can’t quite afford a Z80 second 
processor? Or looking for a cheap 

machine to run CPM on? Upgrade 
Technologies has put a Z80, with 64K of 
RAM and a floppy disk controller into 
one box for significantly less than 
Acorn’s own second processor. In fact. 
Upgrade’s is not a true second processor 
because it does not connect through the 
Tube but uses the RS432 port. This box 
will be of interest to BBC mode) A users, 
or model B users not able to get a DFS, as 
it does not rely on the Beeb’s disk 
interface. 

The Upgrade has also been used on a 
Lynx; the work for this was done by a 
member of the Lynx user group and they 
or Upgrade Technologies should be 
contacted for details. If you wish to 
replace your BBC or Lynx at any time 
you can still keep your Z80 CP-M 
system. 

First impressions 
The Upgrade is contained in a sturdy 
metal box the width and height of a 
5.25in disk drive but considerably lon¬ 
ger. I would not advise standing the 
drives on this box as there are ventila¬ 
tion holes at both ends. This metal box 
will cause problems to anyone who 
intends adding to the system as 
there is no space to bring 
connectors out. Up- ^ 

grade suggests you talk to the company 
if you want to do this. The box provides 
adequate radio frequency screening 
unlike the BBC itself 

The printed circuit boards that make 
up the system are well laid out but I ha ve 
some misgivings over the mechanical 
connectors between them. They provide 
good electrical contact but the floppy 
disk controller board is left to flap 
around in mid-air. From the photo¬ 
graphs in the advertising the other 
extension boards appear to be similar in 
both layout and mechanical connection. 

A list of the available extension 
boards is impressive, particularly the 
expansion memory boards. These can be 
configured to work as RAM disks but 
may. with changes to the monitor, be 
used as banked switched memory. This 
latter may be important if you want to 
progress to CP M plus. 

The Upgrade places no load on the 
Beeb’s power supply because it carries 
its own integral one, providing 
enough power for itself and a 
number of expansion 
boards. The use of an 
additional 

power supply unit should be a relief to 
those with early BBCs that overheat. 

Connection to the Beeb is made via the 
RS432 socket — model A users will need 
to buy this feature if it is not already 
fitted. The disk drives plug into the 
Upgrade rather than the BBC and are 
separate from the DFS if it’s fitted. 

There is no hardware manual, and the 
only mention of these two connections is 
on one page of the introductory or CP/M 
document and is a very badly drawn 
diagram. In fact, the hardware docu¬ 
mentation is disgraceful. 

There are some nice features to the 
hardware: it has a single LED at the 
front to indicate if the power is on. The 
on/off switch is on the rear of the case as 
is the reset switch. Both these switches 
are accessible, but not too much so, and 
they are on opposite sides of the case. 
Using the reset switch does not affect the 
BBC and the micro’s reset switch reboots 
CP'M. Pressing CTRL and Break will 
return the BBC to its own operating 
system without turning the thing off. 

The floppy disk controller board sup¬ 
ports 5.25in floppies and 3in microflop¬ 
pies, in any combination of single or 
double density. 

The COS system (see soft ware section» 
was not supplied on Hippies for the 
review — it was 80 track only, so check 
before you buy. The disk labels did not 
state this and it was only by finding 
another drive that was switchable be¬ 
tween 40 and 80 tracks that the disks 
could be used. 

I have one serious misgiving about the 
Upgrade and this is its requirement for 

lots of mains plugs and sock¬ 
ets. I had five 

1 # 

is a direct competitor ter the BBC 



sockets in use: one each for the Beeb, the 
Upgrade, the disk drives, the printer 

and the monitor. Most common mains 
distribution boards have only four 
outlets. 

The problem is reduced slightly if your 
disk drive can be powered from the 
BBC’s power outlet socket underneath 
the case. This works but does not really 
solve the problem. 

If you are like me and turn the mains 
socket ofTat the wall, rather than every 
individual item, there will be a large 
power surge through the plug or dis¬ 
tribution board when you switch the 
power back on. This is always going to be 
a problem with this sort of second 
processor add-on, and is not just res¬ 
tricted to the Upgrade. 

The review model's polystyrene box is 
fine for storage and delivery but not 
much more. But with all the bits and 
pieces necessary to use this unit, you’re 
not likely to be moving it around much. 

Unlike the BBC. the Upgrade has a 
number of optional specialist interfaces 
available, ex-stock from the manufac¬ 
turers. Of particular interest is the 
1EEE488 controller board for £90. 
However, Upgrade does not provide 
software for it — which involves under¬ 
standing how some very sophisticated 
support chips work. If you cannot afford 
the official BBC add-ons and are confi¬ 
dent that you can write the required 
software there’s no problem. 

Documentation 
My initial optimism at seeing seven 
manuals was sadly disappointed. There 
was one manual provided by Upgrade, 
which attempted to be a hardware 
overview, an introduction to CP/M and 

floppy disks, the hardware connector 
instructions and the BBC ROM installa¬ 
tion instructions — all in 50 pages or so. 
Upgrade says this was an old copy and 
the manual has been rewritten. 

Anyone proposing to use the system 
for programming should invest in a copy 
of the Digital Research manuals and a 
good book on CP/M. The version seen 
was very superficial and, for example, 
the documentation on ASM was cond¬ 
ensed into two sentences and that on PIP 

was a page or so but had many typing 
errors. The only reasonable section 
described ED (the text editor». Nowhere 
could I find how to use a printer with the 
system, so it was only by guesswork that 
the printer was connected to the Beeb's 
printer port. The Beeb's printer becomes 

CP M’s LST:. 
The number of characters transmit¬ 

ted down the RS432 port is probably 
huge but at least it works. 

Upgrade Technologies cannot be 35B> 
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* * * 4 f£W * * * FROM * * * 
LETS GET DOWN TO BUSINESS m^s— 

ALL PROGRAMS ARE NOW SINCLAIR MICRODRIVE™ COMPATIBLE AND, 
PLUS 80 VERSIONS WORK WITH 15 DIFFERENT CENTRONICS/RS232 

INTERFACES AND PRINTERS 

* VAT MANAGER * cass 
♦ PLUS 80 VAT MANAGER * crass 

'PLUS 80 STOCK MANAGER* £19.95 
Write to us for a quotation for the software, the interface and printer — 

you will find our prices very competitive. 

VAT MANAGER is available in standard form which works with ZX™ and Alphacom 32 column 
printers, and the Plus 80 version works in conjunction with most Centronics/RS32 printers which are 
menu selected from software. VAT MANAGER is a welcome aid to the businessman faced with 
the completion of VAT 100 returns. Provides calculation and checking facilities for any combination 
of Gross/Net values input. VAT can be analysed under defined classifications. 

STOCK MANAGER — (Available in Plus 80 form only) — provides a controlled stock accounting 
environment for up to 600 different product lines. Full facilities exist for the production of Invoices. 
Price Lists, with the facility to show Stock Status and Value. Stock Adjustment and Re-order 
requirements. 

Also available ADDRESS MANAGER and FINANCE MANAGER in standard 32 col- 
versions £9.95 and 80 column PLUS 80 versions £19.95. 

★★★★ UTILITIES £9.95 ★ ★ ★ ★ 
★ MACHINE CODE TEST TOOL + 
★ EDITOR ASSEMBLER * (Existing users wanting latest versions will receive a £3.00 
★ MASTER TOOL KIT ★ - rebate on return of old cassette) 

From WHSMITH G&D and other outlets or send cheque or telephone details to 0753 889055 
Replacement tapes only available from OCP direct. 

OXFORD COMPUTER PUBLISHING LTD., 4 High Street Chalfont St. Peter, Bucks. SL9 9QB. 

SOFTWARE * * * * SIMPLY THE BEST 
PCN 
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blamed for the other six manuals that 
arrived with the system, which describe 
COS, the Cobol compiler and so on. Well 
they seem to. These are probably the 
worst manuals I have seen since the 
early CP/M version 1 manuals. 

The COS manual explains the philoso¬ 
phy of the system and then describes all 
the available statements of the Cobol 
language that may be used. Unfortu¬ 
nately, the pages are peppered with 
buzzwords. The Cobol language is de¬ 
scribed as JCL or 'Job control language’. 
It is patently not; it is a collection of 
Cobol programs and subprograms link¬ 
ed together to form a single program 
with the portion to be executed and 
selected in any way the programmer 
wishes. 

Software 
The review model came with Digital 
Research*8 CP/M version 2.2; unlike 
many of its competitors, this is the real 
one complete with all its attendant 
utilities. Microsoft’s Basic interpreter is 
missing — indeed there are no lan¬ 
guages except for the Digital Research 
giveaway assembler ASM. 

In this cut-throat business, to offer 
only CP/M is probably not sufficient. It is 
nice to be able to run CP/M and 
compatible software but it is not incen¬ 
tive enough for the average micro¬ 
computer user buy it. Who wants to fight 
through either ASM or CP/M itself just 
to get some simple programming done? 
The CP/M user group may have what 
you want but can they write disks in 
Upgrade format? Upgrade Technologies 
has gone halfway to providing a solution 
as it is offering an optional £50 package 
of an interesting extension to CP/M 
called Commercial Operating System or 
COS. It includes a Cobol compiler, a 
word processor (not Wordstar!, a mail¬ 
ing system and other goodies. 

COS is probably worth buying for any 
CP/M system as it provides additional 
features to make CP/M into a real 
operating system. It has better error 

handling features than the ubitiquous 
CP/M “BDOS error” message. During 
the review, a disk was accidentally 
corrupted before any backup copies 
could be made and though COS allowed 
much of the disk to be used, CP/M would 
only give its infamous message. Since 
the corrupt disk contained the Cobol 
compiler it was quite important that the 
disk could be used. 

Cobol is not the best programming 
language, but it is adequate for most 
business applications, more so than 
Basic. Anyone wishing to use this 
particular version should know that it is 
based on the previous ASNI standard of 
1968, whereas most textbooks now only 
refer to the 1974 standard or even to the 
anticipated standard still being defined 
by ANSI. Also it does not implement the 
full language, allowable within the 
Cobol community and the unwary can be 
caught out. The saving feature of this 
implementation is its ability to run more 
than one subprogram at once (multi¬ 
tasking.) This is achieved with the 
provision of a number of subroutines in 
the language support system. 

I cannot understand why CP/M still 
has no screen-oriented editor available 

which is supplied on the COS disks. It is 
not Wordstar, nor does it attempt to look 
like it. If anything, it is reminiscent of 
the Research Machines 380Z editor. 

My criticism of the software provided 
lies with ASM, ie why dish out an 8080 
assembler on a Z80-based system? ASM 
does not recognise Z80 mnemonic in¬ 
structions nor can it generate those 
instructions not actually implemented 
on an 8080. For serious assembly level 
programming throw away ASM, and 
DDT as well, and invest ineither Digital 
Research’s MAC and ZSIDor Microsoft's 
M80. The latter recognises the Z80 
mnemonics, while MAC does not. 

Whether you have purchased 40 or 80 
track drives, the CP/M distribution disk 
is a 'flippy’ (forty tracks on one side, 
eighty on the other) — just make sure 
you put it in the correct way up for your 
drives. Once you have connected every¬ 
thing, booting the disk is simple — just 
turn on and put the disk in. 

A word of warning about some disk 
drives; basically, the more expensive the 
drive the less likely you are to experi¬ 
ence problems. 

Single and double units were tried 
without any problems, apart from one 
where it may well be the drive that is at 
fault. If only one disk drive is available, 
you will still have an advantage over 

Apple Macintosh users. 

Verdict 
Overall this is a good piece of hard¬ 
ware and any major criticisms apply to 
similar products. As a BBC second 
processor it succeeds very well and is 
certainly better value than Acorn’s. 
With the optional COS package it costs 
about the same as the Acorn upgrade, 
but I prefer Upgrade Technologies’ 
device. 

If you want a CP/M-based system but 
do not own a BBC, talk to Upgrade 
Technologies about your requirements 

as it may well have something more 
appropriate for you. If you’re a BBC 
owner convinced of the superiority of a 
CP/M system, buy the Upgrade and 
throw your BBC away. PI for it. COS once again comes to the 

Piles £299 4- VAT (plus cost of a BBC micro) 
Processor Z80 
RAM 64 K standard 

Additional 64K (£140), 128K (£250), used as a 
RAM drive' 

ROM 2K plus 2K ROM for the BBC 
Uses BBC. allows all modes and colours 

Stars*# 5.25in and 3in controller as standard (independent 
of BBC DFS) 8in controller £80 

Menaces 
to BBC via RS432 
IEEE488 (£90) Parallel I/O (£35) serial I/O (£50) 

Software CP/M version 2.2 supplied as standard, Turbo DOS 
available POA, COS package (Cobol, etc) (£50) 
Budgeteer (Price not decided) 

UMgMges Digital Research’s ASM supplied, Cobol compiler 
(with COS) 

Distributer! Upgrade Technologies 01-451 4414/5/6 
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BUILD YOUR OWN ROBOTS WITH 
THE FISCHERTECHNIK ROBOT 

COMPUTING CONSTRUCTION KIT 

CONTROLTHEM WITH THE NEW 
MICRO ROBOTIC SYSTEMS INTERFACE 

Micro Robotic Systems of Great Britain and Fischertechnik of Germany 
have co-operated to bring you a unique offer- the versatile Fischertechnik 

robot builder kit together with Micro Robotic System's interface 
package for just £ 115. The most exciting low-cost robotic system currently 

available to the enthusiast or educational user 

The Fischertechnik kit contains detailed instructions and all materials, 
including microswitches, motors, relays and potentiometers required to 
buildanyofthe 6 robots described. Once built the device can be broken 

down and made into another With a little imagination many other exciting 
projects can be developed with this kit. 

Micro Robotics System's easy-to-connect interface package, compatible 
with most popular home and educational computers including BBC 

Apple, Spectrum, Commodore and One adds the exciting new dimension 
of computer control to the Fischertechnik kit. Supporting software and 

a comprehensive instruction manual together with suggested experiments 
are included. 

This unique and flexible package in troduces the fundamen tals of 
mechanical engineering, practical software applications and provides an 
ideal medium for teaching robotic concepts and simple control theory. 



ROL 6 ROBOTS £112 

Robot Towerof Hanoi an adaption of the task The Teach-In Robot learns movement 
set according to Buddhist tradition, to sequences and repeats them to your command 

determine the end of the world 

Robot Sorting System sot ts modules 

according to sue 

Robot Hotter draws 

control 

Solar Cell Tracking Robot follows the positron 
of the sun according to light intensity. 

Graphic Panel Input Unit 
(not illustrated) allows almost 
unlimited design possibilities 
to create your own graphics on 

a TV screen or monitor 

r»7;7>7^;I^T77Z 

Please complete and return to 
Micro Robotic Systems Limited. 500 Chesham House. 
ISO Regent Street. London W1R SfA 

Orders wit only bedespatched on receipt of payment m tut 
Allow 28days for delivery 

Please send _Fischertechnik Robot Builder Kit(s)with Micro 
RobotK Systems Inter face for £ T151 plus £3 50postage and 
packing, per kit 

Cheques should be made payable to 
Micro Robotic Systems Limited. 
or we can debit your BardaycardAccess Visa card' number 

name (Mr.'MrsJMes)- 

Address___ 

_Postcode- 

telephone--- 

I am over 18 years of age (Ifyou are under 18 years of age the 
signature must be that of your parent or guardian) 

__ Signature- 

tspv<*ioH*rminopiuiv*TMts% Date- 
MONEY BACK GUARANTEE 

My computer is a 



DESKTOPS GET 
f In thb exclmhre hand»-Ofi review, Pater Wortock take* the wrapt offa major new de»ktop «yste«n from Digital Things have been fairly quiet at 

Digital Research recently. Certain¬ 
ly, the company has released some 

useful products — DR Logo and DR 
Graph among them — but nothing to 
compare with the industry-shaping CP/ 
M on which the company was founded. 

However, a product announced last 
week should change that. At a secret 
location in the heart of London PCN was ' 
allowed an exclusive hands-on preview | 
of a product that will shake a few people. | , 
Not least the people at Apple Computer | . 

DR’s latest release is a full. Lisa-like | < 
desktop system that will run on any 
16-bit machine. To call it a welcome 
development is a gross understatement 
— it should be met with open arms by 
users, programmers, software pub¬ 
lishers and manufacturers. Everyone 
except those at Apple, in fact. 

Consider the predicament of many 
computer buyers: everyone has found 
the desktop interface introduced by 
Apple’s Lisa an attractive propostion, 
but Lisa is expensive. The Macintosh 
promised a cheaper way to get your 
hands on the system but with draw¬ 
backs; the single drive on the Mac has 
attracted criticism, and the tardy arriv¬ 
al of its software has not helped. 

Now enter Digital Research with its 
Graphics Environment Manager — 
GEM. Suddenly here’s the prospect of 
the desktop environment running on 
IBM PCs, Apricots, Olivettis. and the 
new Acorn Business Computers. And 
GEM is compatible with the massive 
range of existing software. 

In terms of pricing, think about an 
Apricot FI running GEM as compared 
with a Mac . . . 

Features 
So, what is GEM offering? All of the 
features you’ve come to know and love 
from Lisa and Mac — icons, pull-down 
menus and so on. However, in many 
respects GEM is closer to Lisa than to 
Mac, expecially running under Concur¬ 
rent DOS. 

The basic GEM software sits between 
the operating system and the appli¬ 
cations and on boot-up presents icons 

representing the disk drives. Open the 
relevant icon and you get an open folder 
containing all files on disk, again 
represented by different icons according 
to fi le type. Perverse users can select text 
mode and the icons vanish to be replaced 
by a more normal-looking directory 
complete with file types and length. 
Directories can be sorted alphabetically, 

by size or by type. 
Your existing software — Wordstar, 
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1-2-3, Supercalc or whatever, will also 
appear in icon form. Position the cursor 
over the icon, select, and you go to the 
usual program environment and things 
work as normal. Exit the program and 
you find yourself back on the desktop. 

Thecompatibility is achieved by using 
a GEM core which provides only the 
simple disk icons. Further into the 
system you’re using more of GEM, but 
when you select another program the 
core flips out most of GEM and hands 
control to your application, loading 
GEM back in when you’re finished. 

DR will also be offering a number of 
utilities using the full GEM system. 
They include GEM Draw — a sort of 

Lisadraw — and a program for creating 
presentation slides. Both offer facilities 
familiar to Mac and Lisa users — boxes, 
fills, a range of text sizes and fonts. 

For the programmer, GEM offers a 
similar range of benefits. Not least of 
these is the fact that it’s portable across a 
range of machines and offers a standard 
interface. So software authors can prog¬ 
ram the environment, not the target 
system. 

DR will offer a programmer's tool¬ 
kit containing development tools 
and this should run with a range of 

languages including Pascal. Cobol and 
C. The programmer also gets complete 
redistribution rights. 
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running GEM. 

In use 
GEM is difficult to fault, even in the 
pre-release version we saw. Running on 
a standard 5MHz IBM PC it was very 
fast and smooth, and embodied the 
extreme friendliness of Lisa and Mac. 

Once further programs appear using 
its facilities the software should be 
exciting. In the meantime, it scores 
heavily by allowing you to run the 
industry’s best-selling applications on 
the most popular machines. 

GEM will also support a variety of 
input devices: the mouse, of course, as 
well as standard keyboard cursor con¬ 
trols, joysticks, digital graphics pads — 

even a touch screen (with an eye to 

Hewlett-Packard?) and voice input 
(with an ear to ACTs portable?! 

DR is talking about a minimum 
system of 256K and single disk drive — 
the memory requirement allows for 
operating system. GEM and a larger 
utility like 1-2-3 

The origins of GEM are not hard to 
discern given DR's success with its GSX 
graphics system, now under license to 
more than 75 OEMs, and the company 
seems set to repeat that success on the 
same route. For the moment, it is talking 

about OEM deals, and Acorn is likely to 
lead the field with GEM running on its 
ABC range, probably by January. 

Conclusion 
It’s hard to see how GEM will fail. PCN 
has heard of several computer dealers 
who use the Mac’s supremely friendly 
face to lure buyers into the shop, and who 
then sell them PCb and compatibles DR 
may have heard similar stories; the 
company says: ’We think what the 
computer people find attractive should 

be the computer they buy .' 
With Applecounting on Mac tofendofT 

IBM, GEM will be as welcome there as a 
worm in your Granny Smith. But for 
other maufacturers it offers a spring¬ 
board to that 'new age of user-friend¬ 
liness'they’re all talking about. V 
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The ZX Spectrum 
Expansion System. Only £9995 

Sinclair's complete 
alternative to 



Tasword Two word processor 
Turns your ZX Spectrum into a high-quality word 
processor1 

Tasword Two has al the essential features of 
professional word processing packages-move and 
copy insert margin settings tietp pages, find and 
replace, and much more 
Written by Tasman Software ltd 
Usual price (RRP) £1350 

Masterfile filing system 
Address lists personal Res stock invent ones 
stamp or album colections dub records reapes 
. J you can Re it you can Masterfile it' 

Masterfile is a menu-driven filing and retrieval 
system of immense power Display formats are user- 
defined. so the range of appfccations is enormous 
Written by Campbell Systems ltd 
Usual pncetRRP) £1695 

Games Designer 
Now al you need to create ongmal games are 
original ideas-and Games Designed ft has e^hl 
very different pre-programmed games for you to 
play as they are - or modify out of all recognition! 

There's never before been an easiet more enjoy 
able, way into games design 
Written by Quickvlva ltd 
Usual price (RftP) £1495 

Ant Attack 
The a»-time classic 3D strategy game Ant Attack 
combines stunnng Escher-kke graphics with fast 
movnj action and a real tactical challenge 

four task is to enter the waled c*y seek out 
your captured partnet and escape At al times you 
can choose from four angles of vww But beware 
the aty is patrolled by giant ants 
Written by Qiacksrfva Ud Usual price (RRP) £695. 

All programs run on a 48K Spectrum or Spectrum + Recommended retail prices are for each prpgram on cassette 

...includes this 
great set of 
Microdrive programs! 
The unique ZX Microdrive system sets 
the Spectrum apart from all other 
home computers. 

It gives you all the advantages of 
floppy disc drives - at a fraction of the 
cost And tests show the Microdrives 
are faster than some disc drives. 

Now, the complete Microdrive 
system comes in one package - 

together with four of the 
, best-ever Spectrum 

programs, on Microdrive 
cartridges. 

This software alone would 
normally cost you over £50. 

f Yet the Sinclair price for 
the complete ZX Spectrum 

Expansion Pack is just £9955! 
You’ll find full details of its contents 

in the panel opposite. 

ZX Microdrives-another Sindair first! 

The ZX Microdrive is a revolutionary 
fast access / mass storage device. And 
its the only truly affordable alternative 
to disc drives... 
•Loads or saves up to 85K of 
program or data from Microdrive 
cartridges. 

•Just 3.5 seconds to access a typical file. 

•Only 9 seconds to load a typical 
48K program. 

The ZX Microdrive cartridge - a 
unique storage medium. 

Smaller than a matchbox, the ZX 
Microdrive cartridge packs in a mass¬ 
ive amount of data and programs. 

Each Microdrive cartridge holds 
at least 85K bytes of data or prog¬ 
rams (that’s 30 pages of A4 text). And 
you can store up to 50 different data 
files per cartridge, identified by titles 
of your choice. 

Every cartridge comes in its own 
protective case. Simply remove the 
cartridge, slot it into the Microdrive, 
and its ready to use. 

ZX Interface 1-adds powerful new 
capabilities to your Spectrum. 

ZX Interface 1 connects to the back of 
your Spectrum and controls up to 8 
Microdrives. (Additional Microdrives 
are available for £4995 each.) 

It also gives you: 

•An RS 232 interface - to link your 
Spectrum with full-size printers, other 

computers using RS 232 (the industry- 
standard interface) and provide data 
transmission over telephone lines, via 
modems. 

•ZX Net - lets you set up a local area 
network of up to 64 Spedrums, for 
high-speed data communications bet¬ 
ween you and Spectrum-owning 
friends 

At your local Sindair stockist-today! 

The ZX Spectrum Expansion System 
adds an exciting new dimension to 
Spectrum and Spectrum + computing 
At £9995 it's superb value too. 

To find out more, call in at your 
local Sindair stockist now! 

Sindair Research Ltd, 
Camberiey (0276) 685311. 

’ ^ ZK ZX spectrum. ZX Mwrodrmc. ZX Net and 
ZX Interface are Trade Marts of Sinclair Ret*arch ltd 

_■_■_■_ 
sindair- 



e ERIPHERALS PRO-TEST: BBC 

EMINENT EPROM 
1 With tht advawc— ball mada hi EPWOM tschMlogy W*» dtaippolMthu But EPROM prtr—nn oft— tom —icfcH 
1 t» ha daabad. TM» o—, fc— 0—ia Dartraalci, bt wlcown axcaptlaa, say» Braadfat Lute. Here’s an EPROM programmer that 
doesn’t, like so many others, fail to 
exploit the potential to be a versa¬ 

tile and invaluable development tool. 
The SPP1000, for the BBC. is virtually 
foolproof. Not only is the device easy to 
use, but it actually helps you avoid 
making mistakes. 

First impressions 
The unit comes packed in a sturdy 
cardboard box which contains the prog¬ 
rammer, the disk-based software and 
the user manual. The 33-page user guide 
has all relevant operating procedures, 
screen shots of the unit in operation and 
descriptions of the secondary functions 
offered by the software. One of these 
functions is the EPROM personality 
editor which allows you to add to the list 
15 EPROM device types already com¬ 
patible with the machine. The devices 
available include all commonly used 
EPROMS from IK bytes (eg the 2508) up 
to 32K bytes (27256) plus three of the 
EAROM (Electrically Alterable ROM) 
device types. 

Externally the unit has a simple 
design — two leads, three indicators and 
a single 28-pin Z1F (Zero Insertion 
Force) socket are all that is visible. The 
two leads are a mains cable and a ribbon 
cable which plugs into the IMhx bus of 
the BBC. Two of the indicators are small 
triangular LEDs which point to the pin 1 
position on the ZIF socket. Two LEDs are 
used because both 24-pin and 28-pin 
devices can be programmed. 

The other indicator, which serves 
three purposes, is a dual colour red/ 
green type. When green, it indicates that 
the unit is powered up and that the ZIF 
socket is 'cold' or not in use. When it’s 
red. the socket is ’hot’ or busy. The chips 
themselves must not be inserted or 

removed while the LED is red. 
One of the most impressive features is 

the number of protection facilities avail¬ 
able. These are: a device present check, 
short circuit protection on all EPROM 
pins, current limit on Vcc (supply 
voltage) and Vpp (program voltage) 
pins, protection from Vpp appearing on 
any pin due to internal chip defect, and 
both data and address line integrity 
checks. 

To add to this, the BBC is also 
protected with a buffered interface. 

In use 
The SPP1000 software is on a 40-track 
disk and contains a number of files 
which the main program calls when 
required. You load the software by a 
shift break combination from the 

keyboard. All aspects of the program are 
menu-driven and are easy to use, though 

no help screens are provided. 
Using the system is split into three 

main sections; the memory manager, 

the EPROM blower, and the EPROM 
personality editor. 

The personality editor, as mentioned 
previously, allows the user to define new 
EPROMs to be used on the system by 
entering the electrical characteristics of 
the new device. 

The memory manager allows the 
EPROM image to be created, edited and 
saved onto disk The data to be program¬ 
med is held in a 16K image buffer which 
is mapped from &3C00 to &7BFF. Using 
this method is called image mode. 
Another mode is available whereby the 
image buffer uses true locations in the 
system eg &0000 to A3FFF. 

When used in true mode, all memory 
locations outside the legal boundaries 
are checked for system corruption. All 
usual memory manipulation commands 
are available eg wipe, search, move, 
checksum etc. It is also possible to read 
data from an existing EPROM and then 
write that data to a new one 

The blower section of the software 

deals with the programming of the chip 

itself. The process consists of selecting 
the required EPROM type from a menu 
and checking the chip is, in fact, empty 
and blowing it. The screen displays a 
count of the memory locations as the 
programmer gets to them. When it’s 

done the EPROM may be verified with 
the contents of memory to ensure correct 

operation. 

Verdict 
This is an excellent piece of equipment, 
though rather expensive at £200 — a 
price to put the SPP1000 out of the range 
of most hobbyists. Schools and colleges, 
where there may be a number of 
systems, would find it good value. By the 
way, the copyright laws that govern disk 

and cassette-based software also apply 
to ROM-based software. ^ 

REPORT CARD: 1 TO 5 
towm ••••• 
Document at ion 

Performance •••• 
Overall value ♦♦♦♦ [ 

Product SPP1000 EPROM programmer 
Price £199 Supplier Peter Nelson 
Design Consultancy. West Hill, The 
Street. Old Costessey, Norwich._ 
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£9.95 48K ZX SPECTRUM 

-the land of youth, the other world. 

- the kingdom of the sidhe, the home of dagda s cauldron. 

-a vast and complex adventure, in a magical Celtic landscape 

-a most stunning visual experience, with state-ofthe-art film also from gargoyle: 

animation THE stunning space game, 

TirNaNog-a true computer movie AD ASTRA - £5.95 

GARGOYLE GAMES. 74 KING STREET. DUDLEY. WEST MIDLANDS TEL: DUDLEY 238777 



AN EXHIBITION FOR 
EACH AREA OF INDUSTRY 

OR COMMERCE 
These highly specific exhibitions reflect 
the growth of specialist computer 
suppliers selling to particular market 
groups. The 1985 Computer Roadshows 
will consist of seven series of exhibitions 
covering the following industries 

• Retailing and Wholesaling • Printing and Publishing 
• Architects and Surveyors & Trade Associations 
• Media/Advertising • Insurance/Finance and Banking 

and Direct Marketing • Building and Construction 
• Accountancy/Law and the Professions 

Itinerary 
INSURANCE/FINANCE/BANKING 

JANUARY 23-24 London Press Centre E.C.4. 

PRINTING/PUBLISHING TRADE ASSOCIATIONS 

FEBRUARY 5-6 Russell Hotel. London W.C.l. 

BUILDING & CONSTRUCTION 

FEBRUARY 13-14 Regent Crest Hotel, London W 1 

ACCOUNTANCY/LAW & THE PROFESSIONS 

MARCH 5-6 Regent Crest Hotel, London W. 1. 

RETAILING & WHOLESALING 

APRIL 17-18 Regent Crest Hotel. London W .1. 

MEDIA/ADVERTISING/DIRECT MARKETING 

APRIL 23-24 Regent Crest Hotel. London W 1. 

ARCHITECTS/SURVEYORS 

JUNE 4-5 Regent Crest Hotel, London W 1 

★ A free, no obligation, information 
pack is available 

Look at the venues and dates under the 
industry roadshow you're interested in and 
we'll send you a complete exhibitor's 
information pack supplying you with full 
details on the costs and how to book a stand 
at the show 

Just phone (0992) 469556 
and speak to Don Feast for full details. 

Macro Exhibitions Ltd. 
41B HIGH STREET HOOOfSDON HERTS EMIT STA 

ADDISON-WESLEY 
PUBLISHERS 

A GAME TO 
LEAVE YOU 
SPELLBOUNI 
Yet another 
mindless 
program 
which tells 
you how to 
exterminate 
a million 
extra-terrestrials? 

THE SECRET OF ARENDARVON CASTLE 
involves no arauhilatioa obliteration or vaporization of innocent 
aliens It s a microworld adventure with a difference This value for 
money mystery adventure is set in the remote castle of Arendarvon 
in Scotland, where a purnalist mysteriously disappears whilst 
investigating a senes of strange events It is your task to retrace his 
footsteps throughout the perilous secret passageways of the Castle 
Descriptions maps and illustrations will provide the clues to help 
you survive this ordeal The program listing is given at the end of the 
book and the programming is arranged on a day to day basis so that 
you do not have to key in the program all in one go The last digit of 
each line checks the program for errors so you know immediately if 
you have made a mistake You need no previous experience of 
programming. |ust a vivid imagination and a little boldness 

So - GOOD LUCK - and remember. 

GIVE THE ALIENS A REST THIS CHRISTMAS!!! 

Please order your copy from your local bookseller In case of 
difficulty order direct from Addison-Wesley The prices are valid 
for the UK and Eire only 

POSTAGE & PACKING 
For orders under £60 at retail value please add £1 SO for single 
items and 50p for each additional item Orders over £60 are 
handled free of charge 

Please send me 

THE SECRET OF ARENDARVON CASTLE 

□ Apple II Book (14565) £5 95 

□ Disk (14577) £6 85_ 

□ BBC Micro Book (18080) £5 95 

□ Cassette (18081) £5 70 

□ Commodore 64 Book (14563) £5 95 

□ Cassette (14575) £5 70 _ 

□ IBM PC Book (14564) £5 9S 

□ Disk (14576) £6 85 

□ ZX Spectrum Book (14578) £S 95 

□ Cassette (14579) £5 70 

I enclose my cheque for £_OR please debit my 
Access/Barclaycard/Visa/American Express/Diners 
Club (Delete as applicable) 

A DeptC, PCN 
A Addison-Wesley Publishers Ltd 

w W Finchampstead Rd, Wokingham. 
▼ ▼ Berkshire RG112NZ TW: (0734) 794000 
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ERIPHERALS: SMITH CORONA 

PRINTS 
CHARMING 
TM» SmMi Cwhi printer cowld M « flew nd lliribli frlaad, uyt Kana 

Qwitfc. It hrtwfac— wffli dWerwtt typ— d mlcroa, lackt^t — IBM. Printers are becoming more sophisti¬ 

cated at lower prices, and since 
most business machines are IBM 

compatibles, it is good idea if the printer 
can cope with IBM character sets and 
control codes, as well as the standard 
Epson type. The Smith Corona D200 can 
do all of these things plus a few more. 

It has a 0.8 or 2K selectable input 
buffer, downloadable character set capa¬ 
bility, near letter quality (NLQ) font, 
normal or proportional spacing, IBM or 
standard (Epson) control codes and 
character sets, a speed of 160 characters 
per second in normal mode, a 9x9 dot 
matrix, twin Centronics and RS232 
interfaces, and standard Epson bit 
image graphics. 

Settingup 
On removing the printer from the 
packing it immediately struck me that 
you need a lot of energy to heave it 
around. Weighing in at 8.5 kilograms it 
is solid and well-built. 

With the printer comes a manual, a 
power lead, and a paper rack to stop your 
fan folds tangling. The power plug is 
unusually placed on the side of the 
machine with the on/off switch, which 
proves awkward if you frequently turn 
the machine on and off. 

In use 
The most difficult task to perform before 
getting any printout is to set up the dip 

switches at the back. There are three 
banks of these, 20 in all, each of which, 
and especially the serial/parallel 
switches, should be set to the desired 
position. 

The manual is quite helpful here as it 
gives a picture of the switches with their 
individual functions named, plus de¬ 
tailed tables explaining these switches. 

Setting up the printer with a 0.8K 
buffer and ordinary character set and 
commands showed the impressive speed 
of the machine. After running this I tried 
the 2K buffer. This was great, especially 
when listing short programs, as every¬ 
thing goes out to the buffer and gives 
back command of the computer before 
you can say Bingo. 

There are a number of fonts available: 
NLQ, Italic, Elite and Pica. When the 
printer is in NLQ mode, the speed drops 
to around what you would expect from an 
Epson MX. If you want to improve the 
quality it's possible to mix and match 
print modes, such as overstrike and 
emphasised, but this can slow things 
down to the rates you would expect from 
daisy wheel printers. The results can be 
seen in the example listings. When 
proportional spacing is implemented 
with emphasised mode, the results were 
quite acceptable. 

An unusual feature of the D200 is it’s 
hex mode. This prints the hex code 
numbers of the characters instead of the 
characters themselves. It appears to be 

purely a test mode since it is accessed by 
turning the printer on while pressing 
both the form and line feed buttons. 

One of the more difficult aspects of the 
machine is the facility for downloading 
your own character set to it. This is a 
very flexible way of defining your own 
symbols in place of some of those already 
there, or redefining the whole character 
set to give a different font. 

This is NLQ ♦ emphasised 
♦ proportional spacing 

This is itsJic 

This is condensed 

Example! of the hard copy. 

Unfortunately, this is a complex 
procedure involving quite a few escape 
codes and numbers. The characters are 
defined on an 11 x8 matrix with decen- 
der control, starting position and stop¬ 
ping position. 

Since the print head is a 9x9 matrix, 
the descender control specifies whether 
the top eight bits or bottom eight bits are 
to be used; ie it moves the character up 
and down one bit. To redefine one 
character means sending 17 characters 
to the printer, so redefining the whole set 
means quite a lot more. 

The characters are stored in what 
would normally be the 2K print buffer 
leaving 0.8K left for the buffer itself. 

Another m^jor fa ility of the printer is 
its dual interfaces, Centronics (8 or 7 
bit), or serial. It isn’t possible to switch 
between the interface via software, 
which is a shame, but the serial port 
(RS232) is flexible giving the baud rates 
110, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, and 
9600. Even the highest speed (96001 was 
reliable, and using the 2K buffer meant 
short print runs were over quickly as far 
as the computer was concerned. 

One aspect of the RS232 connection is 
that the TX and RX, and RTS, CTS pins 
are not reversed which means the 
connection is fairly simple, with no need 
to resort to Suss boxes and Smart cables. 

Verdict 
The Smith Corona D200 printer is a good 
piece of kit, especially if you have a 
number of computers you wish to use it 
with. The provision of both Centronics 
and RS232 interfaces plus NLQ and a 
large inernal print buffer make the 
machine a very good buy if you need 
something flexible, fast, and of good 
quality. §3 

| REPORT CARD: 1 TO 5 | 
Faster** 

Documentation ••• 
Performance #### 
OveraS value •••• 

Protect Smith Corona D200 Printer Prtee 1 
| £4 M i AvattaMft, Smith Corona dealers. 
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An old arcade 
game of the 
space invader 
era, that's how 

would class 
'Er*Bert. You 
spend your 

_time jumping 
around a pyramid colouring 
squares while avoiding various 
perils, such as snakes 

Artsystemalic allows you to 
design pictures in any of the 
Beeb’s modes — features in¬ 
clude rubber banding, 
freehand, fill, box, circle/ellipse 
drawing and much more. 

The automatic load and dis¬ 
play system allows you to chain 
up to 30 pictures with freeze, 
backstop and special effects 
facilities. 

COMMODORE 64 
Best game of 
the week looks 
to be Psi War¬ 
rior from Be- 

Psytron and comes with a five- 
chapter background story. 
Your task is to knock out the 
Source, a psychic powerhouse 
somewhere in the building. 

The hero’s animation is su¬ 
perb as he glides about on his 
power sled, looking from left to 
right, psy-net gun at the ready. 
There are ramps, teleporters 
and shimmer psychic entities 
which have to be netted and 
drained before they drain you. 
It's an original theme, and as 
you build up your energy 
there's more to tax your brain. 

Fort Apocalypse and Drelbs 
have been available for some 

yond. It w 
programmed 
by the duo r 

time over here, but, at a price. 
Now US Gold is importing 
American software, prices have 
tumbled to just under a tenner, 
and they’re well worth it too. 

Bad Taste Software is being 
distributed by Microdeal, and 
you can't get much worse than 
Di’s Baby. Can Charles fend off 
the marauding potties, run the 
gauntlet of runaway prams, 
will WH Smith or Boots stock 
this game? Watch this space. 

Underlining the 64's poten¬ 
tial as a small business 
machine are the packages from 
Landsoft and Audiogenic. 
Payroll Plus is a scaled-down 
version of the program by the 
same name for Commodore’s 
larger machines. Payroll Plus 
can deal with up to 100 em¬ 
ployees, offers password protec¬ 
tion. three overtime rates, five 
pre and post-tax adjustments 
and formatted payslips. 

£12.95 Longman 0279-26721 

SPECTRUM 
^^BSoftware hous- 

huMly for 
ideas for new 

Tj'jSXfi^efTectofthishas 

and scenarios from fifms. Tak¬ 
ing the idea further, we're now 
seeing TV characters appear on 
our monitors, the latest being 
The Magic Roundabout from 
CRL 

Dougal's task is to use sugar 
cubes to build a house. Twelve 
cubes have to be pushed then 
loaded on a train, and in the 
process Dougal has to eat some 
of the cubes to keep up his 
strength. He must avoid the 
other characters, or bark at 
them to scare them off. Nicely 
done, but definitely for the 
younger player. 

Historic adventure are gain¬ 
ing in popularity, Jewels of 
Babylon's story line goes back 
to 3000 BC, and is set in the late 
19th Century. With over 100 
locations and fast graphics 
you'll need all your wits about 
you to reclaim the jewels from 
pirates. 

If you want to protect your 
programs, Padloc 9 is designed 
for you, but £19.95 for informa¬ 
tion about how to read the 
cassette port in machine code 
seems rather steep. Nor will the 
program protect programs from 
tape-to-tape copying — surely 
the main pirating method. 

Word Games With The Mr 
Men is Mirrorsoft's latest for 
early learners. Designed bv 
Widgit Software, it should help 
five-to eight-year-olds learn 
position words like on, next to, 
or under. 

The Magic Roundibout £6.95 CRL 01-461 3333 
Word Games 
Jewels of Babylon TTT1 , JK1, ■■■ 

Zone 00 £5.50 AManson Computing 0257-461057 

Barrowqueti ■ III III 
Superpower £5.95 CCS 01-658 0763 

Trio £5.95 .. 
Boxing £5.95 Silicon Joy 0202 296404 
Run Your Own League £6.95 Silicon Joy 0202 296404 
Grand Pm £6.95 Silicon Joy 0202 296404 
Championship Strategy £5.95 NUUc 0366-182804 

BadlocS £19.95 CSP Systems 0532-696415 
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AMEPLAY 
SPECTRUM 

* 
HR NA NOG 

The develop¬ 
ment of cartoon 
adventures, 
where you con¬ 
trol a figure 
moving around 
a landscape, 
still has some 

way to go. But only a year ago 
you’d have said that what 
Gargoyle Games has achieved 
here was impossible. The com¬ 
pany has managed an asto¬ 
nishing degree of realism in the 
animation of the hero, Cuchu- 
lainn. and the characters which 
populate the world of Tir na 
Nog and has come up with a 
worthy successor to Legend’s 
Valhalla. 

Tir na Nog is Celtic for Land 
of Youth, or our land of the 
dead. Cuchulainn's task is to 
collect and activate the four 
fragments of the Seal of Calum 
to lighten the burdens of the 
world; the seal has the power to 
imprison the Great Enemy — 
Evil Incarnate The 20 page 
booklet called Sealltuinn that 
comes with the game is worth 
ploughing through, for there 
are many tips and hints. 

The screen is split into three 
horizontal panels. At the top is 
the background, which shows 
one of the four backdrops — the 
limits of the kingdom. The 
castle of Dhum Dhonuil with its 
fluttering Badbha (Battle 

Ravens> lies to the North, to the 
South is the volcanic Ceardach 
while to East and West are the 
rocky outcrops of Snathad — 
the Needle and Dudh Sgorr. 
beneath which lie the cata¬ 
combs called An Lin, The Net. 

If you find it hard to orient 
yourself, there's always the 
compass at bottom left which 
alters as you alter the view¬ 
point. Also in this lower panel 
are the location’s name < so keep 
the map handy). your inventory 
and any messages. 

The central panel is what 
really makes the visual aspect 
of the game — Cuchulainn 
stands almost one third of the 
screen high, and the animation 
is superb He strides along with 
a lilt to his gait, hair flowing 
behind, arms swinging. You 
can make him thrust with 
whatever items he’s carrying, 
which you pick from the inven¬ 
tory list by means of an 
asterisk. 

The view can be chosen from 
any of the compass points. 
You'll need to use this to help 
Cuchulainn take the many 
roads and doors ofTir na Nog in 
his quest. For an epic like this 
there are save, restore, freeze 
and quit to restart options. 

Press a key and you’re look¬ 
ing at our lad from the back, 
another and you're to his right 
or left; another and you're face 
to face, all in the blinking of an 
eye. Cuchulainn's a bit hard to 
direct at first, especially in this 
labyrinth of interesting paths 

and doors to who knows where 
A good deal of my first few hours 
were spent just wandering 
around, picking up various 
potentially useful bits and 
pieces. It was quite a shock 
when the representative of 
Sidhe appeared The Sidhe are 
the remnants of the last guard, 
the ones who originally impris¬ 
oned the Great Enemy, but 
whose carlessness led to the 
fragmentation of Calum's seal 
and Evil’s escape Whoever 
they are, it's bad news to cross 
them, so make young Cucuc leg 
it if they come on the scene. 

I found it easiest to think in 
termsof to the left’, 'to the right’ 
etc. but each to his or her own. 
As Cuchulainn strides about, 
he remains central to the screen 
and the background im¬ 
mediately behind him scrolls 
smoothly by. However, the up¬ 

per panel stays put — a bit 
disturbing at first. 

The gp-aphics, apart from the 
animation aren't brilliant, but 
then there’s so much to the land 
ofTir na Nog that there can’t be 
much RAM left 

It’s interesting that both 
Valhalla and this game take 
ancient myths for their set¬ 
tings, but perhaps they betray 
some important human truths. 
In Tir na Nog you'll find action 
and adventure, and you might 
even have to pop into your local 
library if you really want to 
solve it. If you want state-of- 
the-art software, Cuchulainn's 
your man. B* 

/ Price £9.95 
Publisher Gargoyle 
Games, 021-236 2593 

imnnn 
ARNOLD GOES TO 

SOMEWHERE ELSE 
Well, you’ve just got to try out 
an adventure with a title like 
this, haven’t you? Particularly 
when other reviewers have 
recommended the earlier 
Arnold Blackwood teasers from 
Nemesis on the Dragon 

I wasn't impressed by the 
English, at least to start. 
’What's you’re name?' I was 
asked 'None of your business, 
you illiterate,' I typed in. Redo 
fromstart.'theAmstradreplied. 

Seems our task is to connect 
with one Lady E, wife of Lord 
Erebus Lord E says she's not in 
this world, and Arnold says he 
doesn't fancy the next. Lord E's 
only advice is that we’re at the 
entrance to the Stygian shores. 

Arnold and I are to find Lady 

E. Lord E's deaf-aid. tablets, 
amulet and a dragon; the latter 
he must find before we can cross 
the river Styx. And we can’t 
survive without that dragon. 

So on into the unknown. The 
screen’s divided into five areas. 
At top, the locations are de¬ 
scribed. Some of these are 
weird. How does 'A cesspit. 
Many people are standing up to 
their armpits in foul excrement 
drinking cups of tea' grab you? 

Below, a panel shows what’s 
visible, to the right is a list of 
exits, and below, in a thin band, 
your last moves. 

The rest of the screen is the 

'What now’ prompt, complete 
with stick figure (presumably 
Arnoldl plus some occasional 
hints or hindrances. 

Using two-word combina¬ 
tions means that the phrase 
analyser doesn't have much to 
do, but the vocabulary is large 
and the game makes up for all 
these minor niggles with origi¬ 
nality and some fiendisly diffi¬ 
cult problems. 

Rating *>10 
Price £5.50 
Publisher Nemesis. 
0933 623967 

LANCELOT 
Sir Lancelot could well have 
been called son of Manic Miner, 
because the two are asto¬ 
nishingly similar in many 
ways. Sir Lancelot must collect 
all the valuable items con¬ 
tained in a room in the castle, to 
enable him to move on to the 
next of a series of 24 rooms. 

To Sir Lancelot’s despair, 
vicious pac-men, preying birds, 
and adversary knights plague 
the screen The moment our 
brave knight makes the slight¬ 

est contact with any of them, he 
is instantly interred. Then an 
illustration of a grave appears 
with the letters RIP written on 
a headstone, and poor Sir Lan¬ 
celot’s soul rises to heaven But 
our knight, not content with the 
situation, continues to try and 
defeat his enemies until all four 
lives have been used The num¬ 
ber of lives left is displayed at 
the bottom of the screen as 
knights marching to and fro 

You start in one of the 
colourful rooms in the castle. 
Once you press the correct keys, 
you will Btart running here and 
there, up and down stairs and 

escalators. While our knight is 
frantically collecting the items, 
time is rapidly running out. 
This is displayed at the bottom 
right of the screen 

A bright flashing box with 
the word 'out', indicates that 
you have finally collected ev¬ 

erything. Jumping into the box 
moves you onto the next phase 
Every time you clear a sheet, it 
gets harder The more time you 
have left on completing the 
sheet, the higher your score will 
be. 

Sir Lancelot is a fast and 
exciting arcade game. The 
graphics are basic, but even so 
the figures are effective. 

Karsa Isaac 

Rating S/10 
Price £6.95 
Publisher Melbourne 
House 
01-940 6064 
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PACES OF POSSIBILITIES FOR VOUR 
C0mm0D0RE64/UIC20 

SIXTY PROGRAMS FOR THE COMMODORE 64 £5.95 
Contains space games, war games, word games together with 
utility and educational programs 

INSTANT ARCADE GAMES FOR THE 
COMMODORE 64 £3.95 
rtgfl^'h .vs newcomers to computing how to write 
^ creative games programs without needing to learn 
BASIC Also serves as an excellent introduction to structured 
programming 

THE COMPANION TO THE COMMODORE 64 £5.95 
Describes and explains graphics, sound, word processing, 
peripherals and much more An essential reference and guide 
to the capabilities and expansion possibilities of the 64 

INVALUABLE UTILITIES FOR THE COMMODORE 64 £5.55 
-aft, Time-saving routines for 64 programmers 

Contains utihnes for editing, modifying and manipulating 
programs effectively 

CRACKING THE CODE ON THE COMMODORE 64 £6.95 
A practical guide to programming in machine 

I*6 code and creating fast, efficient and professional 
programs 

THE BEST SOFTWARE GUIDE: VIC 20 AND COMMODORE 64 
GAMES £3.95 
A guide for consumers to the vast array 
of arcade games software available 

SIXTY PROGRAMS FOR THE VIC 20 
£5.95 

A collection of 60 assorted programs 
including space games, war games, 
word games, educational and utility 
programs - all for the price of a single 

-omput 
and authoritative series of computer books. Its broad 
range caters for games players and programmers of all 
levels of ability and experience. 

Good value paperbacks for your Commodore 64 
and VIC 20 at local computer book stockist NOW! 

V 
Pan 

Pan Books Ud.. Cavaye F*lace London SW109PG Registered in England Registration No 389591 



No prizes for its graphics, but 
the game should win friends 
among people who ei\joy play¬ 
ing for a while without being 
zapped into oblivion or, in this 
case, into the River of No 
Return, which is the waterway 
you're following in your assault 
jet. It’s length makes the Ama¬ 
zon look a mere stream — I’ve 
gone through 35 bridges 
already. 

Mention of Zaxxon might 
create the wrong impression. as 
this isn’t in the same league, 
but it’s a similar style as you 
control your fighter flying over 
a landscape. No 3D here, just a 
bird’s eye view of the river 
scrolling la little jerkily) from 

SPACEMAN SID 
Sid is out for a Sunday drive in 
his canary yellow buggy. He is 
not motoring through England 
green and pleasant but on the 
surface of planet Tribos. The 
Tribos road system is non¬ 
existent and the natives far 
from friendly, so Sid must 
prepare for a bumpy and hectic 
ride. 

Reminiscent of Moon Buggy, 
spaceman Sid bombs along the 
bumpy surface in a six-wheeled 
vehicle. 

It can leap into the air — 
vital as the surface is pitted 

MYSTERY OF THE JAVA 
STAR 

This adventure is neither tex¬ 
tual nor an arcade quest. Java 
Star is a set of four programs, 
each of which is a puzzle. The 
puzzles must be solved in order, 
the accumulating solutions 
leading you on to the final 
discovery 

The purpose is to find the 
wreck of the Sea Witch which 
sank in 1767. Much gold and a 
mysterious ruby, the Java Star, 
were on board. You must locate 

Most of Activision’s recent re¬ 
leases have been conversions of 
its successes on video games 
machines, but Toy Bizarre 
comes straight to the Commod¬ 
ore 64 and it’s a fine effort. 

At first appearance it looks 
like a standard platform game 
but there’s more to it than that. 
You control Merton the mainte¬ 
nance man during® night at the 
toy factory Your job is to make 
the toys behave. 

top to bottom, with your plane 
at the foot of the screen. Sinc¬ 
lair, Kempston or any cursor- 
controlled joystick can be used 
instead of the keyboard, the 
controls being left-right, 
accelerate-decelerate and fire. 
There is a rapid fire. Acceler¬ 
ate-decelerate merely alters 
the scrolling speed of the 
screen. You can halt the game. 

The objects you blitz are 
crudely done, and all you ever 
see on the riverbank is an 

with pot-holes and riddled with 
rocks. Just to make the road 
that teeny bit more interesting, 
the odd land mine or two has 
been planted. 

Sid’s buggy has a sneaky 
weapons system. Not only can it 
fire horizontally to blast rocks, 
mines and sundry approaching 
aliens, it also fires vertically to 
capture the enemy unawares. 

The skyward rocketry is 
needed as a defence against 
flying aliens who, unaware 
that Sid is merely out for a 
relaxing ride, try to bomb his 
socks off. 

Whenever Sid’s car strikes an 
oncoming object or receives a 
direct hit from on high, the 

SliSiu: 

occasional mountain. Hardly 
realistic, and neither is the 
sound, unless a ship being 
exploded really does make a 
squelching sound. The other 
sound is an audible reminder of 
the state of your fuel supply, as 
you can either bomb fuel dumps 
or fly over them to somehow 
suck up the fuel. One or two 
people can play, and you can 
start on any of four different 
bridges: the first, fifth, twen¬ 
tieth, or thirtieth (not the ones 
the notes say). The documenta¬ 
tion could be said to be lacking, 
and I wish it was lacking the 
twee notes about the program 
designer's Californian cycling 
activities. 

Despite the limitations, the 
game's not at all bad. You move 
along a stretch of river, some¬ 
times divided, with intermit¬ 
tent bridges to blast, well. 

the wreck and claim the trea¬ 
sure. 

The first two parts involve 
gathering information. Part 
one has you trying to reassem¬ 
ble a log entry and a map which 
have been shredded You reas¬ 
semble documents by swapping 

There are four valves you can 
control. If left turned on they 
blow up bal loons, if you miss the 
balloons they pop and produce 
rebel 1 ious toys. Thwarting your 
efforts, however, is the leader of 
the toys, Hilda. 

If you bump into Hilda or any 
of the toys you lose one of your 
five lives. You score points for 
popping balloons and having all 
valves off at the end of each 
hour. 

But there are many other 
complications. On each level 
are a number of paired pistons. 
If any character jumps on one, 

wheels fly off and bounce about 
creating more havoc. 

There are five sectors to 
navigate, each containing five 
subsectors; a clear display at 
the top of the screen reports 
your progress. 

Later sectors have sliding 
bridges and meteor storms, 
adding to the challenge. Com- 

around the pieces. The game 
has a help facility but there's a 
catch. You begin with £12,000 
— every time you ask for help, 
your new-found wealth dimi¬ 
nishes 

Part two has you selecting 
various locations from a menu. 
Part three confronts you with a 
map, any area of which can be 
searched. Once you’ve plumped 
for a location, you explore it, 
looking for something that will 
point you to the right island. 

The last part has you diving 
(in real time) in search of, and if 
you’ve been clever enough find¬ 
ing and exploring, the wreck 

the matching piston rises, stun¬ 
ning or killing any character 
standing on it — which either 
costs you a life, or earns you 
extra points. 

Every hour you have the 
chance for a coffee-break. Dur- 

squelch. If you can hit one when 
a tank’s crossing, so many 
points the better. 

Hazards include boats, 
planes, choppers, and tanks on 
the river-bank. Of course, these 
get more numerous, with the 
gaps between fuel dumps in¬ 
creasing. By the time you reach 
about the twentieth bridge, you 
need all the fuel you can get 
frustrating to be rapid-firing 
and realise you’ve just zapped 
theonly fuel dump as it emerges 
at the top of the screen. 

A jolly enough game then, 
perhaps more for the junior 
champs than the heavyweight 
brigade. MikeGerrard. 

/Rating 7 10 
Price £7 99 
Publisher Activision 

J 0628-2448_ 

Dieting the quintet motif. Sid 
has five lives. 

As Sid's buggy joggles along, 
the landscape scrolls smoothly 
past. The graphics are first-rate 
— large, sharp and colourful 
with realistic animation. 
Sound effects are excellent too 
— there’s even a snatch of the 
Star Wars theme to start Sid 
off. Pity there’s no joystick 
option. Never mind, this is a 
great game that will keep you 
amused for hours Bob Chappell 

# Rating 9/10 
# Price £7.95 Publisher 

fe# English Software 
_^L_ 061-635 1358 

itself Very much out of the 
ordinary, Java Star is certainly 
engaging. 

Graphically it is quite simple 
but the attraction and enter¬ 
tainment lie in the puzzles. 
Sound effects help create a salty 
atmosphere. The levels of diffi¬ 
culty plus a random element 
ensure the family will get its 
money's worth. 

X Rating 7 10 
Price £7.95 Publisher 

I Shards Software 
|_I 01-514 4871 

ing breaktime Merton becomes 
invulnerable which gives you 
the chance to score points. If you 
knock out all toys within an 
’hour’ you gain bonuses for 
every minute remaining. 

The action is fast and furious 
with smooth animation and 
some pleasant soundtrack 
music. An eryoyable game for 
all the family. Peter Woriock 

Rating 7 10 
Price £9.99 
Publisher Activision 
0628-2448 
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Whatever you want PCN will try to 
bring you . . . but we need your help. 
You tell us you want more programs, 
more features to help you get the most 
from your machine. Well, we’ve listened 
and we're offering more programs, 
projects and useful information than 
any other magazine. But ifyour machine 
isn’t featured you’ve only yourselves to 
blame. 

So we’re making you an offer you can’t 
refuse. Send us your programs and in 
return we’ll send you upwards of £80 for 
each one published. We also welcome 
written contributions — tell us about 
the ways that you’ve conquered your 
machine; your best sound routines, 
those great graphics features, how you 
mastered disk and printer. 

What we want 
We’re looking for programs and articles 
on any aspect of using personal compu¬ 
ters — including games, graphics, utili¬ 
ties, and applications. 

If you’re sending a written contribu¬ 
tion we require it in typed form (dot 
matrix printout is fine), with double 
spacing on one side of the paper only. 
Where possible include short, example 

works, what it does, and any special 
features that you’ve included. A printed 
listing would be nice but isn't essential 
— on the other hand we can't consider 
listings without a working copy on tape 
or disk. 

If you would prefer to make prelimin¬ 
ary enquiries before submitting mate¬ 
rial, you should write—don’t phone—to 
Personal Computer News, Evelyn 
House, 62 Oxford Street, London WlA 
2HG. Questions about articles should be 
addressed to John Lettice, Features 
Editor; program queries should go to 
Nickie Robinson, Programs Editor. 

If we decide not to use you contri bu tion 
it will be returned to you if you enclose a 
stamped, self-addressed envelope but 
give us at least six weeks. You should 
receive payment four weeks after pub¬ 
lication. 

If you want to enclose photographs 
and screen shots, feel free to do so but 
make sure they are of good quality and 
make them colour transparencies or 
black and white prints. Do not send 
colour prints. 

So, get cracking. Just think . . . two 
articles could pay for that printer, disk 
drive, or even a new machine. 

Desktops get friendy 
with DfFsBtHe gem 

programs to illustrate the article. 
If you’ve written a program we require 

a working version, on tape for any 
machine, or on disk if you prefer for 
Commodore 64, Atari, BBC or Apple. 
We’d also like notes on how the program 



6 AMEPLAY 

ODYSSEY 1 
And you thought that Spectrum 
games had come of age? Odys¬ 
sey 1 is a throwback to early 
days of games software. 

The inlay is almost more 
interesting than the game it¬ 
self. It is the duty of Algorth 
(that’s you), an incredible fight¬ 
ing man-machine, to protect 
the Star Gate’; The Riggos will 
attack with the dreaded Blind 
Mutons', and soon. 

What all this boils down to on 
the first screen is you at the 

intersection of four red walls, 
surrounded by four quadrants. 
It’s in these that the dreaded 

Blind Mutons are assembled; 
they're somewhat indistinct 
purple blobs which fire more or 
less at random. 

Algorth is yellow and can be 
rotated to fire through the 
compass points as well as diago¬ 
nally Shown as a rectangular 
torso and a blob for his head, his 
firing arm stuck out to one side, 
or elbow bent, he's one of the 
worst UDGs I’ve ever seen. At 
the foot of the screen there’s 
your score, a high-score and 
lives left. You can move Algy 
into the quadrants, blasting 
away at your adversary. 

Here you control a space ship 
and have to fire at diagonal 
waves of coloured enemy ves¬ 
sels — the awesome Astro- 
Fleet. Got to watch out though. 

as each destroyed vessel 
changes the craft into a homing 
missile. 

If you survive this, on screen 
three you'll meet the Rigossans 
— pterodactyl-like creatures of 
incredible ferocity . I was almost 
tempted to have a bash, just for 
a laugh. 

Leave it out, this one’s a bad 
egg; even at just under a fiver. 

Bryan Skinner 

Rating 3 10 
Price £4 95 

Softstone, 01-486 
5266 

COMMODORE 64 

PACMANIA 

The old favourite. Pac-Man. is 
now available for the Commod¬ 
ore 64 

The game has options for one 
or two players and you can use 
either the keyboard or joystick 
to ihanoeuvre your munching 
man around the maze The 
game can develop into quite a 
competition 

In the end you develop a 
vendetta against the ghosts and 
have to play it one more time to 
see if you can reach a further 
screen before they gobble you 

up. The danger is developing 
blisters on fingers and thumbs 
from holding the joystick too 
tight, too long. 

In case you haven't come 
across the game before here’s a 
brief outline. You move round 
the maze eating up the dots 
which gains you points, and 
avoid the gnashers of the 
ghosts 

If you manage to eat a power 
pill (which appears as a 
(lashing red dot in each corner! 
the ghosts turn blue for a period 
of time, and you can eat them for 
extra points. Once you’ve eaten 
a ghost its eyes return to the 
ghosts' den and a new ghost 
comes after you. 

The eight different makes are 
available and 64 levels of diffi¬ 
culty in this version, and not to 
be out-done by the space games 

there are also hyper-maze 
ports These can be quite handy 
until they sit you right on top of 

would be better to have the 
a ghost 

Itwoi 

choice of whether to have these 
in the maze You may be doing 
quite well without any ghosts 
being near you. then run into a 
hyper-maze port and end up 
somewhere different 

As well as eating the dots and 
ghosts there is a selection of 
fruit which appears randomly 
for Pac-Man to eat. It has a bad 
habit of disappear! ngjust when 
you’ve struggled through a 
throng of ghosts to reach it. 

Rating* 10 
Mcs£6 95! 
Mr Chip Soft ware 
0492 79026 

COMMODORE 64 

SEESAW 

This game from Quicksilva has 
one of the oddest heroes I've 
seen in a long time — he looks 
like a cross between a blue 
chicken and a ladybird. 

A Nasty Piece Of Work has 
trapped your mates in his cas¬ 
tle. To rescue them, you've got 
to catapult your plump little 
body over the castle ramparts. 
You haven’t got wings or gras¬ 
shopper legs — to ach ieve world 
fame as a high-jumper, you use 

What happens is this: the 
NPOW is aloft, patrolling the 
ramparts. Although he’s hid¬ 
den behind the stonework, you 

can just about see his deely- 
boppers poking above. 

The stones are loose, conve¬ 
nient for the NPOW who pro¬ 

ceeds to have them down upon 
your unsuspecting person 
While he's trying to brain you 
with the masonry, you are busy 
positioning yourself on a see¬ 
saw When a falling brick hits 
one end of the see saw, it will 
catapult anything on the other 
end up into the castle 

The castle is filled with green 
gremlins which reach out to 
grab any passing waif or stray 
catapulted skywards from the 
see saw. They’re a pretty dumb 
bunch and will grab anything, 
including a brick. Your objec¬ 
tive is to shuffle bricks along 
the see-saw so that sooner or 
later one is shot into the air. A 

gremlin will grab it as it passes 
but the force will drag him out 
and drop him into the moat 
Once you’ve cleared a sizeable 
gap in the gremlin ranks, you 
must position yourself on the 
see saw so that you will be 
catapulted through the hole in 
the defence when the next 
convenient brick falls. 

The game is very simple, 
utterly barmy and I loved it. 

Rating 8/10 
Price £7 9 '. Pu Wisher 
Quicksilva 0703 
20169 

COMMODORE 64 

ROCKET ROGER 

Throw equal parts of Manic 
Miner, Defender and Son of 
Blazer into your computer and 
you'll come up with a game that 
is very similar to Rocket Roger, 
the latest release from Shef¬ 
field-based Alligata Software. 

Our intrepid hero Roger has 
been stranded light years away 
from Earth without any fuel for 
his rocket. His only means of 
escaping from the planet is to 
collect vital power crystals that 
are scattered around and be¬ 
neath the planet 

Basically Rocket Roger is yet 

another platform game. Collect 
al I of the crystals — there are 99 
of them — and you will win. 
However, there is one differ¬ 
ence — Rocket Roger can fly 

Leaving his spaceship. Roger 
must fly over lava-splitting 
volcanoes, avoid asteroids fall¬ 
ing from the skies and dodge 
purple space ships Of course, 
while doing all of this he must 
also pick up the crystals that 
are scattered around on the 
floor. No easy task. 

If you manage to guide Roger 
through this then you can 
descend into the depths of the 
planet and collect the crystals 
that are below. Of course there 
are plenty of nasties: moving 
stairs, sliding doors and force 

fields which you must avoid. 
The actual playing area is 

much larger than the screen 
and scrolls around smoothly as 

you guide our intrepid space¬ 
man on his tortuous journey. 
All the graphics are well de¬ 
fined and it is definitely worth 
taking Roger on a trip through 
the caverns, ignoring the crys¬ 

tals, in order to see them 
One extremely nice feature of 

this game is the landing pads 
scattered around the planet If 
you land on one of these and 
then later get killed, your next 
man will appearon the pad that 
you last landed on This is much 
better than having to keep Cng to the start, which is what 

>pens in some games 
All in all, an excellent game 

combining some of the best 
features from many old 
favourites. 

0 Rating 9/10 
• 
Alligata Software 
0742-755796 
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You are a highly trained Galactic 
Commando deep in enemy territory. 
Power hungry leaders of the repressive 
Bungeling Empire have stolen a 
fortune in gold from the peace loving 
people, and you have just discovered 
their secret underground treasury. 
Your goal? To recover every last ingot 
of Bungeling booty. You'll be running, 
lumping and climbing heroically, 
solving perplexing puzzles and drilling 
passageways through stone floors and 
barriers using your laser drill pistol. 
You'll need more than fleet feet and 
good looks to get through this mission 
alive. You'll need qukk wits and brainsl 
CREATE YOUR OWN GAMES! 
Lode Runner is more than a fast action 
game. It's a game generator that lets 
you design your own puzzles and 
scenes. You can move, add and take 
away countless ladders, floors, trap 
doors, crossbars, gold chests and 
Bungeling enemies. It's easy and 
there's no end to the variations, 
challenge and fun. 

Available on the 48K Spectrum 
(C Broderbund 1984. 
Licensed to Software Projects. Produced by Software Projects. 

Software Projects Limited. Bearbrand Complex, Allerton Road, Woolton, Liverpool L25 7SF 

Telex: 627520 Telephone: 051-428 9393 (4 lines). 



©Sydney 1984. Licensed from Sierra-on-line ™. 
Licensed to Software Projects. Produced by Software Projects. 

stores and all good major software 
retailers. 



Further information and illustrated leaflet available from: 

O Hantarex, the name behind 

the screens in over 90% of 
professional video games 
machines, has come out into 

the open with its new BOXER 
range of monitors for personal 

computers. 

O First in the range is the 
BOXER 12" high resolution 

monochrome monitor. The 
elegantly styled cabinet houses 
a black screen with an etched 

faceplate for minimal reflection 
and features a green 80 

column display for clear easy 

viewing. 

O The compact, portable 

BOXER is compatible with most 
personal computers and is 
unbeatable value at £99.50 

inc. VAT, and has 12 months 

guarantee. 

INC VAT. 

>e« lAo"” _ a' 



g^OFTWARE PRO TEST: SPECTRUM 

Projector 1 claims to be an advanced 
business graphics, forecasting and 
presentation system. Programs 

aimed at the small business operation 
are plentiful, but very few of them offer 
much in the way of graphics. 

Presentation 
Projector 1 comes in a large plastic 
wallet with a 16-page manual inside, 
which you’ll certainly need, even if you 
are well acquainted with linear regres¬ 
sion, standard errors and the like. 

Pity there’s no index, nor even a list of 
contents — it’s a case of start at the 
beginning, plough your way through 
and try to remember where that bit 
about swapping the colour options was. 
Even so, it’s quite well written and even 
includes 'A word about statistics’, which 
many users will find somewhat im¬ 
penetrable. The main criticism is that 
there simply aren’t enough examples. 
It’s all fairly obvious if you’ve had 
experience of business software, but not 
for the first-time user who is faced with a 
screen with no prompts, and little by way 
of explanation in the manual. 

Features 
As all such programs should. Projector 1 
includes a demonstration mode to give 
you some idea of how things can look 
when everything’s going well. And the 
demo's impressive. There are examples 
of just about all the program's features, 
beginning with pie charts and histo¬ 
grams, passing through simple line 
graphs to linear regression and lines of 
best fit. The examples use a variety of 
different labelling techniques. 

KEY POINTS slides 

■ Such as this can haue 

■ bullets 

3. numbers 

or just spaces 

■ You can mix colours 

kntphMhsMiM Mi. 

Perhaps the nicest aspect of Projector 
1 is that it’s not just another 'enter data 
and print a bar or line graph’ package. 
There are facilities here for making a 
full public presentation using the Spec¬ 
trum more or less as you would an 
overhead projector. You Can build up a 
series of graphs, save them on tape or 
Microdrive, and link them with screens 
giving key points in large coloured text 
The presentation can be automatic, or 
yen can elect to have it pauee after each 

frame forakey press. And,ofoouree.you 
can dump any screen or aeries to the 
printer. What’s more, you can chain 
easting presentations, butyou can't use 

CHARTTOPPER 
The limits are fairly generous. Histo- I data is likely to continue over the next 

grams can have up to 63 bars, enough for few samples. This can be very handy for 
about two months’ daily data and quite picking out trends that may not be 
adequate for most uses. For pie charts apparent from a scattergram with its 
you’re not recommended to exceed ten numerous data points. 
sectors, because you lose the clarity they 
can provide. 

In use 

You can also have a background grid, 
axes, points joined and so on. The 
program will calculate the lineofbest fit, 
or — quite impressive this — a curve, mjv or — qmte impressive this — a curve, 

Naturally, as it’s a business graphics and will display the equation, together 
package it ought to cope with a wide with statistics such as corrected R 
range of printers. The Spectrum being squared, the standard error of regres- 
what it is, this involves matching an sion.theF value and degrees of freedom, 
even more exotic range of interfacing. The most impressive facility is the 
Options include Interface 1, Kempston presentation aspect Data, graphs and 
(port or E), Hilderbay, Tasman, ZX key point screens are stored in a 
printer, and no printer. Other printer directory, which details the types, titles 
driver software can be loaded into high and code numbers. You can select 
memory, but mustn't be more than 256 presentation order, automatic or paus- 
bytes, not that you’d know that because ing and so on. This means you could use 
it’s not on the cover, nor does it tell you in the Spectrum at a meeting to show sales 
the manual. However, the printer selec- figures, or to impress upon your bank 
tion system is well programmed, requir- manager why he or she should invest in a 
ing you to confirm a choice before project, 
proceeding to load the main program. 

The main menu has 14 options, each 
selected by moving the cursor, then 
pressing Enter. One of my pet hates is 
when the programmers can’t be 
bothered, or just didn’t think to let you 
run the cursor from first to last or vice 
versa, without having to plough through 
all 12 intervening choices. Despite this, 
the two options you’re likely to use most 
often (New data and Directory) can be 
selected by single key presses, well, 
shifted numbers at least. 

That’s another thing — most of the 
controls are odd. They’re quite logical, 
but at the same time rather awkward. 
For example, cursor movement in the Because there’s a lot of calculation and 
menu is shifted six and seven. Stop (to validation to be done, it's not a fast 
quit a section) is symbol shift A. Yes, I program. It can take up to 30 seconds to 
know that’s the combination for Stop on sort out a lot of data, but that's not bad. 
the keyboard, but some of the other given the quality of the results 
combinations are symbol shift plus 
another key, you get a bad case of twisted 
digits after a while. 

Verdict 
Projector 1 covers just about everything 

You can have your data drawn up in you could want There are some niggles 

pie, bar or line form, and there are —it asked if I wanted to print out some 
facilities for linear regression and curve data after I’d taken the no printer option, 
fitting. All this is pretty comprehensive for example. The keys are awkward and 
and among the best Fve seen in prog- the manual inadequate, but you could 
rams of this type. Fbr example, you can learn to live with this. All in all, ifa a 
choose to have any slices of a pie chart flexible and neat package and many will 
pulled out for emphasis Axes are scaled 
automatically, but you can alter this at 
will. Colour selections extend to back¬ 
ground. ink, border, as well as different 
colours for negative values m the 
histogram section. 

The projection facility will prove dear 
to many a businessperson's heart. Here 
you can take a set of data (which, by the 
way, you can enter as quarterly, month¬ 
ly, yearly, or plain ordinary), and have a 
line fitted to it to show how that set of 

find it an invaluable aid. 

REPORT CARD: 1 TO 5 
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SloFTWARE PRO-TEST: AMSTRAD 

OUBLE HEADER 

king at two word processing 

nograma for the Amstrad. 

Here are his verdicts 

The Easi-Amsword word processor 
from Juniper Computing, mar¬ 
keted by Amsoft, is a fairly basic 

word processing program which allows 
text to be entered, formatted and 
dumped to a printer. It will operate in 
either the 40 or 80 column modes 
available on the CPC 464 so that, if you 
have the colour monitor, you can view 
the text without strain. 

In use 
There are eight mqjor functions 

offered on the main menu when the 
program is loaded from cassette. None of 
these should puzzle anyone who is at all 
familiar with word processing prog¬ 
rams. 

The Create option sets up a document 
from scratch. Having decided on a name 
and in which screen mode it will be 
presented, the processor automatically 
»■ n t .■ n the Edit mode. This is where most 
of the work is done, and offers a blank 
screen of 24 lines with a status strip 
along the bottom, offering the document 
name, the number of lines currently 
within it, the number of letters entered 
since the beginning of the last para¬ 
graph. and the status of the insert/ 
OVERWRITE toggle. 

I would give quite a lot for a current 
word count rather than the line and 
letter counts actually offered. The text 
cursor takes the form of a copyright 
symbol, and is not as clear as it might be 
in the 80 column mode; a solid block 
would be better. 

It may be moved around with the 
cursor keys (although the auto-repeat is 
uncomfortably slow) or to the beginning 
or end of the current paragraph or 
document using these keys in conjunc¬ 
tion with CTRL. 

Tabs may be set and characters 

inserted or deleted, but it is quite 
possible to type ahead of the deletion 
buffer and wipe out more than you 
intended. Text movement is sluggish, 

but usable. 
The Name option is mainly used for 

retitling a document when you want to 
keep more than one version of it. This 
can be used for holding preset letter 
heads, for example. Retrieve will load a 
document, previously saved to tape, and 
shares a sub-menu with the Save option. 

Selecting print displays another sub¬ 
menu. offering a number of options for 
print formatting. If all is ready, the 
printout may be started from this point. 
The last two options from the main menu 
allow a whole series of documents to be 
printed from cassette — each may use a 
print format saved with the text—and to 
change the default colour scheme of 
white on black, if using a colour monitor. 

The 16-page manual for Easi- 
Amsword is small in all respects, fitting 
comfortably inside the cassette case. It 
does, however, cover all the functions of 
the system in adequate detail. 

Verdict 
The choice of some of the control codes 

could have been a little less obscure and 
the occasional stop for garbage collec¬ 
tion can be a bit distracting, but overall 
the program is usable for letters (and 
short articles such as this one). 

It would, however, prove annoying for 
anyone trying to use it on a regular 
business basis. For the asking price, 
though, that is not unreasonable. 

Prefect Easi-Amsword Sft— Amstrad 
Prtcs £9 95 Mamifactsrer Amsoft 0277- 
230222__ 

The full word processor, A ms word, is 
in fact a revised version of the 
Tas word program which found con¬ 

siderable favour when released for the 
Spectrum. The Amstrad version oper¬ 
ates only in the 80 column mode and 

right from the start presents itself as a 
more serious piece of software. 

It offers quite comprehensive facili¬ 
ties for formatting and printing text, but 
relies almost exclusively on the use of 
ctrl key operations to get at these 
options. I do question, however, the 
design philosophy adopted by Tasman in 
assigning control key letters as groups of 
adjacent keys on the keyboard. 

In use 
The confusion created is moderated 

somewhat by the comprehensive help 
screen incorporated into the system. At 
any time during text entry this screen 
may be called up and includes all the 
various control key definitions. 

Two further display options allow 
seven lines at the top of the display to 
show part of the help screen, or to remove 
all but the bottom two lines, leaving 23 
available for text. The bottom two lines 
offer a ruler, showing margin and tab 
settings, and a status line giving various 
information. Again, there is a lack of a 
word counter, but this facility is avail¬ 
able by calling up the main menu, which 
also lets you know the number of 
characters used and remaining (just 
over 14,000 characters—about eight A4 
pages — are available) and the number 
of lines of text currently created. 

Printer control codes are shown on the 
text display as inverse video characters 
and most of the common options for dot 
matrix and daisywheels are covered. 
These characters may be set to produce 
the desired codes for your own printer, 
although there is no single code designed 

to set up the printer initially. My own 
daisywheel needs a single escape code to 
set it to print bi-directionally rather 
than performing a carriage return at the 
end of each line. There is no legitimate 
way of producing this. 

The documentation runs to 45 pages 
and covers most aspects in a fairly 
protracted way. The whole package 
gives the feeling of doing its job pretty 
well, but sometimes in an annoyingly 
fiddly way. When returning from the 
menu to the text display, for example the 
cursor is always positioned at the 
beginning of the text file. How much 
more useful to return to the point from 
which you left? 

When you perform the necessary 
control function to move to the end of 
text, you find that you’re left with the 
cursor sitting over the last character, 
instead of to the right of it. 

Verdict 
Overall, Amsword is well worth the 

asking price, but may prove to have a 
longer running-in period than some 
word processors for other micros. 

Prefect Tasword 464 Systam Amstrad Plies 
£19.95 Hamit acturer Amsoft 0277-230222 
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BSC B, six months old. immaculate 
condition. Panasonic computer recor¬ 
der Coat £442 sell £320 including dust 
cover, leads. Upea. books. Tel: Larbart 
10324^558278 

games (me Aveator and Chucky Egg) 
♦ books + many mags Everything 
fully boxed as new Offers Tel: Billing- 
ham 551049 
MC rite users! Would you like to swap 
disks? If so write to Paul Phillips. 13 
Mountain Rd, Conwy. Gwynedd en¬ 
closing your software list 
mOM pinrsaMir for BBC with 2 
blank 16K EPROMS and 1 blank HK 
EPROM and a few commercial ROMS 
All for £100 Tel 05827 69152 
Waated BSC Modal • 1 20 5 with disk 
drive and any software Pay around 
£320 Write to 31 Tamerton Ave, St 
Budeaux. Plymouth. Devon. 
MC B software. Brand new Unused, 
still in sealed packs Monster*, Rocket 
Raid. Planetoid All Acornaoft games 
£7 each. Tel: Southampton (0703) 
562724 
MC • computer with Cumana disk 
drive and 32K Solidisk sideways 
RAM Five months old Little used 
£675. Tel: Basingstoke 51623 
Acer* MC B, D«, Acorn disk drive, 
view ROM chip, software £60, books 
£30. hardly used Total value£888. sell 
all for £600 Tel: 01-9623891 
MC Medal B, unwanted prize, still in 
carton. Acorn guarantee etc. £340. 
Tel Harefield3086(Middlesex) 
MC Medal B computer with DPS 
Hardly used One year old. Cost over 
£470 Best cash offer secure* Tel: 
01-444 5499 
BftC original software for sale or swap 
Tel: Romford 63638 or write to John 
Lee. 18 Pettits Close, Romford, Essex 
RM14EB 
Wanted BBC software, hardware, any¬ 
thing considered Books, mags, utili¬ 
ties modems, or WHY Must sell or 
swap Alan MOO XL 1010. ROMS, disks 
Tel: 052621187 
Osctrea sad BBC software and books 
going cheap (40* original coat). Tel- 
0255 814523 for details All as new 
condition All originals 
BBC software to tell Titles include 
Hunchback. Fouls. Chuckle Egg All 
13 for only £40 or sold aeparatelymr £4 
each. Tel: Banchory 4186 
Waadsd: BBC original software on disk 
Tel: 06827 69152 
BBC B: £ 120 of software, loads of mags, 
books, and cassette recorder Worth 
over £500 £360 ono or will swap for 
CBM 64 with disk drive. Tel: Walton- 
on Thames 242674 
BKquickshot joystick with adsptable 
software and all (rads for only £10. Tel: 

Apple Its, two disk drives, 80 column, 
164K card, parallel and Ep*on inter¬ 
face cards. Applewnter and Business 
Graphics software £1.100 ono Tel: 
Hitchin (0462) 50779 
Apple ■ Europlus. 64K, 12 inch green 
monitor, manuals. £360 Or swap 
Daisywheel typewriter with interface, 
peripherals, disk drives etc. Tel: 01- 

Atari 400 plus data recorder worth £50. 
Quickahoi IIjoystick 4 Upas (16K), 
£100 ono Tel 0293 31870 
Atari B00XL Brand new Never used. 
£160 Tel 0602 782310 
Wasted Atari peripherals 810 working 
or not considered 850 interface 
wanted. Also machine language list¬ 
ings would be of interest to me Tel: 
Mark. 0495 272358 (10am 2pm 
Atari 00*400 cartridges Super Break¬ 
out. K Star Patrol, £4 each Multicart 
cartridge to Up* disk backup copier 
£20 Tape to Upe backup £3. Tsl: 
01-7413361 
Atari 000 40ft Basic programmer kit + 
books ♦ 1010 program recorder Excel¬ 
lent condition £150 Tel 09277 64584 
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Atari Basic cartridge, plus two manu¬ 
als. Swap for Trakball and Super 
Joystick, or sell for £25. Tel: 01-673 
5819. 
Atari 600XL, program recorder, manu¬ 
als. books, programs, listings Plus one 
year's Your Computer AH for £180. 
Tel Tetbury (0666) 52902 (evee) 

Vk2B and cover plus data recorder plus 
8K cartridge. 3K hi-res cartridge, 
joystick and £150 of cassette game*, 
books All boaed aa new. £140 Tel: 
Caterham 47768 
Csudsie Me 2B package for sale, 
computer caaaetU recorder software 
and magazines Price £80-85. Tel: 
01-767 0623 after 5pm Ask for Mr J 
Doahi 
plus £100 software. 1 year old. £150. D 
Ben ham. 4 Market Place. Houghton- 
le-Spring, Tyne and Wear DH5 8AH. 
Ciwitire 64 calc result spreadsheet 
on cartridge £20 Solo Flight cassette 
£7.50. Two books £4 or £24the lot. Tel: 
Fleet 4655(evee) 01-934 5962 (office) 
Coaaeeter* Vtc 24. Compatible cassette 
deck 3K RAM pack Monitor and 
toolkit chips Four games tapes £65 
Tel: 01-4510520 
Vic 2B cassette deck; joystick: 8 game*, 
lots of magazines in folder*, intro to 
Burnt Dart 1 two book* and caasettea 
Worth £250' Selling £110 Tel 775 
8463 
SaapCaaatedare 64 ga mrs. many title*, 
on disk and cassette Please contact 
Gary on 0760 338387 anytime be¬ 
tween 4pm and 12pm. Please have list. 
Sees Cm 44 software on cassette or 
disk 100 plus titles plus some Amer¬ 
ican. Write to Colin at Harmony 
House. Vicarage Rd. Marham, Kings 
Lynn. NorfolkPE33 9HY 
CBM 44 software to exchange. Many 
titlss including lots of American 
software (disk only). Tel: 0276 35168 
and ask for Ian. 
Waatad for Commodore 64 disk drive or 
printer for lyw television plus Atari 
2600 VCS with accaaaones plus elec 
Ironic chess traveller Tel 0754 68420 
Skegness 

Vk 20 with 16K Rampack cassette 
recorder. 3-slot Motherboard speech 
synthesiser. Quickahot II joystick, 
stack light, nfle and two cartridges. 
Excellent condition, all for £120Tel 
Penketh 6439 
Vk 20 with C2N. LoU of software: 
Vicmon, Gndrunner, Sargon; several 
books, programmer* reference guide. 
Worth £380. accept £200 Tel: 0702 
710076 (after 4pm). 
CBM 64 software to sell or swap 
Spnteman; Arcadia. Purple Turtles 
£3 each, or £8 the lot Also CBM 64 
games book £3 Tel: 01-808 4684 Ask 
for Errol. 
Vk 20 Pharoah's Curse and Bongo 
wanted Swap for other games — Jet 
Pec, Night Crawler and Myriad. Also, 
swap Vic Revealed for programmer's 
reference guide Tel 01-6735819 
COM 8096. C2N date recorder, books 
would suit serious user, £320 ono Tel: 
061-480 4600 anytime 
Sang £415 of original CBM 64 software 
for disk drive. Titles include Loco, 
Beach Head etc Tel: Ardroasan 63570 
M ever £416 of original CBM 64 
games Titles include Loco. Beach 
Head. Skramble. Rabbit Tal: Ardroa¬ 
san 63570 
Cl—l8iw64 software disk and caaaet- 

guide. dust cover. Commodore maga¬ 
zines. £160 Tel Gwyneth. 01421 
314518 30am-4 30pm) 
Vk 24 starter pack ♦ 16K switchable 
RAM. Joystick. Lots of books and 
magazines and over 25 games worth 
£250 Will accept £130 Tel: St Helens 
(0744)811146 
CBM 44 software for sale Zim Sals Bim 
cost £9 95 Revenge Mutant Camels 
coot £7.95 Sell both for £9 (originals) 
Tel: Blackpool (0253) 55588 

Vk 20+ cassette recorder, joystick. 7 
cartridge games ft 10 cassette game* 
ManuiJ intro to Basic 1 ft II 2 books 
sell for£94 Tel: Knowlei05645) 3268 
Vk 20 C2N recorder, Quickahot II, 
joystick. Audiogenic toolkit, program¬ 
mers reference guide understanding 
microprocessor* programming. 6502 
games including Sargon II chess £100 
ono Tel Hartley Wintney (025126) 
3307 
CBM 64 soft waretoswap or sell Games 
inel: The Evil Dead. Hunchback. 
Micro Olympics. Attack of Camels. 
Hobbit and more Tel: Hoaaendale 
229675 
Software for 64 worth £47 74 Hun¬ 
chback. Kong. Scuba Dive. Felix. 
Sung, Bionic Granny and Munchma- 
nia Bargain at £30 Tel: Taviatock 
4953 after 5pm. 
CemaMdare 44, cassette dock manuals 
etc, 3 months old. £125. Tel: Richard. 
01 -607 3693 after 5 30pm 
Vk 20's. 4 cartridge games £26 8K 
RAM £26 Joystick £5 Introduction to 
Basic £10 All for £55 Tel Imran. 
Slough 82391315pm to 9pm) 
CBBI44,joystick. C2N and over £270 of 
soft ware. Will sell for £270 or swap for 
BBC-B or Amatrad Tel: Chris, 
Fraserburgh 26126 

Oragaa 22, joysticks. Dash Demon and 
edit cartridges £100 worth of soft¬ 
ware, books, mags, etc Excellent 
condition. £105 ono Tel: 01-689 0531 
(Croydon) 
Ortfsa 22, boxed. 2 joysticks. £40 
software. Cheshire Cat, Teach Your¬ 
self Basic, mags. £100 the lot. good 
condition Tel Burton (0283) 48123 
<7-9pm) Ask for Richard 
Bn«M22forsale.£60 Tel 01-9862658 
(after 5pm or weekends) 
Dragsa 22 plus disk drive; 2 joysticks, 
spare disks; software including tele¬ 
writer w/p. Cassette recorder All 
leads £320 ono Tel: Nigel on 01-485 
1363 (will split package). 

Ljr*« 4IKC W manual, leads, joystick, 
interface cassette deck, two user 
magazines and £100 software Only 
£150 ono Tel 93 7695701 after 6pm I 
Ljrax software Snowball, Adventure 
Quest. CenUpede Power Blaster. £5 
each Hangman, Connect Four. £3 
each. Will swap for Atari games! 16K i 
Tel: 061-4396196 

ter, Grail: umkv Kong; Jogger: On- 
cade; Zodiac. Flight, Multigames. 
Time Bomb Tel: Mark on Needham 
(0449)721835. 
One 1 46N, excellent condition, plus 
£100 software including Hobbit. Zor- 
gons. Xenon, etc. Manual and books for 
£140 ono Tel Weet ChilUngton (Sus¬ 
sex) 2826 after 6pm. 
Oric 1 48K. unwanted present, boxed, 
plus books and software Cost £200. 
selling for £85 ono Tel: 01-624 5138 
after 5pm 
Oric owner’s high quality listings of 
your programs (M C or Basic) Cheap 
rates. Send aae for details. D L Carter 
37 Pendennis Road. Freshbrook. 
Swindon. Wilts SN5 8QF 
Oric software for sale, all half once 
including Zorgons, Gravitor. Trick- 
shot. 50 others Oric 1. good condition 
plus joystick, interface, ton game*. 
£75 Tel: 01-486 8393 
Oric 1 48K, vgc, ♦ lots of software inc. 
Xenon. Hunchback + books + leads. 
£90 ono Tel James 01-651 4803 

Oric l'<& with boxed colour printer' 
plotter (both in vgc with leads + 
manuals). £120a worth of software ♦ 
books Everything £175 ooo Tel: 
Brecon (0674) 2154. 

Oric software. Over 20 games at half 
price, as selling Oric 1 48K for £20 ♦ 
software Teirffl-485 8393 after 4pm 
Beat bargain ever. 
Oric Aline* 48ft, boxed, in excellent 
condition + cassette recorder and over 
£70 worth of software, inc Hobbit, 
Xenon 1. and two books. Worth £280 ♦ 
Sail for £120 ono Tel: 01-676 4332 
(evenings). 
Oric ssftware, all originals. Dinky 
Kong, Oric Flight. Killer Caverns, 
Multigames One, £2.50 each. Tel: 
Lancing 762361 
Oric 1 48 K with software, book and 
cassette leads. £75 ono for quick sale. 
Buyer must collect Tel Leeds (0532) 
775296 moat nights after 4 30 
Oric 1 48K software Zorgons Revenge. 
Galaxians, Golden Baton. A bargain 
at £17 Write to M Webb. 11 Hollis 
Road. Hatherley. Cheltenham GLS1 
6JL 
Oric 1 40K. boxed, many magazine*. 
disassembler, M C monitor, games 
meuding Xenon 1. Light Cycle*. 
Mushroom Mania. Defence Force 
Games book £86 Tel Biggin Hill 
29-71329 
Oric 1 48ft, very good condition, all 
leads, manuals. £50 Software includ¬ 
ing Hobbit. Mr Wimpy All originals 
Tel Middlesbrough 0642-597597 
Oric Abass 4HK. with 14 programs inc. 
Author. Hobbit. OncAid. Defence 
Force. £125. Tel: 01-940 2549 
Oric software, over 20 games for around 
half price including M.A R C Loki, 
Ghost Gobbler Grantor Tel: 01-486 
8393 after 4pm Mark 
Abaos 48K a nd £ 150 soft ware including 
Hunchback. Hobbit. Zorgan. Scuba. 
Joystick and Pace interface ♦ six 
books. £220 A bargain. Tel: 0733- 
264461 evenings 
Oric lift. One printer, cassette recor¬ 
der, all leads, also Mushroom Mania 
and The Ultra. Sell for £110 ooo. Tol: 
01 BOB BIBB 
Oric ssftware, originals Zenon (AT). 
Starfighter, Centipede (AT), £2; Chess 
(AT). Toolkit. Wordproc*aeor.£3, Hob¬ 
bit (AT). £4 (AT) equals Atmos 
compatible Tel: Ripley 860653 (Der¬ 
byshire) 
Oric software. Large choice include* 
Hunchback. Hamer Attack. Dinky 
Kong. Also joystick interface Total 
value over £70 Sell for £40 Tal: 
Patrick; Belfast 772500 
46K Oric £180 Software including 
Hobbit. Forth. Chess Dust cover, 
leads, magazines (Oric listings) 
Worth £200, askuu(£130 Tel: Ashford 
(Middlesex) 57787ifter 6pm 

Oric Abaos 4 months old) plus 9 books. 
13 tapes; joystick, interface; 2 folder*, 
many mags. £1 lOono Tel Lea Valley 
9711927. 
Oric 1 software: Painter. Hunchback. 
Following Atmo* compatible Zodiac; 
Orient unch; Invaders; Green X. Toad, 
Rat Splat; compendium £3 each The 
lot: £20 Tel: Martin on Bcxhill 
2221H2 
Oric 1 48ft. good condition, cassette 
player and lots of software including 
Hobbit. Xenon, CAD. Wimpy plus 
many more. Sell far £150. Tel: Cam¬ 
bridge 870644 
Oric 1 488. good condition, manuals, 
leads, books. £80 ♦ software including 
Defence Force. Hobbit. Zorgons Re¬ 
venge. Ultra, Meteors, MARC, 
Forth Only £13511!Tel 0494 445087 
Oric liter magazine* Numbers 1.2. and 
4 wanted Your price. F Lyno, 5 
Foe no l Avenue. Abergele. Clwyd 
LL22 7HT Tel: Abergele 824261 
488 Oric, unwanted present still boxed 
and guaranteed Over £80 software 
incl Zorgons. Hobbit. Hamer. Scuba, 
plus books. £130 ono Tel Steve. 
Cttlehampton 713416. 
Oric 1 48K + £100 software ♦ books * 
leads All boxed, cost over £270 Sell 
£125 ooo or swap for CBM 64 compati¬ 
ble disk drive. 1U: 0276 27115 
Oric 148K including all leads, two One 
books, nine games (Defence, Zorgons 
etcl, Oric Owner*', all excellent condi¬ 
tion. tell for £80 Tel 0963 55729 
Coaster tar Oric wanted Needed to 
compile games from Basic to machine 
code Tel 0742304316 John Have*. 24 
Whitworth Rd.SheffieldS103HD 
Oric 1 488 nan for sale Zenon 1. 
3D Maze, Candyfloss ft Hangman. £5 
each Tel: 01-445 5969 (eve*) 
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manual* Software, value £30 quick 
sale wanted £85 ono Tel: 01958 
7175 eves 
El Spsctmw professional beginners 
pack including blank tapes (4). sten¬ 
cils, plotters, overlay card* + free 
game for ZX Spectrum for sale. £12 
max, open to offer* Tel: 0994 240 

name Mat Valhalla. Jetpac. Jetman. 
Atic Atac. Pssst Bugaboo. Mugsy. 
Full Throttle. Deathchaae. Zzoom. 
Zipcap, half price Tel: Robert Brad¬ 
ford 562734 
Spectrum 498. Kempston joystick and 
interface. Iightpen. Fifth. Scope. FP 
compiler, sprite generator. Mclboum 
draw, 3 books. £140 of software, still 
guaranteed £250 Tel 0302 65887 
Spsctnaa 4JK with Kempston inter¬ 
face and daU recorder, with over £80 
worth of software Also lot* of book* 
and mag’s £160 ono. Tel: 061 881 

Hunter Killer, Ad Astra. Timegate 
Plus 5 other* Worth £65. will sell for 
£35 Tel: Scott on Dundee 68197 
Spsctraai UK with Alphacom printer 
and VTX5000 modem for Micronet 
etc. also numerous software All new 
condition and boxed only £17S. Tel: 
0403 732242 

interface. £250 plus software and 
book* £210 ono Tel 0753 889988 
(office hours) and ask for Nik. 
Spsctnan 498, Dk Tronic* keyboard, 
interface one, two microdrives, ZX 
printer, ZXL pnnt 3 interface. All 
boxed Software including Ta*word 2. 
manual*, book* vgc £240 for quick 
sale Tel: 01-896 0482 
Spectrum 488. joystick ♦ Cambridge 
interface, books, games, magaxines 
Very good condition Or exchange for 
Commodore 64 Tel: 061 928 9787 
after 5pm and ask for Mark 
Spectrum 4M with ZX printer and b + 
w television £85 All excellent work¬ 
ing order Some extras available if 
required Tel: 0274 873935 
ZX Spectrum, cassette recorder, games, 
interface 1. interface 2. 2 joysticks. 
Microdrive, cartridge*, books, mag*, 
posters etc. as new Worth £350 Will 
sell for £205 Will sell separately 
Tel Hythe 0303 69096 'evening*) 
Spectrum computing tape magaxine 
19 £1 50 each 1648 tape magaxine 
1-10 £1 50 or complete £10 each set 
Fuller FDS £37. Tel: 01-951 0007 

Spectnmi 498, Quickshot joystick. DK 
troruca interface £100 of original 
software £30 Book* and magaxines 
total worth £280. yours for only £150 
ono Tel: 504 5409 
llllkia The Hobbit. Arcadia. Orbl- 
ter. Ground Attack. The Spectrum 
Handbook, offers’’ Write to Chris 
Hcppell, 8 Garden Terrace. Hexham 
NE46 3PX 
Spectrum 49K tape recorder, stack 
light rifle £75 Original software, 
mags, leads and manuals, cost £265. 
aell£150 ono. Tel: Steve on Coventry 
0203 418809 
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Spectrum 498, software Four cassette 
games Paragram. Jerico Z, Ringo. 
Kosmik. Pirate £10 the lot Tel: 
Windsor 54075 after 6 30pm 
Spectrum UK interface one. microd- 
nve. three cartridges, cassette recor¬ 
der. RAM turbo £140 plus Best soft¬ 
ware Worth over £420. tell £240 ono 
Tel: 01-642 6777 evenings 
Spectrum 49K. for sale, with Microd 
rive plus Interface I plus Microdnve 
cassettes plus 14 games All for £250 
Tel Karim. 748 0013 
SMtbwa I1K. - recorder. 2 months old. 
still on guarantee £37 worth of 
software, including Snooker Snow¬ 
man. Blue Thunder £110 the lot. or 
nearest offer. Bognor 829856 
498 Spectrum, 1 FI, LF2. 2 off Microd- 
rives, 4 off Microdnve cartridge*, six 
games, all brand new. £270. No offers 
25 Napier Road. Wembley Middlesex 
nil 168 RAM, good condition, still in 
box Manual, all leads, books. Space 
Invaders, magaxine*. around £45 
Fnday-Saturday. 5-6.30pm. Tel: 01- 
521 1459. 
ZX Spectrum 498 tape recorder.joystick, 
interface, over £250 software. 100 
mags, boxed, perfect condition, 
guarantee £165ono. Swap for BBC-B 
or Electron. Tel: 01-996 1674. 
30 Spectrum games worth £220 Sell 
£115 ono Includes Valhalla. Hobbit. 
Penetrator. Pyramid. A tic Atac. Tel: 
Cookstown 63708 
SmcUe Microdnve with Interface 1 
and three cartridge, £75 6 months' 
guarantee remaining. Tel: Gosport 
581040 
418 Spectrum I F One Mdnve, 6 
cartridges, joystick, pnnter. paper, 
sixty tape* including Sherlock 
Holmes. Malchpoint. Fighter Pilot. 
£350 ono or swap for QL Tel: (0908) 
566465 
Spectrum umi Pviamarama. Lunar 
Jetman. Android 2, Oracles Cave. 
JSW Bugaboo. Psytron. Code Name 
Mat All original* £3 50 i includes 
postage) Tel John 01-520 5203 
ZX Spectrum 48K + joystick interface ♦ 
software, manuals, hardly used 
Worth £170. sell for £95 Tel: 01-806 
7614 after 5pm 
Sfocteir software 48K. Daley’s Deeath 
Ion, £8.00 Brand new and Gnaaherfor 
48K or 16K. £1 00 Tel: 01-205 6622 
after 4pm 
418 Spectnmi Interface I. Microdnve ♦ 
3 cartridges. Protek interface ♦ 
Quickshot 2 joystick, cassette recor¬ 
der. software, books + magaxines. 
£230 ono. Tel: 01-352 1004 (evenings) 
4gft S*sebum, (our months' old. little 
used A mat rad CTR 6000 recorder, 
compatible. Both in original packing 
Cost £145; sell £96 Saunders 01-648 
1199 Mitcham, Surrey 
418 Spectrum. Over £500 worth of 
software, speech svthesixer. Interface 
2. joystick, recorder, pnnter, 4 rolls 
paper, perfect condition Worth £765. 
£250 ono Tel: 0696 76181 after 5pm 
Wanted. Sinclair 48K Spectrum, pos¬ 
sibly on it*own Write Mr D Bntton, 
10 Cicely St. Liverpool 7 

498 Spectrum Interface 1, 2 Microd 
nves. VTY modem. 4 Microdnve 
cartridges + software worth over 
£1.000. £300 Tel 09598-260 after 
6pm 
Spscbum Software for sale or swap, 200 
title* List* aad offers to Brian. 5 
Almeida Tee. Kilmawham. Dublin 8 
418 Spscbum, krvboard. cassette recor¬ 
der, VTX 5000 modem. Currah U 
Speech. Joystick with interface and 
over £175 software Will sell for £250. 
Tel 0493-853920 after 6pm 

and trusty friend, must sadly be sold 
with software, etc £175 will ease the 
pun of parting Tel 021 -706 5189 
Spscbum 488 computer wanted Pav 
£30. Tel: 04446 41198 

Atic-Atac. Lunar Jetman. Flippit and 
more. All original. Tel: High Wycombe 
881429 Sunldon 
Wants* 418 Spirtrum Willing to pay up 
to £66 Commodore 64 also required, 
pnee up to£90 Tel: 01-904 7884 eves 

£700, bargain at £275 ono Tel: 01-573 
7148 after 6pm. 
418 Spectrum, R AM Turbo joystick ♦ 
cartridge interface. Quickshot II. ZX 
pnnter. four rolls paper, light pen. 
tape recorder. B"W TV. books ♦ 
magaxines. £ 100‘s software. £260 ono 
Tel Peterborough (0733 • 241354 
498Spscbum and a few game* going for 
just£85ono Tel 01 524 8343andask 
for Robert 
qi ter sate, will swap for Apple 
Imagewnter pnnter or £350 cash 
Also parallel interface. £40 Tel: Tony 
01-578 7704 after 7pm 
As AIT QL. hardly used, offer* around 
£380 Julian Tel: 01-378 2623 days. 
01-435 1738 evening* 
Spectrum FDS keyboard and Currah 
Microspeech with software Will sell 
for £40 Tel: Scott on Dundee 68197 
Spscbum 498 Interface 1 Microdnve. 
Currah Speech. Dktrontc* keyboard. 
Dk Ironies joystick interface. Quick- 
shoot joystick, software, books, value 
£450. swap for CMB64 ♦ extras Tel 
0604 719730 Mornings only 
Stecteb pnnter and five rolls of paper. 
£35 Also lots of soft ware to swap (your 
list for mine) Philip Tel. Bofney. 
Sussex (044 4821617 evenings only 
Spictram 498 joystick and interface. 
BW TV. magaxines. software. £210. 
Wnte John Bell. 22 Pethertoo Road. 
Highbury. London N5 
ZX Spscbum 498 • Kempston interface 
with Quickshot and Alan j/stick. 
cassette recorder, lot* of software. 
Sinclair mags and one book, ♦ more 
Sell for £176 Tel: (0709) 65280 after 
5pm. ask for Carl 
Spectrum onginals. Penetrator. £3; 
Avenger. £2. Aquaplane. £3; Race 
Fun. £3. Maae Death Race. £3 Mr P 
Mank, 2 Knights Close. Pembury. 
Tunbridge Wells. Kent TN2 4EL. 

Spictram 498, Kempston interface with 
lots of books, mag ail nea. software and 
tape recorder Sell for £170 ono Pelsr 
Pelrovic Tel: 061-881 1144 
Spscbam498, cassette recorder. Kemp¬ 
ston interface. Quickshot II joystick, 
over 140 games, including Sabre Wolf. 
Iota of magaxines. paraphernalia. 
£250 ono Tel Glenn. (0742) 337877 
after 6pm. 
ZX91 software for sale, include* 3D 
Defender. Monster Maxe. Phoenix, 
Breakout. Adventure A and B. + 
others. Once only offer £15 ono. all 
tapes originals Tel 01-407 7462 Ask 
for Room 117 (Pauli. 
Spectrum 498 Dk tromes keyboard, data 
recorder. £105. Latest software titles, 
accept £250 or will separate Tel: 
Billencay 02774 51395 
498 SpirbasA cassette recorder, Cur¬ 
rah Micnameech. Cascade 50 games 
cassette. PCW, 25 games cassette plus 
books plus 15 game cassettes £160 
Tel: Sheffield 884183 
Spscbum 498, Fuller Box. Quickshot. 
Interface cursor Kempston 100 ■* 
progs, books, mags. £ 155 ono Casio 
mo keyboard. £35 ono Tel High 
Wycombe (0494) 443184_ 

TRS 99 pocket computer, inc interface 
software, books, and batteries < all 
Durcelli Worth over £160 new. only 
£60 ono Tel Wael. 0206 561391 after 
7pm. 
Cetsur Gem* 32K New Basic ROMS, 
joysticks, voice synthesiser, manuals, 
books and software. £120 ono. Tel: 
0263 554840 after 6pm 
TO 99 Mod 1. 48K. twin disk, video 
monitor, modem. RS-232, sound 
generator. New Doe-80 Many prog¬ 
rammes. assemblers, monitor*, com¬ 
munications. Eprom programmer 
£600 Tel 02302 4420 
Lras 48K in excellent condition Boxed 
with leads, manual.joystick, interface 
and over £60 worth of games and 
utilities £130 Tel: 02313 44566 
Lpu 48K for sale Perfect condition 
I'nused. boxed, and complete with all 
leads manuals etc. Price: £90. Tel: Ian 
on 061-708 8275 after 5pm (week¬ 
day*! 

Texas 
Instruments 

71994* eisipelir, extended Basic, cas¬ 
sette player, joysticks and lead*. Basic 
Tutor, books, and assorted cartridge* 
and cassette* £175ono. Tel: Stamford 
54496 
Texas 71994* computer with taro joys¬ 
ticks. 66 cassette games. 4 cartridges, 
a programming book Ideal Christmas 
present Bargain for £100 Mark 
Brain. 139 Be (grave Road. Goraeinon. 
Want Glam 
71994* console, joysticks. Parsec in¬ 
door football module*, cassette and 
lends, cassette games, original pack¬ 
ing. Res' *jjd 

ford 740651 
71994*. joystick. Panic and Munch- 
man cartridges. Teach Yourself Basic 
cassette* and cassette cable All in 
good condition Only £100 ono. Tel: 
Taunton 76487. 

"Billboard Buy & Sell Form “ 
Frt* forever — from now on you can advertise your 
second-hand equipment and (almost) anything else you 
want for free in PCN. To place your Billboard ad, fill in the 
form on the left with a maximum of 24 words. Send the 
completed form to: 
Billboard. Personal Computer News, 62 Oxford Street, London W1A 

2HG. 
Note that we cannot guarantee that your ad appears in any 
specific issue, and that we cannot accept ads from 
commercial organisations of any sort. 

Your name:. 

Address:.. 
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★ what you get 
is... 
LIVELY. PROVOCATIVE AND 
COMPREHENSIVE INFORMATION. 
MONTHLY. WRITTEN IN PLAIN 
ENGLISH AND NEVER DULL. HOME 
MIC RO KEEPS YOU IN TOUCH WITH 
EVERYTHING THAT’S HAPPENING IN 
THE FAST MOVING WORLD OF HOME 
MICRO COMPUTERS. PLUS IT ENTITLES 
YOU TO FREE MEMBERSHIP OF COPS. 

★ join the cops 
The Computer Owner* Protection Service is 
the only service of its kind anywhere in the 
world. As a pioneer owner of a home 
computer you have already created dozens of 
millionaires. NOW on your behalf COPS will 
investigate all members' complaints 
concerning software, hardware, peripherals, 
publications — anything! And where we find 
inadequacies, if we don’t get your money back 
WE WILL PUBLISH THE FULL DETAILS 
IN HOME MICRO. _ 

* SOFTWARE 

We print a monthly and unique categorised 
software ’hit list' so that whether you're an 
•adventure’, ‘arcade’ or ‘strategy’ games 
player, you’ll know which of your type of 
game is really the best seller. PLUS we print a 
special NON-GAMES ’hit list’ - WE 
CARRY NO TRADE ADVERTISING, and 
all our views and reviews are independent and 
unbiased. 

the independent 

home-micro 
NEWSLETTER 

* GOSSIP AND RUMOURS 

Nowhere will you find more about who’s 
doing what to whom, success, pending success 
of failure. Also if you don’t know what Sir 
Clive’s nickname was at school or that the new 
President of Atari was once a New York 
cabbie; the Home Micro Diary Page tells all. 

* A LETTER FROM SIR CLIVE 

How would you like to receive a personal 
monthly letter from such eminent personalities 
as Sir Clive Sinclair? Every month we invite 
such people to write to our members giving 
their views as to how they see the future of the 
home micro developing 

* HARDWARE 

We arc not a technical journal. BUT every 
month we print an ‘easy to read' chart that 
gives you everything you need to know about 
. . . what's new , what it does, where to get it 
and how much. Plus, we offer our own short 
comments on value and usability. Everything 
from complete computers to carrying cases is 
covered. 

★ Christmas offer 
Home Micro makes a great gift. If you fill 
in the form below but also lick the box. we 
will send you a silver-edged ’members' 
card to be given away on Christmas Day. 

* your lettf:rs 

You write them — we’ll print them. Be as 
critical and hard-hitting as you like, remember 
as a member of Home Micro and COPS, you 
carry real ’clout’. Write NOW. 

* TECHNICAL BREAKTHROUGHS 

As a computer owner you owe it to yourself to 
keep abreast in this new technological world. 
Home Micro will not only keep you right up to 
date, but we will also advise you on how NOT 
to spend your money on obsolete equipment. 

send no money now 

save £5.50 
act now to get next 
month's issue free 

★ free advertising 
This is another first for Home Micro. All 
members may place as many ’free ads’ for 
sales, wants and exchanges etc., as they 
wish and absolutely FREE. The Home 
Micro ’Ad’ Supplement is distributed to all 
members monthly with the Newsletter, 
creating an incredibly effective sales and 
wants communications network. Or simply 
enabling member to member contact with 
fellow enthusiasts. WHY NOT PLACE 
YOUR FREE’AD’NOW (sec below) 

★ PLUS PLUS PLUS 

International reports — Diary page of fairs 
and exhibitions - MEMBERS DISCOUNTS 
— BEST BUYS — star prize competitions 
offering such prizes as . .. "Tea at the Savoy 
with the programmer of the game you hate 
most!" 

★ first issue free 
One thing's for sure, you don't need a 
computer to work out that with — FREE 
ADVERTISING — COPS - 
DISCOUNTS - STAR PRIZES and 
INDEPENDENT ADVICE ON WHAT & 
WHAT NOT TO BUY - Home Micro's 
new members discount price of just £12 per 
annum makes a lot of sense and don’t 
forget your first issue is FREE. 

★ WHAT TO DO NEXT 

Just fill in the special discount membership 
form below (send NO money) and you will 
receive your first issue ’free’. If you don't like 
it simply cancel your membership before the 
date printed below and it won’t have cost you 
a penny! 

Published by Fleet Street Letter Ltd. 

SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION FORM 
(S SO OFF FIRST YEARS MEMBERSHIP 

Rim comoWta and rotum itwa form to- 

FROM 
NAME 
AOORESS 

BLOCK 
CAPITALS 

PLEASE 

■rial racarva my few NawUatte* on FREE TRIAL I Iwvt 
compWMd tha marnbariho data* appoaiM 

I ihoukt Ua tha Fraa Grft Manxxn Srfvt* Caul Q 

. A/C No. 
rronata* Bank PLC <50211*1. 

__I Branch lor ilia account at 
Ltd <02501*361 ttta turn of £12.00 on 

i 111111111111 i.m 
iNaumol (12 00 on IS February 11— 
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"'['The B8C Micro 
Machine Code 
PodMit' by Brace 
Smith, puMohed 
by Granada at 
£7.95 (paperback 
212 page*). 

One advantage to the BBC is 
that it can be easily program¬ 
med in machine code. 

The first chapter of this book 
is an introduction and covers 
the differences between Basic I 
and Basic II, and how to over¬ 
come them. The next chapter 
covers the reading of the func¬ 
tion keys with two programs 
virtually copied from an old 
edition of Acorn Uter The 
author makes no bones about 
this and offers profuse thanks. 
Next comes a chapter on 
machine status, with routines 
that will tell you your program 

size and what variables are 
currently in use 

Eventually the book gets 
down to a little meat with a 
selection of routines to provide 
multi-byte arithmetic. There is 
very little explanation of how 
this works, which is a shame, as 
they use standard methods 
which would be of interest to 
anyone wanting to modify them. 

The most unusual part of the 
book is a list of some of the 
programs in bar code form If 
you happen to have an MEP 
(Micro Electronics Educational 
Program) bar code reader you 
wiUsave yourself a lot of strain. 

Overall, the book provides 
useful reference material for 
people who have just begun 
writing machine code prog¬ 
rams. On the other hand, if you 
are writing machine code 
already you probably have 
these programs in stock. KC 

Whenever a new micro appears 
there is a rush by the book 

publishers to be first out with a 
book about the machine. The 
trouble with these 'instant’ 
books is that the contents tend 
to be a little too instant, and 
give the user little more than 
what can be found in the 
manual. 

Ian Sinclair is no stranger to 
this kind of book and QL 
Computing definitely falls into 
the instant category. 

True, it is baaed on use of the 
QL (it is surprising how often 
someone writes a book about a 
micro that no-one has yet got 
their hands on), but Mr Sinclair 
l no relation to Sir Clive) has to 
admit his QL was one of the 
early versions which came with 
the decidedly 'provisional' 
manual. 

Like so many of the instant 
books it is padded out with such 
essential information as how to 
wire on a 13 amp plug, tune in 
your television, and the virtues 
of using a proper four-way 
expansion box 

This is followed by an idiot’s 
guide to writing simple prog¬ 
rams in the QL's Super Basic. as 
though the only thing that is 
worth writing about the QL is 
the language it uses. (Granada 
publishes another title that 
might be more appropriate cal¬ 
led 'QL Super Basic'i And that 
isabout all you get for £5.95. R8 

Atari 
Computers 

_- * 1 22Bpagn|. 
'I did not see a need for another 
book on “How to Write Basic 
Utilities for the Home” or 
“2,000 Games for Your Atari”,’ 
says David Mentley. 

Prom this refreshing opening 
he goes on to give a compen¬ 
dium of hints and tips on using 
Atari micros. 

Mr Mentley is well placed, as 
president of a large Atari user 
group in the US to pass on this 
information. 

But don’t expect all the pages 
to be brimming with previously 
unknown information. One of 
the strengths of the book is that 
it takes the reader through 
from the level of knowledge and 
then introduces more complex 
and technical subjects 

The book undoubtedly has its 
weaknesses. Some keen Atari 
users might feel the depth and 
scope could be greater. And UK 
readers might experience some 
frustration with the frequent 
reference to US suppliers. 

Despite these drawbacks, it is 
a book that should grace the 
a worthwhile book. RB 

The Financial Spread Sheet for the 
COMMODORE 64 • Spread sheet size 

64 - 254 • 32 pages 
• Automatic formula protection 
• Consolidation: Easy with the 

32 pages available in calc 
result advanced 

• Printing: Flexible printing 
formats out to most popular 
printers 

• Graph: Histogram with scroll 
through feature of rows and 
columns for printing 

• Colour: Supports full colour 
down to individual cell level 

• Help: Easy help screens 
available 

•Calc result is also available 
in 8 European langauges 

• Calc Result easy: A 
cartridge based version is 
also available at £49 95 

Return coupon for more 
information on this and our 
other products today' 
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MICROSHOP 
n: £12 per single column cm Minimum sue .Vm Senes discount available Also spot colour available 

Column width. 1 column 57mm. 2 column 1 IKmm. 3 columns 179mm Copy Dates: 10 days prior to publication 
t Andy Flint or Anita Stokes. 

Z00MS0FT 
Latest Software tor CBM 54 5 ATARI 

CBM Cats Dial 

Zorhl N A £11.95 

Zorit 2 N A £11.95 

Zork 3 N/A £11.95 

Stare ross N A £11.95 

Deadline N/A £11.95 

Boulder £8.95 £10.95 

Bristles £8.95 £10.95 

ATARI400.800.XL Cast DM 

Oils Well N/A £21.55 
Flight Simulater N/A £37.95 
S.A.M. (Talkie) 
Sorcerer of 

N/A £41.95 

Claymorgue Castle £9.95 £17.95 
HundredamordbffeaavailM* Send SAE lor tree 

cstdloguoorTdl 01-7230562(10dm-7pm)Ptoaat 

SnndClmqum. P O. to Zoom**. 4tHu 
Moor*. London HWItOO. 

BLANK DISKS 
«t UK* i rHft M m aM )Vt UMk Mb 
* DISCOUNT WITH BULK ORDERS * 
• DEALER ENQUIRIES WELCOME * 

SJB DISK SUPPLIES (Dept 03) 
11 0a* Dm* Nitoktkf MCI 1IN 

T*l (0*02) 7H310 

COMPUTER ASSISTED LEARNING 

-ovt* 200 OUAUTV EDUCATIONAL 
CASSETTES and DISKS lor HhSpaclmm BBC EhOraniCSM 
64 with SPECIAL ONERS twist VIC-20 60*1 
Our km nngt cwart V«0 CASSETTES M BOOKS on BASK 
Aasame#|f Language and Advanced Programmmg logatfter with 
iidrodudionitoForm Lac LogotPucB 

2* ME hr FRE INFORNATION BACK K INFO ITRUKI 
BOI1I. W Clteaa State ton—. bht WttUlti 

XMAS SPECIALS 

Commodore 84. Vic 20. BBC. Alan. Drsgon. 
Soectrum ZX81 
Special ofler on Commodore 64 
New Releases lor CBM 64. Spectrum. BBC. Atari. 
Dragon. Spectrum ZX81 
New releases lor CBM 64. Spectrum. BBC Every 2 
weeks—just tend SAE and we send you a new 
kat every 2 weeks 
Altai CIO data cassettes 40p each 5 CIS data 
cassettes C2 40 5W floppy discs D aided - Dt 
density £2 30 each or 5 tor CIO 

attention all 
COMMODORE $4 OWNERS 

la computer i UPS SOI Pnntor 

• Commodore 1541 dak drive men tree Easy Scnpl end aa 
gimes an 

We nod imderangt or software ndudmg 
• Perth 64 twe Mne and money Pnm out martins 

piecework rahi «a N l MS SI* M perup mowing 
deduct*™ end comae porno* tl1« 4d 

• Stock 64 Fast handing otup lo 500 4em>M»lMM 
Hock reports Oak o< tape til M 

• Dual Oitt Back up Fast and reliable Ideal lor anagram 
programs tk mermen* O K 

Comptotolj copes Mr dar to day nmng ot smtf 

au men waux var a ocuwmr auhirooarrtwaaa 
VCCMIOTISFUOIi.fJChfflBBurrijMSTOCkl«T) tCdSii 

M.K. MUSIC A COMPUTERS 
ir enooe st . lckshton buzzard beds 

TEL (0626) 376622 CLOStO Thursdays 

BASIC 
COMPILER 

SERVICE AND REPAIRS 
SPECTRUM. BBC. COMMODORE. 0RA60N. 

MAIL ORDER OR CALL IN 

HUGE 
selection of software and full range of 

accessories SAE for lists. 
Enfiaid Communications. 
- •*. Ponders End. EnFMd. MMdi 

TU 0IS06 r«3« 

LOWEST PRICES IN UK? 
«4K0to.to 

BLANK CASSETTES 

■Wruik^'iirv 
fottOwmoabots 

-as of 10 
Vi'any... see i-A.1- R 

□ Sfh Double KdtoOoUiledsraily £2166 
□ 5’u Double sOftVJuod danvty t28 75 

Pnoe per 
; J JVSroeedeSAOOeoch 
Q3V DoublesacteW 76eocn 
bxflcale cucvdsy of eocn product 
requeednbows FreededveryUK only 
ChequWPO fnciosedfort_ 

iBsea 
aM/V 

FRKPOSTTei (OEkSTl 7O0O66 

TASWORDPLUS 
+ TASCOMM 

Write text on your Spectrum with Tasword 
2. Tasword Plus grves you advanced 

Microdnve handling Taacomm sends text 
to your IBM. Apncot or other Computer 

using the Sinclair Cable and Interface 1. 
On Cassette £6 

On Microdrive Cartridge £9.95 
With Tasword 2 £24.50 on Mlcrodrlve 

From WIMSOFT(PCN) 
20 Brookstde Road. Wimborne. Dorset 

BH21 2BL 

AMSTRAD CPC464 
ARNOLD BLACKWOOD - ADVENTURER EXTRAORDINAIRE 

THE TRIAL OF ARNOLD BLACKWOOD 
A ivryunnku AilraddUum tviheAdienturrr,Ubnn 
CPC464 USER Oct %4 

ARNOLD GOES TO SOMEWHERE ELSE! 
A healthy meeof the ndnuUnu Plentyaffun PCN 
Oct *4 
Eadi Adventure B SO me * Return Post COsfOsto 

NEMESIS 
I0CARLOW ROAD. RINCSTEAD. 

KETTERING, NORTHANTS NMt 4DW. 

CASSIDY COMPUTER SUPPUES 

FANTASTIC BARGAINS 
BBC MODEL B C355 

including VAT 
SINCLAIR OL C378 
APPLE HE C916 
Two thousand totals of listing paper (9 V« x 11) CIS 

Phone for other prices or tend cheque to: 
CASSIDY COMPUTER SUPPLIES 

14 THE WARREN. RAOLET. HERTS. 
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TOUCH-TYPE 
FOR THE MX Sinclair Spectrum 

DO YOU YEARN TO DO SOMETHING 
USEFUL ON YOUR SPECTRUM? 

iMffi to touch typo on any QMRTY larboard usuiQVioSpocSnini 

HUMBERSIDE 

COMPUTERFAIR 
WINTER GARDENS 

CLEETHORPES 

Sunday 18th November 

11.00 to 5.30 

SPECTRUM REPAIRS 
We expert^ repair Spectrum* tor Cl 5 inclusive ol 
pans labour and return postage Spectrums 
upgraded to 48K tor £24 including post 

R. A. ELECTRONICS. 
SO Klmeoflov Rond Lowuutoft. Suffolk 

TEL (OSOZ)M2M 

WANTED 
PERSONAL COMPUTERS 

all models bought lor cash 

Morgan Camera Company 
160 Tottenham Court Road. 

London W1. Tel: 01-388 2562 

tOova E G oaffndgo win Tndounndind Mona Tutor oouidti* 
C1J SO i twnm tSwn Mont «InOwaO Loktw a ncX^ad trot 
•eh ooch cartndgc #vaMOI» from 

WDSoft ware, 
HIIMop. St Mary. Jersey. C.L 

Tel (0534) 81392_ 

111 Thorpe Road. 
London E7 9DE 

3 TIME-SAVERS 

MicroCoche is a highly intelligent 
disk buffering system (cache) that 

dramatically boosts the 
performance of your 

microcomputer It is totally 
transparent to the user, 

automatically monitoring your use 
of disks ond quickly learning 

what to hold in RAM In this way 
disk excesses ore very substantial ly 

reduced, saving you time ond 
reducing frustration MicroCoche 

is available for most CP/M ond 
MSDOS mochmes including IBM 

Sinus. Apricot. DEC. NEG etc 

PRINTER 
BUFFER 

Alsomcluded r MicroCoche s i 
printer buffer Thisenables 
printing to apparently occur 

immediately by ‘printing to RAM 
Actual output to the printer occurs 

■n background mode without 
deloymg the user The RAM used 
by the disk coche is dynamically 
shored with the printer buffer 
whichever iscausmg you most 

delay automatically gels the most 
RAM This iso much more cost- 

effective woy of saving time than 
purchasing expensive odd-on 

printer buffer boxes 

Silicon Disk s the original RAM 
disk' It provides you with an extra 

disk’ >n RAM which is extremely 
fost ond reliable As with 

MicroCoche, 'he Silicon Disk 
software will operate with any 

RAM that is suitable for your 
mochine 

MicroCoche 
(including printer buffer) £195 
Demonstration copy £25 
Silicon Disk £95 

WARNING: ONCE YOU HAVE TRIED THESE PRODUCTS YOU WILL NOT BE HAPPY USING YOUR 

MACHINE WITHOUT THEM. 

26 DANBURY STREET 

LONDON N1 8JU 

ENGLAND 

TEL: 01-226 9092 

TELEX: 24263 TARDISG 
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Computers this week news 
of two unsung aspects of the 
technology First, a case of out 
with the old. in with the new for 
50 pathologists who, it seems, 
are taking a big interest in the 
computerised aspects of death. 
Fortunately, they’re also using 
computers to help stop you 

reaching that interesting state. 
Second, Computer Systems 

Technology reveals that it 'has 
come to the rescue of a fishing 
tackle manufacturer’. The rod 
makers were unable to analyse 
the casting and striking charac¬ 
teristics of glass-fibre and car¬ 
bon rods. CST, with a package of 
black boxes hooked up to a BBC 
Micro, saved the day. 

trsdttioMl £20. Our recent piracy article* nere obviously behind bis caption: 
'OK Smith, hand over the Manic Minor tatiag.’ 

Next development is 'a radio 
link between rod and control 
box which will allow the equip¬ 
ment to be used at the waterside 
with a special ly packaged micro 
resting under a large angler's 
umbrella’. You think we’re kid¬ 
ding. . . 

Meanwhile Microsoft's sup¬ 
port for the Mac was bolstered 
last week. Youthful chairman 
Bill Gates was in London for the 
launch of MS-Net but events 
were overtaken when Bill was 
faced with a rich junket. A 
flunkey was swiftly despatched 
for a Mac — cheeseburger 
variety — and chips. Where 
does that leave Apple? Taking a 
hard look at the individual fruit 
pie business, we imagine. 

ACTs Roger Foster was at 
the event, chirping over the 
launch of the Apricot 32, the 
first commercial micro with an 
MS-Net capability. Did the 
name signify that only 32 
machines could be networked? 

On the contrary, said Roger, 
'we just chose 32 — in fact the 
network will support 64.’ 
Quick question: who sold the 
most business computers in 
1983? Apple? IBM? ACT? 
Wrong. .. Commodore Now, 
1984 — that’s a different 
matter. 

by ty(L>sc 

SYNTAX ERROR 
Although the BBC cannot pro¬ 
duce a c with cedilla below it, 
PON's printer can. The charac¬ 
ter before the comments in the 
Output Using for the BBC (issue 
86, Commanding Performance) 
should be a back slash, or a half 
in Mode 7. 

Last week, in the OEL Telemod 
3 modem review, we blamed BT 
for rejecting modems with Bell 
telephone tones. In fact, all 
approvals are made by B ABT— 
not British Telecom — and Bell 
tones are permitted provided 
they fall within certain limits. 

NEXT WEEK 
And they’re off 
Could you outdrive James 
Hunt? See next week’s issue for 
details of PCNs most exciting 
competition yet. 
BBC retrospective 
We celebrate the BBC micro’s 
third birthday with a retrospec¬ 
tive look at why it continues to 
sell so well and what its draw¬ 
backs are. 
Dial up 64 
We get to gripe with the Com 
modore modem and check out 
Compunet, the Pres tel competi - 
tor for Commodore owners 
Price conscious printer 
The Smith Corona Fas text 80 
costs£225. Cheap and cheerful7 
Spectrum countdown 
Type in our listing to add a 
wordcounting utility to Tas- 
word. 

You can extend the range of 
commands with a handy plug¬ 
in ROM and we put it through 
its paces. Plus some handy 
routines to type in. 

l PCN DATELINES 
.^ . 

COMPEC Reed Exhibitions 01-643 8040 

6809 Show November 17-18 Royal Horticultural Halls, London 
SW1 

Computer Marketplace Exhibitions, 01-930 
1612 

Artificial Intelligence Seminar November 17-18 Middlesex Poly. London Intellect Seminars, Steve Torrance. 01-801 
3434 

ZX Microfair November 17-18 Alexandra Palace. London N22 Mike Johnstone. 01-801 9172 
Humberside Computerfair November 18 Winter Gardens. Cleethorpes Grimsby Computer Club, 0472-694047 

Videotex Europe Exhbn & Conf November 20-22 Amsterdam, Holland Online Conference*, 01-868 4466 
Penwith Computer 
Club Exhibition 

November 24 St Pauls Old School, Penzance Jeremy Hewitt, 0736-787159 

Computer China Nov 25-Dec 1 Xiamen. China Beta Exhibitions, 01-405 6233 
Inti Exposition for Technology 
Transfer 

Nov 27-30 Melropole Hotel. Brighton Concorde Services, 01-749 6171 

Electron & BBC Users’ Show Dec 6-9 New Horticultural Hall, 
Westminster. London SWl 

Database Publications, 061-456 8383 

CADCAM Inti Show Jan 8-10 NEC, Birmingham EMAP Inti Exhibitions. 01-837 3699 
High Technology & Computers in 
Education 

Jan 23-26 Barbican. London Computer Marketplace Exhibitions, 01-930 
1612 

EBfTONML: ESMw Peter Worlock FrvSucbo* iStar. l.nurairw Turner Sa 
Bancroft. Sandra Grandiaon Faatarva «Mar John Lattice laftan tdi 
Nick it- KobinKon ArtdbactwJim Damur Art adbar Dave Alexander Aval 

editor Harriet Arnold El 
r Bryan Skinner Pwtpb 
■start adbar Tim Brown Ll 

«r David Guest Mows 
dNar Stuart Cooke A 

wCyndy MilrxFaHikhgi 

HUB opw Bettma William* kaatatmt adrartl—swat awsasars Laura Cade. Claire Rowbottom Sates 
-■■-Phil Benaon. Mike Blackman, Julian Bums. Steve Corrick. Tony Keefe, Andrew Flint, ChnaUan McCarthy, Isabel Middleton, Sarah 
Muagrave, Tony O'Reilly Anita Stokes Fredarttoa Richard GafTrcv Adraitmunt assistant Jan Moore taborrtpHiw siySrin Gill Stevens takatiiphoa addrasa 53 Frith 
Street London W1A 2HC01-439t2->2 tdbartal addwaa 62 Oxford Street Undon W1A 2HC.0i-6366890Mnirtlllag ittnn 62 Oxford Street London W1A2HG01-323 
3211 FubSahadky VNU Business Publications. Evelyn House, 62 Oxford Street London W1A2HG© VNl' 1983 No material may be reproduced in whole or in part 
without written consent from the copyright holders Photoset by Quickset. 184-186 Old Street. London EC 1 Printed by Chase Web Offset. St Austell, Cornwall 
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Make new friends. 
With Mirrorsoft games, you can 

make loads of new friends like Mr. Bounce 
and Ceasar the Cat Or. now. like 
Dr. Frankenstein, you can create your 
very own monsters and aliens. As well 
as friends and heroes to defeat them. 

GAMES CREATOR 
Invent your own games As simple or as 

complex as you care to make them The only real 
knmt rsyour xnaipnation 

For the CBM64. the Games Creator comes 
with a step-by-step manual and three readyto-play 
games Each demonstrates some of the programs 
exceptional features shapes movement, speed, 
screwing backgrounds, scormg, music, sound 
effects and many more And you don't need to 
know any program language to work it 

On fast loading cassette for the C8M64 £12* 

STAR EGGS 
A space fantasy Earth is threatened by attack 

from Alien life forms hat chng out m space Ybu 
must hrst overcome the Guardians Then into the 
Hatchery ip and down escalators and ladders to 
crack the eggs before the aliens escape 

On fast loading cassette for the C8M64 £695 

CATASTROPHES 
Use a hefccopter to bu*J a hotel on an island 

paradise But you have to move fast and design 
your bukftng careMy because earthquakes floods 
storms and kghtnmg can stnke at any moment 

For one or two players On fast loadng 
cassette for the C8M64 £695 

enemies. 
HI BOUNCER 

An arcade type game featuring Mr Bounce 
and the Mr Men But don't get the idea that it's mst 
a kids game Far from it There are four mam 
screens each with eight levels of difficulty and 
complexity Don't worry there's also a practice 
program with slower speeds 

On cassette for the BBC B £6.95 

CEASAR THE CAT 
Ceasar scute and quick Help twn hunt the 

crowded shelves for mice who eat all the food 
He must catch the rrace before the food disappears 
Ojtstandmg graphics animation and sound 

On cassette tor the C8M64. Spectrum 48K. 
BBC B £695 

— ■ MIRRORSOFT 
SOFTWARE FOR ALL THE FAMILY 
Available from Boots W H Smith. Spectrum and al 
good software stockists Write for a free catalogue to 

Mirrorsoft. Holbom Qrcus London. EC1P1DQ 


